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SECRET/fCOMINT/INOFORN 

Central Intelligence Agency Minimization Procedures i5T-

7. At Tab 3 to this Notice, the Government respectfully submits a substitute 

first page to the CIA minimization procedures for the purpose of including the omitted 

word "commwucations" between the words "u.nminimized the" in the first line of the 

first paragraph. (U) 

Respectfully submitted, 

National Security Division 
United States Department of Justice 
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Section 3 -Acquisition and Processing - General (U) 

(a) Acquisition (U) 

The acquisition ofinfonnation by targeting non-United States persons reasonably believed to 
be located outside the United States pursuant to Section 702 of the Act shall be effected in 
accordance with an authorization 1nadc by the Attorney General and Director ofNational 
Intelligence pursuant to subsection 702(a) of the Act and shall be conducted in a mau.ncr 
designed, to the greatest extent rcasunably feasible, to minimize the acquisition of 
infOll'Dation not relevant to the authorized purpose of the acquisition. (SNSI) 

(b) Monitoring, Recording, and Processing (U) 

(1) PCTSonnel shall exercise reasonable judgmcnt in determining whether infonnation 
acquired must be minimized and shall destroy inadvertently acquired communications 
of or concerning a United States person at the earliest practicable point in the 
processing cycle at which such communication can be identified either: as clearly not 
relevant to the authorized purpose of the acquisition (e.g., the communication does 
not contain foreign intelligence information); or, as not containing evidence of a 
crime which may be disseminated under these procedures. Inadvertently acquired 
communications of or concerning a United States person may be retained no longer 
than five years in any event. Tbe communications that may be retained include 
electronic communications acquired because of limitations on NSA's ability fo filter 
communications. (~ 

(2) Conununications of or cooccming United States persons that may be related to the 
authorized pwpose of the acquisition may be forwarded to analytic personnel 
responsible for producing intelligence information from the collected data. Such 
communications or information may be retained and disseminated only in accordance 
with Sections 4, 5, and 6 of these procedures. (q-

(3) Magnetic tapes or other storage media that contain acquired communications may be 
processed.-(8}-

(4) As a communication is reviewed, a determination shall be made as to whether it is a 
domestic or foreign communication to, from, or about a target and is reasonably 
believed to contain foreign intelligence infonnation or evidence ofa crime. Only such 
communications may be processed. All other communications may be retained or 
disseminated only in accordance with Sections 5 and 6 of these procedures. (S//Sl) 

(5) Magnetic tapes or other stc>ro~gc media containing communications acquired pursuant 
to Section 702 may be scanned by computer tn identify and select commun.ications 
for analysis. Computer selectioa1 terms used for scanning, such as telephone numbers, 
key words or phrases, or other discriminators, shall not include United States person 
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EXBIBITD 

MINIMIZATION PROCEDURES USED BY THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INVESTIGATION IN CONNECTION WITH ACQUISITIONS OF FOREIGN 

INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 70:Z OF THE FOREI GN 
INTELLIGENCE SURVEU,J'"A..'ICE ACT OF 1978, AS AMENDED 

These Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) m.inim.i:r.ation procedures apply to llte 
acquisition, retention, use, and dissemination of non-publicly available info1mation concerning 
unconsenting United States persons that is acquired by targeting non-United States persons 
reasonably believed to be located outside the United States pursuant to section 702 of the 
Foreign [ntelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, as amended ("the Act"). (U) 

With respect to any unrninimized conunun.ications acquired pursuant to section 702 of the 
Act, theFBl will apply i1s standard minimization proceduresasdescnbed in the Standard 
Minimization Procedures for Electronic Surveillance of a non-U.S. Person Agent of a Foreign 
Power (approved September 17, 1997) and its Standard Minimization Procedures for Physical 
Search of a non-U.S. Person Agent of a Foreign Power (approved January 20, 1995) ("non-U.S. 
Person Standard Minimization Procedures"), as amended bythe Amendment to the FBl'A 
Standard Minimization Procedures for Blectronic Surveillance and Physical Search (approved 
September'29, 2006), with the following modifications: (S) 

a. References to "non-United States person agent of a foreign power" sbnll be 
understood to refer to non-United States persons reasonably believed to be located 
oulside the United States. (U) 

b. In determining whether an individual is a non-United States person, the following 
presumptions apply: (S/INF) 

I. ff an individual is loJown or believed to be located outside the United States, 
he or she should be presumed to be a non-United States person unless the 
individual is identi lied as a United States person or circumstances give rise to 
the reasonable belief ll1at ll1e individual is a Ullites Stales person. fS/I?JF) 

c. Any communication acquired through the targeting of a person who at the time of 
targeting was reasonably believed to be a non-United States person located outside 
the United States but is in fact located inside the United States at the time such 
communication is acquired or is subsequently determined to be a United States person 
sball be removed from FBI systems upon recognition, unless the Director of the FBI 
determines that such communication is reasonably believed to contain significant 
foreign intelligence information, evidence of a crime that bas been, is being, or is 
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EXHIBITE 

MINIMIZATION PROCEDURES USED BY THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY II'\ CONNECTION WITR ACQUISITIONS OF FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE 
lNFORM.ATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 702 OF THE FOREIGN INTELL£GENCE 

SliRVElLLANCE ACT OF 1978, AS AMENDED 

With respect to unmioimizeu coJrunuoications th.e Central fntelligence Agency (CIA) 
receives from the National Security Agency (NSA) or the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
that are acquired pUJSuant to Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978, as 
amended ("the Act"), the CIA will follow the following minimization procedures: (U) 

l. As used herein, the terms "Attorney General," "foreign power," "ageot of a foreign power," 
"United States person," "person," "foreign inteUigcnce information," "international 
terrorism," aod "sabotage" have the meanings specified in sections I 0 I aod 70 I of the Act 
(U) 

2. Information about a United States person may be retained within CIA and disseminated to 
authorized recipients outside of CIA if the identity of the United States person and all 
personally identifiable information are deleted. A generic term may be substituted which 
does not identify the United States person in the context ofthe message. Ifthc Infom1ation 
cannot be sacitized in such a fashion because the identity is necessary, or it is reasouably 
believed that it may become necessary, to understand or assess the infomu1tiou, that identity 
may be retained or disseminated outside of CIA along with the information if: 

a. The information is foreign intelligence information. Such information includes, but is not 
limited to, information falling within one or more of the following categories: 

(I) the information indicates that the United States person has acted or may be acting as 
ao agent of a foreign power, including information indicating that a United States 
person was in contact with a foreign power under facts and circumstances indicating 
that be intends to collaborate with a foreign power or become an agent of a foreign 
power; 

(2) tbe information indicates that a United States person may be a target of intelligence 
activities of a foreign power; 

(3) the information indicates that a United States person h.as engaged or may be engaging 
in the unauthorized disclosure of properly classified national security information; or 
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UNITED STATES 

FOREIGN JNTELLIGENCE SURVEILLAi\ICE COURT 

IN REDNli/\GCERTIPICA 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

) 
) Docket Number 702(i)-08-0 l 

ORDER 

For the reasons stated in the Memorandum Opinion issued contemporaneously herewith, and 

in reliance on the entire record in this matter, the Co011 finds, in the language of 50 U.S.C. ~ 

I 881 a(i)(3)(A), that the "certification submitted in accordance with [50 U.S.C. § 1 881a(g)] contain.s 

all the required elemcmts and that the targeting and minimization procedures adop1ed in accordance 

with [50 U.S.C. § 188!a(d)-(e)] are consistent with the requirements of those subsections and wilh 

the fourth amendment to the Constitutionoftbe United States." 

Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED, pursuant to 50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(i)(3)(A), that such 

certification and the use of such procedures are approved. 
~ 

ENTERED this !:1::_ day of September, 2008, in Docket No. 702(i)-08-0I. 

~tf.tr~.d MAlt. McLAUG IN 
Judge, United States Foreign 
Intelligence SUJ1'eillance Court 

-BI!>el~---
~putyCierk 
~is document 

is a true and ~--~~• 
the 
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UNITED STATES 

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT 

WASffiNGTON, D.C. 

lN RE DNI/AG CERTffiCA Docket Number 702(i)-08-0 I 

MEMORANDUM OPINION 

This matter is before the Court on the "Government's Ex Parte Submission of Replacement 

Certificalioo and Related Procedures and Request for an Order Approving Such Certification and 

Procedures," flied on August 5, 2008 ("Ex Parte Submission"). For the reasons stated below, the 

government's request for approval is gr.mted. 

l. BACKGROUND 

A. Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 

The government filed the Ex Parte Submission pt~rsuant to Section 702 of the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Act ("FISA'), which wa5 enacted as part of the FlSA Amendments Act of 

2008, Pub. L. No. 110~261, 122 Stal 2436 (Jul. I 0, 2008) ("FAA"), and is now codified al 50 

U.S.C. § 188la. Subsection (a) of Section 702 permits the govemrnent to authorize, "for a period of 

up to 1 year from the effective date of the authorization, the targeting of persons reasonably believed 

to be located outside the United States to acquire foreign intelligence information." 50 U.S.C. § 

188la(a). The implementation of any authorization under Sectio11 702 must conform to the 

Page 1 
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limi1Atioos enumerated in subsection {b), whicb provides that"[ a Jn acquisition authorized under 

subsection (a)": 

(!)may not intentionally target any person known at the time ofa.cqulsition to be 
located in the United States; 

(2) may not intentionally target a person reasonably believed to be located outside the 
United States if the purpose of such acquisition is to target a particular, known 
person reasonably believed to be in tb.e United Swes; 

(3) may not intentionally target a United States person reasonably believed to be 
located ou!side the United States; 

( 4) may not intentionally acquire any communication as to wbich the sender and all 
intended recipients are known at the time of the acquisition to be located in the 
United States; and 

(5) shall be conducted in a manner ponsistenl with the fourlb amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States. 

50 U.S. C.§ 188la(b). 

Absent exigent circumstances, before implem~:nting aoy authorization under Section 702, 

tbeArtomcy General and the Director of National Intelligence ("Dl-U") must provide the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISC") with a written certiilcation, accompanied by targeting III\d 

minimization procedures, and must obtain the Court's approval of the certification and the 

procedures. ld. §§ 1881a(a), (g), and (i). In the certification, the Attorney General and D:Nl must 

~ttest that: 

( I) there are procedures in place that arc "reasonably designed" to "ensure ihat an 
acquisition authorized under subsection (a) is limited to targeting persons reasonably 
believed to be located outside the United States," and to "prevent tbe intentional acquisition 
of any communication as to which the sender and au intended recipients are known at tbe 
time of the acquisition to be located in the United States''; 

Page2 
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(2) "the minimization procedures to be used with respect to such an acquisition ... meet the 
definition of minimization procedures under [SO U.S.C. § 180l(b) or§ 1821(4)), as 
appropriate" and either "have been approved, have been submitted for approval, or will be 
submitted with the certification for approval by tbe [FlSC]"; 

(3) the Attorney General and DNI have adopted "guidelines ... to ensure compliance with 
the limitations in subsection (b) [of Section 702] and to ellb-ure U1at an application for a court 
order is filed ru; required by [FlSA]"; 

(4) the targeting procedures, minimization procedures, and guidelines adopted by the 
govermnent "are consistent with the Fourth Amendment"; 

(5) "a significant purpose of the acquisition is to obiaio foreign intelligence Information''; 

(6) "the acquisition involves obtaining foreign intelligence information from or with the 
assistance of an electronic communications service provider"; and 

(7) "the acquisition complies with the limitations in subsection (b)." 

50 U.S.C. § 1881ll(g)(2)(A). 

The certification must be accompanied by targeting l!Dd minimization procedures adopted 

pursuant to Section 702(d) and (e), respecti\mly, illl.d it UlUSt "be supponed, as appropriate, by the 

affidavit of any appropriate official in the area of DJitional security who is .. . appointed by the 

President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate," or " the head of an element of the 

intelligence community." 50 U.S. C. § § 1881 a(g)(2)(B) and (g)(2)(C). Additionally, Section 702, 

as applicable bere, requires that the certification include "an effective date for the authorization that 

is at least 30 days after the submission of the written certification to the cowt." Id. § 

1881 a{g)(2)(D)(i). 
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B. Judicial Review 

The FAA provides the FISC with jurisdiction to review the certification, ihe targeting and 

minimization procedures, and any amendments to those procedures. 50 U.S.C. § 188la(i)(l)(A). 

That review, however, is liinited. The FISC's role with respect to the certification is merely to 

"detennine whether [it] contains all the required elemenlS." !!!, § !881a(i)(2)(A). The Court 

reviews the targetiug procedmes to "assess whether the procedllfCs are reasonably designed to - (i) 

ensure that an acquisi<i()n authorized under subsection (a) is limited to targeting persons reasonably 

believed to be located outside the lJnited States; and (ii) prevent the intentional acquisition of any 

COlJlllluoication as to which the sender and all intended recipients are known at the time of the 

acquisition to be located in the United Stales." ld. § l881a(i)(2)(B). As for the minimization 

procedures, the Collft must ' 'assess whether such procedures meet the definition of minimization 

procedmes under [50 U.S.C. § 1801(h) or§ 1821 (4)), as appropriate." ld. § 1881a(i)(2)(C). 

Section 702 requires the FISC to enter an order approving the certification and the use of lhe 

targeting and minimization proeedmes ifthe Court fiods that the certification contains all the 

required elements, and that the targeting and minimi:.:ation p.rocedmes are consistent with the 

reqUirements of 50 U.S.C. §§ 188la(d)(l ) and (e)(2) and with the Fourth Amendment. 50 I.J.S.C. § 

188 1a(i)(3)(A), Should the Court conclude that it cannot make those findings, it must direct the 

govemment either tO cotrect any deficiency or to refrain from implementing the authorization for 

which the certification was submitted, Jd. § l88la(i)(3)(B). A11y ordor entered under Section 702 

must be accompanied by "a written statement of reasons for the order." Id. § L881a(i)(3){C). The 

FISC must complete its review a.nd issue an order not later than 30 days after the government's 
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submission of its certification and procedures, unless the Court "extends that time as necessary for 

good cause in a manner consistent with national security.'' I d. § 1881 a(i)(I)(B), GX2). 

C. The Government's Ex Pnrte Submission 

The government's Ex Parte Submission includes "DNI/AO 702(g) CCJrtilitcntion 

which was e)(ecuted by the Attorney General aJld the DNl on and which uuthorizes 

the targeting of certain non-United States persons reasonably believed to be located outside the 

United States lo acquire foreign intelligence information (the "Certification"). Accompanying the 

Certification are the supporting affidavits of the Directors of the National Security Agency ("NSA''), 

the Central Intelligence Agency ("CIA"), and the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation ("FBl'?- Also 

included in tbe government's Ex Parte Submission are two sets of targeting procedures (one set to 

be used by the NSA and the other by the FBI), and three sets of minimization procedures (one set 

each for the NSA, the FBI, and the CIA). 

Following the Court's preliminary review of the Ex Parte Submission, the FISC staff met 

with counsel for the government to communicale the Court's questions regarding the proposed 

targeting and minimization procedures. Thereafter, on August26, 2008, the government submitted 

its "Preliminary Rcspo~scs to Certain Que.~tions Posed by the Court" ("Govt. Responses''). On 

August 27, the Court held a hearing during which the government answered additional questions 

and provided additional information about ll1e scope and meaning of the proposed procedures. 

Fo!Jowing the hearing, the government made two supplemental submissions addressing, among 

other things, an issue of Jaw it raised with the Court shortly before the hearing. The government has 

also submitted a copy of the guidelines adopted by the Attorney General and the DNl for ensuring 

TOP SE~MlNT!fORCON,NOEOBNUXI 
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compliance with the lin1itations set forth in 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(b),1 This Memorandum Opinion 

relies on the entire record before the Court, includ.Tng each of the above-referenced submissions and 

information (eceived at the August 27 bearing. 

li. ANALYSIS 

A. The Certifications Contain All the Required Elements. 

The Court is required to review the Certification ''to determine whether [it] contains all the 

required elements." 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(i)(2)(A). After e~:amining the Certification, the Court finds 

that: 

(I) it bas been made under oath by the Attorney General and th.e DNI, as requ:ired by 
50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(g)( J)(A), Certification (''Ccrt. ") at 4-5; 

(2) it contains each of the attestations required by 50 U.S.C. § 188la(g)(2)(A) and 
enumerated at pages 2-3 rumm, Cert, at 1-2; 

(3) as required by 50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(g)(2)(B), it is accompanied by the applicable targeting 
procedures2 and minimization procedures;; 

1 The Ex Pru1e Submission and accompanying materials provided by the government 
consist largely of classified inf'Ormat.ion. At the government's request, the Court has conducted its 
review ex parte and in camera. See 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(kX2). 

• See Procedures Used by the NSA for Targeting Non-United States Persons Reasonably 
Believed to be Located Outside the United States to Acquire Foreign Intelligence Infonnation 
l'ursuant to Section 702 of FISA, as Amended ("NSA Targeting Procedures") (attached to the 
Certification a~ Exhibit A); Procedures Used by the FBl for Targeting Non-United States Persons 
Reasonably Believed to be Located Outside the Uniwd States to Acqu:ire Foreign Intelligence 
Information ~uant to Section 702 ofF! SA, as Amended ("FBI Targeting Procedures'') (attached 
!.IS Exhibit C). 

; See Minimization Procedures Used by the NSA in Connection with Acquisitions of 
Foreign Intelligence lnfom1ation Pursuant to Section 702 ofFJSA, as Amended (''NSA 

(continued. •. ) 

-TOl' SECIUSTi/COMH'ffi'IORCeN;NeFORNl/Xl 
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{ 4) it is suppmted by the affidavits of appropriate national security officials, as described in 
50 U.S.C. § 188la(g)(2)(C);4 and 

(5) it includes an effecl'ive dale for the au!borizatlon in compliance with SO U.S.C. § 
1881 a(g)(2)(D). Cert. at 3.5 

Accordingly, the Court fmds that the Certification ''contains all the required elements." 50 U.S.C. § 

I &8 I a(i)(2)(A). 

B. The Targeting Procedures arid the Minimization Procec1urcs Are Consistent With the 
Applicable Statutozy Requirements 

With respect to the targeting procedures and minimization procedures, the Court is required 

to assess whetherlhe~ conform to the applicable statutory requirements. 50 U.S.C. § 

1881 a(l)(3)(A). 

J. The Targeting Procedures Satisfy the Requirements of Section 188la(d)(l) . 

The government has submitted two sets of targeting procedures, one for use by the NSA and 

one for use by the FBl. Eacb set of procedures is discussed in lutn. 

3( ... continued) 
Minimization Procedures") (attached as Exhibit B); Minimization Procedures Used by the FBI in 
Connection with Acquisitions ofForeign Intelligence Information Pursuant to Section 702 ofF!SA, 
as Amended ("FBI Minimization Procedures") (attached as Exhibit D); Minimization Procedures 
Used by the CIA in Connection with Acquisitions of Foreign Intelligence rnformation Pursuant to 
Section 702 of FISA, as Amended ("ClA Min.imization Procedures") (attached <!S Exhibit E). 

• See Affidavit of Lt. Gen. Keith B. Alexander, U.S. Army, Director, NSA (attached at Tab 
I); Affidavit of RobertS. Mueller,liJ, Director, FBI (attached at Tab 2); Affidavit of Michael V. 
Hayden, Director, CIA (attached at Tab 3). 

s The statement described in 50 U.S. C.§ 188la(g)(E) is not required in lbis case because 
there has been no "eleigellt circumstances" determination under Section 1881a(c)(2). 
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a. Overview of the NSATargeting Procedures 

NSA seeks to acquire foreibrn intelligence infomtation from communications that are to, 

from, or about a targeted person. NSA Targeting Procedures at 2; Transcript of Proceedings on 

August 27,2008 ("Trans.") at 19-22. It does so by tasking for acquisition a telephone number or 

electronic communications account (generically referred to as "selectors") believed to be used by a 

targeted person. NSA Targeting Procedures at 3; Trans. at 24. 

(i) Pre-Targeting Detennination 

NSA is required to detellll.ine "whether a person is a non-United States personf] reasonably 

believed to be outside the United States" before that person is targeted for acquisition. NSA 

Targeting Procedures at I . NSA makes this dete!'ll1 ination "in light of' the totality of the 

circumstances based on the infom1ation available with respect to that person, including 

6 "United States person" (hereinafter "U.S. person") is defined as 

a citizen of the United States, an alien lawfully admitted for permanent residence ... , 
an unincorporated association a substantial number of members of which are citizens 
of the United States or alien.s lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or a 
corporation which is incorporated in the United States, but does not include a 
corporation or association which is a foreign power, as defined in [SO U.S.C. § 
180l (aXI), (2), or (3)]. 

SOU.S.C. §§ 180 l(i)and \ 88\(a). 

TOP SECRETJ.ICOMINTNORCON,NOFORN,I/Xl 
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NSA analysts examine the same categories of infonnation, in the manner described above, in 

assessing whether the proposed target is a non-U.S. person. NSA Targeting Procedures at I. In 

addition, prior to each tasking, NSA 

in order to "ascertain whether NSA has 

7 Although the government "reserve[ d) the right to supplement and/or modify these 
responses" at the August 27, 2008 hearing, Govt. Responses at I, nothing at the· hearing detracted 
from the responses cited herein. 

TOP SECRETHCOMJNT!fORCON,NGFORN#Xl 
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reason to believe" that the proposed selector is being used by a U.S. person. ld. at 4. This step is 

taken to avoid targeting United States persons. See id. 

NSA may avail itself of the following presumption regarding the nationality of a proposed 

target: 

ld. NSA invokes the presumption only after analysts have exercised "due diligence" in attempting 

to ascenain the person's location under the NSA Targeting Procedures. Trans. at 5-6. Moreover, 

even in cases where ''the actual location of the target may be un~:nown. 

(ii) Post-Targeting Analysis 

NSA is also required to conduct post-targeting analysis "to detect those occasions when a 

person who when targeted was reasonably believed to be located ouLside the United States bas since 

entered the United States" and to "enable NSA to take steps to prevent the intentional acquisition of 

any communication as to which the sender and all intended recipients are known at the time of 

acquisition to be locateq in the United States, or the intentional targeting of a person who is inside 

the United States." NSA Targeting ~rocedures at 6. In the event that NSA concludes that a target is 

TOP SECRET!/~ORCON,NOFOR."l/f:Xl 
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within the United States, or "that a person who at the time of targeting was believed to be a non-

United States person was in fact a United States person," it will "terminate the acquisition without 

delay" and report the incident to 1he Department of Justice and the Office of the DNI. ld. at 9. 

Thls post-targeting analysis includes "routinely" comparing each seJ,ectc)r 

indications that a tasked selector may be used inside the 

United States. Id. at6-7; GovL Responses at 7. NSA reviews the resulis of these connp~tris,ons 

Responses at 7. 

111e post-targeting analysis also includes examination of the <A>ntent of communications 

obtained tlu-ough surveiUance of a tasked selector for indications that a targeted person is now in, or 

may enter, the United States. NSA Targeting Procedures at 6-7. There is no set schedule for this 

form of analysis, and its timing can depend on tbc intelligence priorities attached to a particular 

targei. Govt. Responses at 7-8; Trans. at 8. At the CJutermost limit, tbe analyst responsible for a 

particular rosking is nequired to conduct an annual review of the target, though in practice such 

reviews usually occur more fi·equently. Trans. at 8, 46.9 

9 See also 50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(I)(3)(A) (requiring annual review of acquisition "to determine 
whether there is reason to believe that foreign intelligence information has been or will be 
obtained"). 

-'f€)P-SECRE'FJ/€9 MINTHORCONs.'lol9FORN/!Xl 
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(iii) Documentation and Oversight 

At the time of targeting, analysts are required to "document in the tasking database a cillttion 

or citation.~ to the, information that led them to reasonably believe that a targeted pei:Son is located 

outside the United States." NSA Targeting Procedures at 8.10 This docomcntation facilitates later 

. oversight of how the procedures are implemented. Internally, NSA oversight personnel "conduct 

periodic spot checks of targeting decisions." NSA Targeting Procedures at 8. ln addition, personnel 

from the Department of Justice and the Office of Ute DNl conduct reviews of NSA' s 

implementation of its targeting procedures "at least once every sixty days." 14, NSA is also 

obligated within seven days to reportto the Department of Justice and the Office of theDNl "any 

incidents of noncompliance" resulting in "the intentional targeting of a person reasonably believed 

to be located in the United States or the intentional acquisition of any communication in which the 

sender and all intended recipients are known at the time of acq uisi lion to be located within ihe 

United States." ld, at8-9. NSA similarly will report any incident of intentionally targeting a U,S. 

person. GovL Responses at 8. "Any information acquired by intentionally targeting a United States 

person or a person not reasonably bel ieved to be outside the United States at the time of such 

targeting will be purged from NSA databases." NSA Targeting Procedures al9. 

10 There is no requirement to record the basis for the reasonable belief that the target is not a 

wiU often provide the groWJds for reasonably presuming ot concluding 
person. See Govt. Responses at 8, 
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(iv) Emergent:y Departure 

The NSA Targeting Procedures contain the following emergency provision: 

If, in order to protect against an immediate threat to national security, the 
NSA determines that it must take action, on a temporazy basis, in apparent departure 
from these procedures and that it is not feasible to obtain a timely modification of 
these procedures from the AUomey General and [the DNT], NSA may take such 
action and will report that activity promptly to [the Department of Justice and the 
Office of the DNI]. Under such circumstances, the Govemment will continue to 
adhere to all of the statutocy lirnJtations set forth in subsection 702(b) of [FISA). 

Td. at 10 (emphasis added). The government expects that this departure provision will be invoked 

only under "very extreme circumstances,'' Trans. at 17-18, and in fact is not likely to be used at all. 

!d. at 19.11 lf it .should be used, the government anticipates that such use would involve a relaxation 

of documentatioll requirements unavailable at the time of tbe emergency, 

or n modification of tl1e schedule for oversight reviews in the event that personnel must be 

redeployed to respond to the emergency, Td, at 18. 

b. The NSA Targeting Procedw·es Comply With 50 U.S.C. § 
1881 a( d)(]) and Are Reasonably De..<igned to Prevent the Targeting of 
U.S. Persons, 

Section 188la(d)(IJ requires: 

targeting procedures that are reasonably designed to -

(A) ensure that any acquisition .. . is limited to targeting persons reasonably 
believed to be outside of the United States; and 

11 A similar provision was included in the NSA previously adopted for 
acquisitions under the Protect America Act of 121 Stat. 552 (Aug. 15, 
2007). See Opinion and 
Order entered January 15, 2008, at 22. Tbat provision lias never been implemented. Trans. at 18. 
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(B) prevent the intentional acquisition of any coromllliication as to which the 
sender and all intended recipients are known at the time of acquisition to be 
located in the United Stares. 

50U.S.C. § 1881a(d)(l), 

Section 1881a(d)(l) does not, by its tenns, require that the targeting procedures seek to 

prevent the targeting of United States oersons. as distinct from persons located in the United States. 

Nonetheless, another provision of the statute states that, pursuant to Section 1881 a, 12 the 

government "may not intentionally target anv person known at the time of acquisition to be located 

in the United States," and also "may not intentionally target a United States person reasonably 

believed to be located outside the United States." See 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(b)(1) and (b)(3) (emphasis 

added). Moreover, as discussed above,~ pages 8-11 ~ the targeting procedures adopted 

under Section 1881a(d) require government analysts to assess whether 11 proposed target reasonably 

appears to be a U.S. person, as part of the same process whereby they ascertain whether a proposed 

tnrget reasonably appears to be located olllside the United States. Because the limiting of 

acquisi~ions to non-U.S. person targets is important to the Court's Fourth Amendment analysis, see 

pages 33-34,37-38 in!i:l!, the Court will also assess how the NSA Targeting Procedures apply 10 

determinations of U.S. person. 

In assessing the NSA Targeting Procedures, it is useful to consider separately the acquisition 

of communications that are to or fi'orn a tas\(ed selector ("to/from communications"), and the 

11 Other sections ofFlSA prQvide separate means of authorizing electronic surveil lance and 
physical search of targets in the United States, see 50 U.S.C. §§ 1804-1805, 1823-1824, and of 
targeting U.S. persons outside the United States. See id. §§ 18&lb-1881c. 

'fOP SECRE'fffCOW:N1'fi'OR€0N ,NOfflRNI/XJ 
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acquisition of communications that contain a reference to a tasked selector ("about 

communications"). 

(i) To/From Communications 

):lor communications that arc to or l'rom a tasked selector, targeting procedures will satisfY 

both prongs of Section 1881 a(d)(l) if they are reasonably designed to ensure that the users of tasked 

selectors are reasonably believed to be outside the United States. For purposes of Section 

1881a(d)(IXA), the persons targeted by acquisition of to/from communications are the users of the 

tasked selectors: their communications are intentionally selected for acquisition, whereas the 

communications of other persons are incidentally obtained only when they are communicating with 

the users of tasked selectors. And because a user of a tasked selector is a party to every to/from 

corruuunicatian acquired by NSA, a reasonable belief that the users of tasked selectors are outside 

the United States will ensure that NSA does not intentionally acquire any to/from communication 

"as to which the sender and all intended recipienlq are known at the time of acquisition to be located 

in the United States." 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(d)(I)(B). 

The Court finds that the NSA T3fgct.ing Procedures are reasonably designed to ensure that 

the users of tasked selectors are reasonably believed 1o be outside the United States. Analysts are 

WJUired in every case to co~tsid<er assessing the target's location. They are also 

to targeting, an NSA analyst must form a 

reasonable belief that tbe user of a proposed selector is outside the United Stales. The basis for that 

belief is reviewed by a second analyst prior to tasking. 

TOP SECR£TI/€f>Mffll'I/ORCON;NO~HK+-
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Afu:r targeting, additional analysis is conducted to ascertain whether the user may later be 

Moreover, analysts' implementation of these procedures is su~ject to 

regular review and evaluation by NSA, the Department of Justice, and the Office of the DNI. 

Finally, the provision pennitting NSA to depart from these procedures temporarily to 

respond to an emergency is, a..q explained by the govemment, sufficiently narrow in scope that it 

does not uudennine the Court's general assessment of reasonableness. 

NSA's record of implementation of comparable procedures for acquisitions under the 

Protect America Act of2007, Pub. L. No. 110-55, 121 StaL 552 (Aug. 15, 2007) ("PAA''), supports 

this conclusion. With 

improper targeting had been identified through May 9, 2008. !d. at 13. Most instances of non· 

compliance have involved inadequate documentation or delayed reporting, rather than improper 

targeting decisions. !!tat 11, 13-14. 

The Court fi.trther finds, as a predicate of its Fourth Amendment analysis, see pages 32-41 

infra, that the NSA Targeting Procedures are also reasonably ~.esigned to ensme that the users of 

tasked selectors, i.e., the targets of acquisition for to/from communications, are reasonably believed 

to be non-U.S, persons. NSA an!llysts perfof01 the san1e steps in assessing the U.S. person status of 

tl1e prospective target as they do in assessing location, as well as an additional pre-tasking step to 

ascertain whether the proposed selector is known to be used by 'a U.S. person. Moreover, as 

explained by the government, the prestunption of non-U.S. person status that NSA may make based 
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on the overseas location of the target,~ page I 0 ~ logically follows from the proposition, 

previously accepted by the FISC, "that the vast majority of persons who are located overseas are not 

United States persons and that most of !heir commw1ications are with other, non-United States 

persons, who are also located overseas." lp re Directives. Docket No. I 05B(g): 07-01, 

Memorandwn Opinion entered April 25, 2008, at 87 (footnote omitted), aff'd, Docket No. 08-01 

{FISA Ct. Rev. Aug. 22, 2008).13 

(ii) About Communications 

For tasked electronic communications accounts, the NSA also acquires corrunwtications that 

contain a reference to the name of the tasked account.14 The government asserts that, for purposes 

1~ The minimi:ation procedures contain similar presumptions regarding non-U.S. person 
status, see NSA Minimization Procedures at 2; FBI Minimization Procedures ut I , which the Cowt 
finds reasonable on the Wlderstanding that they will be applied in the manner described for the 

presumption in the NSA Targeting Procedures. 

1' These about communications fall intoa tegories first described to the FISC in prior 
proceedings. Trans. at 40-41. Those categorie.s are as follows (for ease of reference, the tasked 
account is called "tasked@email.com"): 

TOP SECRETI/GOM"GiiT#ORCON1NOFORN#Xl 
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of Section J88Ja(dXlXA), the person being "targeted" by such an acquisition is the user of the 

tasked account, not other persons who are parties to the acquired communication. u Govt. 

Responses a! 3; Trans. at 24. The Court accepts this conclusion. It is natural to regard the user of 

the tasked account as the "target" of the acquisition, because the government's purpose in acquiring 

about communications is to obtain information about that user. Trans. at 24.16 The communication 

is not acquired because the government has any interest in the parties to the communication, other 

than their potential relationship to the user of the tasked account; indeed, the government may bave 

11 ln some cases the user of the tasked account 

16 For purposes ofF! SA surveillances conducted under 50 U.S.C. §§ 1804-1805, the 
"target" of the surveillance '"is the individual or entity ... about whom or from whom information 
is sought."' In reSealed Case, 310 r .Jd 717,740 (FJSA CL Rev. 2002) (quoting ll.R. Rep. 95-
1283, at 73 (1978)). There is no reason to think that a different meaning should apply here. 

'fOP SECRETHCeMINT/fORCON,NOJlQRN/00-
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no knowledge of those parties prior to acquisition. See iQ. at 19-20. And parties to an acquired 

about communication do not become targets of acquisition unless and until they are separately 

vetted under the NSA Targeting Procedures and a selector used by them is separately tasked. 1!!.. at 

26-27. Of course, anyone assessed to be a U.S. person or to be inside the Uniled States cuJUJot be 

targeted at all. See pages 8-11 ~-

Having concluded that this mode of acquisition targets the users of tasked selectors, and that 

the NSA Targeting Procedures are reasonably designed to ensure that the users of taSked selectors 

are reasonably believed to be outside the United States,~ pages 15-16 ~. the Court finds lhat 

the NSA Targeting Procedures satisfy Section 1881 a(d)(l )(A). Similarly, based on the discussion at 

pages 16-17 supra, the Court finds that the NSA Targeting Procedures are reasonably designed to 

prevent the targeting of U.S. pcrRons in the acquisition of about communications. 

A separate analysis is required of whether, in confOIJllllDCC with Section 188 I a( d)( I )(B), the 

NSA Targeting Procedures are reasonably designed to prevent the intentional acquisition of about 

communications "as to which the sender and all intended recipients arc known at the time of 

acquisition to be located in the United States." For each acquisition of an about communication, 

NSA relies means of ensuring that at least one party to the communication 

is outside the United States: "NSA an Internet Protocol filter to ensure" that at 

least one party to a communication is outside the United 

NSA Targeting Procedures at 2. 

TOP SEGRETI/COM&IT.'KJRCON,NOFORNIIX±-
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The Court frnds that these mea$w-es are reasonably designed ro prevent the intentional acquisition of 

communications as to which aU parties are in the United States. 17 

c. The FBJ Targeting Procedures 

1n addition to NSA, the FBI may -also conduct acquisitions under the certification, in 

confom1ance with the FBI Targeting Procedures. The FBI will apply its procedures "in acquiring 

foreign inte!UgelJce information, in the form by targeting electronic 

communications accounts "designated by the [NSA]." FBI Targeting Procedures at I. Prior to 

requesting the FBI to au account, NSA will have followed its own 

targeting procedures in determining that the user of the accolll\t "is a person reasonably believed to 

be located outside of the United States and is not a United States person." Jd. Thus, the FBI 

Targeting Procedures apply jn addition to tbe NSA Targeting Procedures, whenever 

acquired. 

Because the FBI is only involved in the acquisition of to/from communications, Trans. at 32, 

the FBI Targeting Procedures will satisfy Section 1881 a( d)( I) if they are reasouably designed to 

ensure that the users of tasked selectors are reasonably believed to be outside of the United States. 

See page 15 rumm. Because the Court ha$ found that lbe NSA Targeting ProcedureS meet this 

" The government has represented that these measures have prevented the acquisition of 
wholly domestic communications under the P AA. Trru1s. regard 

acquired as a result is 
not aware of this actualh hapjlening. 
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standard,~ pages 15-16 supr!!, and also are reasonably designed to prevent the targeting of U.S. 

persons,~ pages 16-17 ~ it should readily follow that tbe FBI Targeting Procedures, which 

provide additional assurance that users oftasked accounts are non-U.S. persons located outside the 

United States,18 also pass muster. The Court has reviewed tbe FBI Targeting ProcedUTes and found 

that they satisfy these criteria also. 

2. The Government's Minimization Procedures Satisfy 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(eXI). 

Section I 881 a(e)(l) requires the government to "adopt minimization procedures that meet 

ihedefinition of minimization procedures" under 50 U.S. C.§ 180J(h) or §1821(4), ''as 

appropriate." Those definitions are substantively identical for purposes of this case, It and define 

"minimization procedures" as 

( I ) specific procedures, which shall be adopted by the Attorney General, ihat arc 

reasonably designed in light oftbe purpose and technique of the particular 
surveillance [or physical search), to minimize the acquisition and retention, and 

19 They differ only in referring to electronic surveillance(§ I 801 (h)) or physical search(§ 

1821 (4)), and to tbe procedUTc for emergency approval for those respective modes of collection in a 

context that does not apply to this case. 
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Jll'Ohibit the dissemination. of nonpublicly available information concerning 
Wlconsenting United States persons consistent with. the need of the United States to 
obtain. produce. and disseminate foreign jntclligence information;roJ 

(2) procedures that require that nonpubl icly available information, which is not 
foreign intelligence information, as defined in[50 U.S.C. § 1801 (e)(l)), shall not be 
dissctninated in a manner that identifies any UniJed States person, without ~ucb 
person's consent, unless such person's identity is necessary to understand foreign 
intelligence information or assess its importance; [and] 

(3) notwithstanding paragraphs (I) and (2), procedures that allow for the retention 
and dissemination of information that is evidence of a t:rime which has been, is 
being, or is about to be committed and that is to be retained or disseminated for law 
enforcement purposes. 

50 U.S.C. §ISO I (h); see also i!!. § 1821(4). 

20 "Foreign intelligence information" is defined as 

(I) information that relates to, and ifconccmJng a United States person is necessary 
to, the ability of the United States to protect against -

(A) actual or potential anack or other grave hostile acts of a foreign power or 
an agent of 11 foreign power, 

(B) sabotage, international terrorism, or the international proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power, or 

(C) clandestine inteUigoncc activities by an intelligence service or network of 
a foreign power or by an agent of a foreign power; or 

(2) Information with respect to a foreign power or foreign territory that relates to, and 
if concerning a United States person is necessary to-

(A) tbe national defense or the security of the United States; or 

(B) the conduct of the foreign affairs of the United States. 

50 U.S.C. §§ 180l(e) and 188l(a). 

TOP-&ECll:l!l'ff{~'4'/!0RCON;NOFOR.'WfX l 
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In this case, there are three sets of minimization procedures that have been adopted by the 

Attorney General: a set of procedures for each of llie two agencies that will conduct acquisitions, the 

NSA and llie FBI, and a third set of procedures lbr the CIA, which may receive from those agencies 

the raw data from acquisitions. NSA Minimization Procedures at 8; FBI Minimization Procedures 

at 2. Each of lliesc sets of procedures closely resembles minimization procedures that have been 

found by judges of this Court to meet the definition of minimization procedures under section 

180 I (h) in the contexte of cases that have a significantly greater likelihood of acquiring 

communications to, from, or about linited States perso.ns. See. e.2 .• Docket 

The targeting of communications pursuant to Section 702 is designed in a manner that 

diminishes the likelihood that U.S. person information will be obtained. See page 17 5upra. Yet, 

the protection to U.S. persons afforded by the proposed minimization procedures nearly replicates 

the protection afforded such persons in cases involving search or surveillance intentionally targeting 

U.S. persons. Procedures that have been found to be reasonably designed for the purpose of 

surveil lance targeting U.S. persons should be reasonable for the acquisition of communications 

targeting non-U.S. persons abroad. The Court's review of the minimization procedureH confirms 

that they are reasonable in the context of this case. 

Although the procedures proposed by the government are oot identical to these previously 

approved procedures, the differences, as discussed below, do oot undermine a finding that they meet 

TOP S:eeRmW€0MIN'Pif6RCON,NOFORNf/Xl 
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the definition of minimization procedures under the statute. Therefore, for the reasons stated below, 

the Court finds that each set of minimization procedures is reasonably designed to minimize the 

acquisition and retention, and prohibit the dissemination, ofprivate U.S. person information, 

consistent with the foreign intelligence needs of the government, and oth11rwise confom1s to the 

statutory definition. 

a Cross-cutting Issues 

Some issues worthy of discussion arc presented by more than one agency's minimization 

procedures?' 

(i) Spccjal Retention Provisions 

Alllhree sets of minimization procedures permit the head of the agency, under certain 

circumstances, to authorize l'Ctention of infonnution from communications acq uir6d when the 

govcrrunent reasonably believed that the target was a non-U.S. person outside the United States, 

when in fact the target \Vas a U.S. person or was inside the Uiiited States.2~ For example, the CIA 

Minimization Procedures state: 

Any communication ... acquired through the targeting of a person who at the time of 
targeting wa~ reasonably believed to be a non-United States person located outside 

11 Toe NSA aod E"BT minimization procedures include presumptions of non;U.S. person 
status based on a person's location outside the United States. NSA Minimization Procedures at 2; 
FBL Minimization Procedures at 1. The Court understands that those presumptions apply in the 
same maru1er as the analogous presumption in the NSA Targeting Procedures, which is discussed 
above. See page 10m. On that understanding, the Court finds that the minimization 
presumptions comport with the statutory definitions. 

n For purposes of applying the NSA Minimization Procedures, such communications are 
treated as "domestic communications." NSA Minimization Procedures at 4. 
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the United States but is in fact located inside the United States at the time such 
communication is acquired or was in fact a United States person at the time of 
targeting shall be destroyed unless the Director of the [CIA] determines in writing 
that such communication is reasonably believed to contain: significant foreign 
intelligence infoonation; evid.enco of a crime that has been, is being, or is about to be 
committed; or information retained for cryptanalytic, traffic analytic, or signal 
exploitation purposes. 

CIA Minimization Procedures at 6.:U ln addition to these categories of information, the Director of 

NSA may also authorize retention upon a fmd.ing that "the communication contains information 

pertaining to a threat of serious harm to life or property" or "information necessary to understand or 

assess a coiD!Dun.ications security vulnerability.'' NSA Minimization Procedures at 5·6. 

For ease of reference, the Court will refer to these provisions collectively as "special 

retention provis!ons."24 For the following reasons, the Court J:i:nds that the special retention 

provisions are reasonable and consistent with the ~tatutory definition of minimir11tion procedures. 

First, the Court concludes tbat the goverrnncnt is authorized to acquire corrnnunications 

when it has a reasonable, but mistaken, belief that the target is a non-U.S. person located outSide 

the United States. The Certilication authorizes "tbe targeting of non-United States persons 

reaso.oably believed to be located outside the United States" in accordanet: with the targeting 

procedures. Cert a13; see also SO U.S. C. § 1881a(n) {"the Attorney General and the fDNIJ may 

2
' Corresponding provisions are in the FBI Minimization Procedures at 1-2 and the NSA 

Minimization PTocedures at S-6. 

1• Although the agencies' special retention provisions usc somewhat different language to 

describe the form of approval, the government has explained that, for all three agencies, the agency 
head will make such determinations in wriling on a case-by~ basis. Oovt. Responses at II; 
Trans. at36-37. 
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authorize jointly . • . the targeting of persons reasonably believed to be outside the United States"}. 

There may be cases where, after properly applying the targeting procedures, the government 

reasonably believes at the time it acquires u communication that the target is a non-U.S. person 

outside the United States, when in fact the target is a U.S. person and/or is in the United States. The 

acquisition of such communications is properly authorized lllldcr Section 1881 a, notwithstanding 

the fact that the government is prohibited from jnlentiona!ly targeting U.S. persons or any persons 

inside the United States, or inrentional!y acquiring a communication when it is known that all 

parties thereto are inside the United States.lS 

The Court also finds that 50 U.S.C. § I 806(i) does not require the destruction of infonnation 

from such communications. Section 1806(i) provides that, in the case of 

the unintentional acouisitioo ... or the contents of any communication, under 
circumstances in which a person has a reasonable expectation of privacy and a 
warrant would be required for law enforcement purposes, and if both tbc sender and 
all intended recioients arc locmed within the United States. such contents shall be 
destroyed uoon recognition, unless the Auomey General dctcnnines that the contents 
indicate a threat of death or serious bodily harm to any person. 

" Tbe govel,llJllent may not: (1) "jntenuonn!ly target" any person "known at the time of 
@oaujsition to be located in the United States;" "intentionally target a United States person,'' even if 
such pcL'Son is "reasonably believed Ill be located outside the United States;" or (3) "intentionally 
acquire any communication as to which the sender and all intended recipients arc known at the time 
of the acquisition to be located in the United States." 50 U.S.C. § 1881a(bXI), (3), and (4) 
(emphasis added). "Any infurmation acquired by intentionally targeting a United States person or a 
person not reasonably believed to be outside the United States at the time or such targeting will be 
purgt:d from NSA databases." NSA Targeting Procedures at 9. 
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50 U.S.C. § 1806(i) (emphnsis added).2' The government argues that, by ils terms, Section 1806(i) 

applies only to a communication that is uninlenrionaUy acg~,l' not to a communication that is 

intentionally acauired under a mistaken belief about the location or non-U.S. person starus of the 

target or the location of the paJtics to the comnnmication. See>GovernmCJlt's filihg of August 28, 

2008. The Court finds this analysis of Section 1806(i) persuasive, and on this basis concludes that 

Section 1806(i) does not require the destruction of the types of communications that are addressed 

by the special retention provisions.21 

Having concluded that such communications are within the scope of authorized ncquisition, 

and that Section 1806(i) does not apply to such communications, the only remaining question is 

whether tbe special retention provisions comport witb the statutory definition of minimization 

procedures. The Coun concludes that they do. Once an agency head has made a case-spt:ciiic, 

written determination that certain information falls within nne of the categories specified in the 

26 Prior to the FAA, this subsection had only applied to radio communications. ~ PM § 

I 06, 122 Sial. 2462 (replacing "radio communiCation" with "communication" in this subsection). 

27 A COJmnunicaticm would be unintentionally acquired, for pmposcs of Section l806(i), if, 
for example, the acquisition resulted from a techniculmalfunctiou or an inadvertent mis

identification of a selector. 

11 In approving other minimization and targeting provisions that refer to "inadvertently" 
acquired communications, the Court relics on the government's representations that those 

provisions wiU be implemented in acc.Qrdance with the explanations provided in the government's 

Notice of' Clarification and Correction, filed September 2, 2008. So understood, those provisions or 
tl1e minimization procedures do not implicate Section 1 806(i), 
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special retention provisions, continued retention and appropriate dissemination of such information 

do not conflict with the requirements of Sections 1 801(h) and 1821(4).29 

(ii) Technical und Linguistic Assistance from foreign Ooverrunents 

The NSA and CIA minimization procedures provide for the sharing of raw data with foreign 

governments for "technical and linguistic assistance." NSA Minimization Procedures at 8·10 

CIA Minimization Procedures at 4-5 (permittiJlg such sharing with foreign governments 

generally).10 Access to this raw infom1ation is restricted to foreign government personnel involved 

in rendering tbe necessary assistance to NSA or CIA, and the foreign government may not 

permanently retain or otherwise make use of information so received. NSA Minimization 

l'rocedures at 9· 1 0; CfA Minimization Procedures at4·5. Olven these tight restrictions, the FIS~ 

79 Specifically, evidence of a crime may be retained and disseminated for law enforcement 
purposes under Sections 1801(hX3) and 1821(4)(C). "(S]igoificant foreign intclligcuee 
information" may be retained and, as appropriate, disseminated under Sections I 80 I (h)(l }{2) and 
1821 ( 4)(A )-{B). "[l)nfonnation retained for cryptanalytic, traffic analytic, or si goal exploitation 
purposes" - which NSA refers to as "technical data base" information, see NSA Minimization 
Procedures at 2- may not, once fully processed, be identified as foreign intelligence information, 
but the Court is satisfied that retention of information for such purposes, and subject to other 
minimization requirements, is permissible as "consistent with the need of the United States to 
obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence information." 50 U.S.C. §§ 180 I (h)(l) and 
1821 (4)(A). Finally, in the context of acquisitions under this Certification, "infonnation pertaining 
to a threat of serious harnt to life or property" and "infonnation necessary to understand or assess a 
communications security vulnerability" can reasonably be regarded as information to be retained 
under the above-quoted provisions of Sections 180 I (b)(1) and 1821(4)(A). 

}() Previously, tbe FISC has authorized diSl;em.ina~lioq 
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finds that such infonnatiou-sharing comports with the requirements of Sections 180\(h) and 

1821(4). 

b. NSA Minimization Procedures 

'llle NSA Minimization Procedures in this matter are substnntially similarto other sets of 

minimization prooedures employed by NSA in the conduct of electronic surveillance in other 

contc""ts. The procedures proposed herein borrow from four sets of procedures: ( l) the NSA 

Standard Minimization Procedures adopted by the Artomey General for usc in nearly all NSA 

requests for electronic surveillance sought pursWlnt to Section 1804 and authorized by judges of this 

Court in accordance with Section 1805 ("SMP''); (2) the procedures adopted by this Court in~ 

Electronic Surveillance and Physjca! Search of International Terrorih1 Groups. Their Agents. gnd 

Related Targets. Order, (May 2002), as extended and modified by orders of this Court, 

most recently on December 6, 2007 ("Raw Take Motion"); (3) the procedures proposed by the 

"Dt>mestic Selector Procedures"); and (4) 

tbc procedures adopted by the government for use in acquisitions authorized pursuant to the P AA 

("PAA Procudures").'1 

11 t:nlike the other sets of minimization procedures, the P AA Procedures have never been 

presented to a judge of the FISC for a detennination as to whether they meet the definition of 

minimization procedures in Section 180l(h). However, a judge of this Court considered the 

minimization procedures as a factor that supported finding that certain directives issued in 
accordance with DNl/AG Certifications satisJied the reasonableness requirement of the Fourtb 

(continued ... ) 
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with specified modifications. Thus, to assess such minimization procedures, a judge needed to 

review the SMP as well as the proposed modification. The NSA Minimization Procedures in this 

matter, however, arc drafted as a stand alone·set of procedures, complete tmto themselves. 

Notwithstanding the changed verbiage, the NSA Minimization Procedures at issue here are 

substantially the same as the Domestic Selector Procedures and the P AA Procedutes,31 The most 

!rigtrificantdifference involves the special retention provisions discUssed at pages 24-28 supra. 

Other differences appear to be of less moment. The NSA Minimization Procedures at issue 

here adopt the previously approved five-year period of retention for "inadverte.ntly acquired 

infommtion." i.e., infonnation acquired "notwithstanding reasonable steps taken to minimize the 

acquisition of information not relevant to the authorized purpose of the acquisition." Govemn1ent's 

sUbmission of September 2, 2008, at 4 (intemal quotations omitted).ll TheNSA Minimization 

Procedures at issue here, however., extend the period of time tor which NSA may retain technical 

11
( ... conf:inued) 

Amendment In reDirectiv!l§, Docket No. lOSB(g): 07-0l . M.emorandmnOpinion entered April25, 
2008, at 88-89,94. 

32 For example, it is the Court's understanding that Section J(b)(l) of !he NSA 
Minimization Procedures at issuehete is meant to convey the same meaning as Section 3(c)(2) of 
the SMP, as modified in !he Domestic Selector Procedures and the PAA Procedures to pe[Jllit 
retention for five years. 

33 See KISA Minimization Procedures at 3 (''Inadvertently acquired communications of or 
concerning a United States person may be retained no longer than five years . . . . ");see also note 28 
supra. 
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data base information from one year to five years?• For the teasons presented by the government, 

both in its written submissions and in the bearing, and consistent with the findings of other judges 

of the FISC, the Court finds an outside retention peliod of five years, even for the tecbnical data, to 

be reasonable. 

c. FBI Wnimization Procednres 

The FBI Minimization Procedures are the standard FBI minimiUttion procedures for a non-

U.S. person agent of a foreign power, subject to certainmodificatiO!l$. They shall be implemented 

In accordance with a recent FBI policy directive, FBI Minimization Procedures at 2, and in the same 

manner in which thai policy directive applies in cases where the FBI 

Govt. Responses 

the FISC has found that those standard FBI minimization 

procedures, implemented in conformance with that policy directive, comply with the applicable 

statoiory definition. Nothing in the case-specific modifications to those procedures presents any 

addition;~! concern. 

J.< The NSA Minirnization Procedures also include an. additional category of technical 
information that may be retained for this period - information necessary to understand or assess a 
communications security vulnerability. NSA Wnimiz.ation Procedures at 5-6. 

-TOP SEeRE'fWCOMEN'Ff/OR€9N;N0-FeRNf/Xl 
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d. CIA Minimization Procedures 

The CIA Minimization Procedures are also similar in inany respects to procedures 

previously approved by the FISC.l5 Tbey include a new category of U.S. person information 

expressly authorized foT retention and dissemination: information that "con~cms a U.S. 

Government official acting in an official capacity." C{A !vJlnimizationProcedures at 2. The CoUJt 

finds that this category is reasonable and complies with the statutory definition, on the 

understanding that CIA will disseminate this category of infotmation, and other information 

disseminated pursuant to Paragraph 2 of the CIA Minimization Procedures, in a manner consistent 

with Section 1801 (h)(2) -i.e., that nonpublicly available information that is foreign intelligence 

information as defiued at Section 180l(e)(2) "shall not be disseminated in a mallller that identlfies 

any Oilited States person, without su·ch persoo's consent, unless such person's identity is necessary 

to understand foreign intelligence information or assess its importaJ1cc." 

C. The Targeting Procedures and the Minimization Procedures Are Consistent With the 
Fourth Amenc!ment. 

The Cour1 is also charged with assessing whether the targeting procedures and minimization 

procedures "are consistent ... with the fourth amendment to the Gonstitution of .the United Slates." 

50 U.S.C. § 1881 a(i)(3)(A)-(B). The Fourth Amendment provides: 

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers. and 
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and uo 

uu'''"'' No. 
"P:pm;~u,onJ includin<> substantively provisions for retention of certain categories of 
information ('l3); handling of privileged communications(~ 4a); and dissemination ofintelligence 
reporting to foreign governments (1 4c). 
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Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or aff1Tt1lation, and 
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be 
seized. 

U.S. Const. amend. rv. There is no question that the government's acquisition ofpdvate telephone 

ca ll s can constitute a "seru·ch" or"seizurc" within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. See,~. 

Kat~ v. United States, 389 U.S. 347,353 (1967). Although the scope of Fourth Amendment 

protection for email communications is not settled,36 the Court will assume that, at least under some 

circumstances, the acquisition of cleclronic communications other than telephone calls can also 

result in such a "search" or "seizure." 

The Court concludes that the Fourth Amendment does not require the government to obtain 

a warrant for acquisitions under the procedures at issue, and that the procedures are reasonable and 

consistent with the Fourth Amendment. 

1. The Govemmenl Is Not Reoujred to Obtain a Warrant for Acgujsjtions 
Pursuant to the Procedures in Ouestion. 

The applicable targeting procedures are reasonably designed to confme acquisitions to 

targeting persons reasonably believed to be outside the United States. See pages 15-21 :!YJm!. They 

also are reasonably designed to avoid targeting U.S. persons. See pages 16-17,20-21 ~-

u See DavidS. Kris & J. Douglas Wilson, National Security Investigations & Prosecutions 
§ 7:28 (2007). 
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Because there is no reason to think that these procedures will be implemented in bad faitb,37 the 

acquisitions can generally be expected to target non-U.S. persons located outside the United States. 

Under these circumstances, it can be questioned whether the Warrant Clause of the Fourth 

Amendment has any application at all, insofar as the targets of acquisitions under the procedures are 

non-U.S. persons located overseas." However, to the extent that the Warrant Clause might 

otherwise apply, the Court concludes that acquisitions under these procedures fall within an 

exception to the warrant requirement recognized by the Foreign Intelligence SW"{eil!ance Court of 

Review in In re Directives, Docket No. 08-01, Opinion at28 (FISA Ct. Rev. Aug. 22, 2008) 

(hereinafte.r "In re Directives"). TI1at ease, like this one, involved the warrantless acquisition of 

communications targeting peFSons reasonably believed io be outside thee United States. In re 

Directives at 3. Uulike this case, In re Directives involved acquisitions that targeted U.S. pewns 

reasonably believed (o be outside the United St~(es. See id. at 25-26 (discussing requirements for 

targeting U.S. persons). In that case, the Court of Review found that an exception to the warrant 

requirement appned to "surveillance undertaken for national seouri1y purposes and directed at a 

37 Cf. In re Directives. Docket No. 08-01, Opinion at 28 (FISA Ct Rev. Aug. 22, 2008) 
("Once we have determined that protections sufficient to meet the Fourth Amendment's 
reasonableness requirement are in place, there is no justification for assuming, in the absence of 
evldence to that effect, that those prophylactic procedures have been implemented in bad faith.' '). 

l a See United States y. Verdugo-Urqidez. 494 U.S. 259, 274-75 (1990) (observing that a 
warrant "would be a dead letter outside the United States" and holding that "the Fourth Amendment 
ba[d] no application" where respondent "was a citizen and resident of Mexico with no voluntary 
attachment to the United States, and the place searched was located in Mexico"); id. at 278 ("the 
Fourth Amendment's warrant requirement should not apply in Mexico as it does in this country") 
(Kennedy, J., concurring); id. at 279 ("I do not believe the Warrant Clause bas any application to 
searches of noncitizens' homes in foreign jurisdictions because American magistrates have nC! 
power to authorize such searches.") (Stevens, J ., concurring in the judgp1ent). 
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foreign power or an agent of a foreign power reasonably believed to be located outside the United 

States." !d. at 15-16.39 

The acquisitions at issue here fall within the exception recognized by the Court of Review. 

They target persons reasonably believed to be locat~d outside the United States, see pages 15-21 

~who will have been assessed by NSAto possess and/or to be likely to communicate foreign 

intelligence information concerning a foreign power authorized for acquisition under the 

Certification. Cert at 2-3; NSA Targeting Procedures at 4; Govt. Responses at 1-3"; Alexander 

Affidavit at 3.•0 And the acquisitions are conducted for national security purposes, i .. e., with a 

"signi.ficant purpose .. . to obtain foreign intelligence information." Cert. at 2. 

Moreover, the Court of Review's reasons for recognizing and applying a foreign intelligence 

exception in In re Directives apply with equal force bere. First, the government's purpose in 

conducting the acquisitions in this case "goes well beyond any garden-variety Jaw enforcement 

l
9 lnso doing, the Court of Review analogized to cases in which the Supreme Court 

"excused compliance with the Wat:rant Clause when the pwpose behind the governmental action 
wen\ beyond routine law enforcement and insisting upon a warrant would materially interfere with 
the accomplishment of that purpose." Td. a\ 15 (citing, among other cases, Vernonia Sch. Dist. 47J 
v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646,653 (1995)). 
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objective. It involves the acquisition from overseas foreign agents of foreign intelligence to help 

protect national secwi ty," a circUiustance "in which the government's interest is particularly 

intense." Jnre Directives at 16. 

Second, the Court of Review relied on the 

high degree of probability that requiring a warrant would hinder the government's 
ability to collect time-sensitive information and, thus, would impede the vital 
national security interests that are at stake .... Compulsory compliance with the 
warrant requirement would introduce an element of delay, thus frustrating the 
government's ability to collect information i~ome cases, that 
delay might wen allow the window in which--or information 
is available to slam shut before a warrant can be secured. 

Id. at 11!. This case similarly involves targets who are attempting to conceal their communications, 

thereby presenting the same concerns that weigh against requiring the government to obtain a 

warrant.'1 Moreover, the government tasked 

the P AA, Trans. at 43, and it is reasonably anticipated that !he government will seek to task 

sele:cto·rs under Section 1881a certi.fications. Subjecting ~un:tber of targets to 

a warrant process inevitably would result in del,ays and, at least occasionally, in failures to obtain 

perishable foreign intelligence infonnation, to the detri rncnt of the national security. 

For these reasons, the Court concludes that the government is not obligated to obtain a 

warrant before conducting acquisitions under U1e procedures in question. 
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2. AcquisitioJlS Conducted Under the Procedures in Question Ne Reasonable 
Under the Fourth Amendment 

The Court of Review opinion in In re Directives also provides the an!llytlcal fran1ework for 

annlyzing reasonableness undef !he Pour!h Amendment. A reviewing court must consider "!he 

nature of the government intrusion and how the government intrusion is implerne~:tted. The more 

important the government's interest, tbe greater the intrusion that may be constitutionally tolerated." 

In re Directives at 19-20 (citations omitted). The court must 

balance the interests at stake. If the protections tbat are in place for individual 
privacy interests are sufficient i.n light of !he governmental interests at stake, the 
constitutional scales will lilt in fuvor of upholding the government's actions. lf, 
however, those protections are insufficient to alleviate the risks of government error 
and abuse, the sca.les will tip toward a finding of unconstitutionality. 

!d. at 20 (citations oroitted).•2 In conducting this balancing test, the court must consider the totality 

of the circumstances, [g re Directives at 19; Samson y. California, 547 U.S. 843,848 (2006), rather 

th!UI rigidly apply a set of pre-determined factors. ln re Directives at 20-21; Ohio v. Robinette. 519 

u.s. 33, 39 {1996). 

The government's national security interest in conducting these acquisitions "is of the 

highest order of magnitude." !d. at 20.43 On the other side of the balance, the targeting procedures 

reasonably confme acquisitions to targels who are non-U.S. persons outside the United States. Such 

persons are..uot protected by the fourth Amendment United States v. Verdngo-Urqidez, 494 U.S. 

41 Accord In reSealed Case, 310 F.3d at 742 (describing "a balance of the legitimate o.eed of 
the government for foreign intelligence information to protect against national security t!Jieats with 
the protected rights of citizens"). · 

43 Accord Haig v. Agee, 453 U.S. 280,307 (1981) (there is no governmental interest more 
compelling than the security of the nation). 
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259, 274-75 (1990). AJ; a result, the acquisitions will intrude on interests protected by 1he Fourth 

Amendment only to the extent that (I) despite !he operation of the targeting procedures, 'U.S. 

persons, or persons actuaJiy in the United States, are mistakenly targeted; or (2) U.S. persons, or 

persons located in the United States, are parties to communications to or from tasked selectors (or, 

in certain circumstances, communications that contain a reference to a tasked selector).44 These 

circumstances present a real and non-trivial likelihood of Intrusion on Fourth Amendment-protected 

interests, but they do not, by" themselves, render the procedures unreasonable under the Fourth 

Amendment ' 3 Indeed, the extent of such intrusion will be les.~ in this conh~l\1 than in cases 

mvol viog the intentional !argeting of persons protected by the Fourth Amendment or othenvi.se 

lacking comparable targeting procedures. 

Weighing the government's national security interest in conducting the acquisitions against 

the degree of intrusion on Fourth Amendment-protected interests, ~ Court finds that the 

procedures arc reasonable under the Fourth Amendment. ln additiooto the targeting procedures, 

which limit the extent of Fourth Amendment intrusion as described above, !he Court relies oo the 

followiog protections in reaching this assessment. 

Foreign lntclligcnce Assessments: Prior to conducting acquisitions for a new target, NSA 

assesses whether the persoo to be targeted "possesses aodlor is likely to communicate foreign 

" If is reasonable to presume t.haJ. most persoos in communication with a non-U.S. person 
target located overseas are themselves likely to be oon-U.S. persons located overseas. See page 17 
supra. 

'
5 ~ Jo reDirectives, at 28 ("the fact tbaL there is some potential for error is not a 

sufficient reason to iovalidate the surveillances"), 30 ("incidental collections occurring as a result of 
constil1!tionally permissible acquisrtions do not rend.er those acquisitions unlawful"). 
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intelligence infonnatiou" concerning a foreign power authorized under the Certification. NSA 

Targeting Procedures at 4; Cert. at 3; Alexander Affidavit at 3. In making these assessments, NSA 

considers several fac:toJ>, 

In In re Directives, the Court of Review examined similar factors46 and found that they were 

"in conformity with the particularity shoWing contemplated by [the Fourth Amendment 

reasonableness analysis in) Sealed Case." In re Directives at 24. The corresponding provisions of 

the NSA Targeting Procedures at issue here likewise direct the government's acquisitions toward 

communications that are likely to yield the foreign intelligence infonnation sougbt,'7 and thereby 

46 A comparison of the factors identified in the NSA Targeting Procedures with those at 
issue in In re Directives. 07-01, Classified Appendix submitted 
Eebruary 20,2008, at reveals that the two set~ of factors arc 
substantively identical, to the oertim:nl 

47 It is fairly obvious why communications to and from targets ideniified under tbese 
procedures would be expected to contain foreign intelligence infonnation. The Conti has received 

(conunued ... ) 
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afford a degree of particularity that is reasonable under the Fourth Amendment. Cf. ln re Directives 

at 21 (rejecting suggestion that, to satisi)' the Fourth Amendment, the government's procedures 

"must contain protections equivalent to the three principal warrant requirements: prior judicial 

review, probable cause, and particularity"). 

Minimization Procedure.~: As previously stated, see pages 21-32 supra, the rninitui2ation 

procedures used by the NSA, FBl, and CIA are ''reasonably designed . . . to minimize the 

acquisition and retention, and prohibit the dissemination," of U.S. person information, "consistent 

with the need of1be United States to obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence 

information." 50 U.S. C. § 180l(h)(J). These procedures constitute a safeguard against improper 

use of information about U.S. persons that is inadvertently or incidentally acquired, and therefore 

contribute to the-Court's overall assessrue.nt that the targeting and minimization procedures w-e-

consistent with the Fourth Amendment. See Jn re Directives at 29-30. 

The Court recognizes that there are differenc-es between the procedures at issue here and 

those at issue in In re Directives. Most prominently, in ln re Directives, the government followed 

procedures adopted under section 2.5 of Executive Order No. t2,333, requiring the Attomey 

General to find probable cause to believe that a U,S, person to be targeted for acquisition was an 

agent or an employee of a foreign power, and limiting the duration of an authorization for a U.S. 

person target to 90 days. ln re Directives at25-26, In this case, the government's procedures 

47
( , .. continued) 

testimony that acquiring about con:uuuni.cations enables the government to discover additional 
accounts used by targets, and to idcntiiy previously unknown persons who arc associated with 
targets and may be involved in or possess information regarding targets' activitieS. See Trans. at 
20-21. 
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provide for no comparable probable cause determination, presumably because U.S. persons cannot 

be intentionally targeted at aU. 

A probable cause determination by a high-level official is not an indispensable component of 

reasonableness in the circumstances of targeting non-U.S. persons overseas for foreign intelligence 

purposes. See United States v. Bin Laden. 126. F. Supp2d 264,281 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) (under 

Supreme Court decision in Verdugo, government not required to obtain a warrant or section 2.5 

approval in order to conduct surveillance of non-U.S. persons' phone communications in Kenya). 

Where, as here, the goverrunent has "'special needs, beyond the normal need for law enforcement,"' 

even suspicionless searches can be reasonable under the Fourth Amendment. In reSealed Case, 310 

F.3d at 745 (quoting Vernonia School Dis(. 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. 646, 653 (1995)). ln this case, 

the NSA's assessment under irs targeting procedures oftb.e likelihood of <)braining foreign 

intelligence information provides a reasonable factual predicate for conducting the acquisitions, in 

view of the gravity of the government's national security interests and the ol:her safeguards 

embodied in the targeting and minimization procedures. 

lll. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing statement of reasons and in relianoe on the entire record in this 

matter, tb.e Court finds, in l:he language of Section J 881 a(i)(3)(A), that the certification "submitted 

in accordance with (Section 188Ja(g)] contains all tb.e required elements and that the targeting and 

minimization procedures adopted in accordance wilh [Section l8&1a.(d)-(e)] are cousi.stent with the 

requirements of tb.ose subsections and with the fourth. ;unendment to the Constitution of the lJnited 
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States." A separate order approving the certification and the use of the procedures pursuant to 

Section 1881 a(i)(3)(A) is being entered contemporaneously herewith. 
4:P 

ENTERED this£. day of September, 2008, in Docket No. 702(i)-08-0 l. 

rJ:trM~~ur!Jt~ 
Judge, United States Foreign 
lntelligencc Surveillance Court 
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MlNIMlZATION PROCEDURES 

By this motion, the United States of America, through the undersigned 

Department of Justice {DOn attorney, seeks to amend previous Orders and Warrants 

-SECRJiTitCOMI:NT!JNOFORN-

Oassified by: 

Reason: 
Dedassi!y on: 

Tasbina Gauhar. Deputy Assistant 

Attorney General. NSD. DOT 
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("Orders") of this Court, as described below, to mcorporate amendments, adopted by 

the Attorney General, to the Standard Minimization Procedures for FBI Blectronic 

Surveillance and Physical Search Conducted Under the Foreign Intelligence 

Surveillance Act (FBI SMPs), on file with this Court.1 The amendments would permit 

the FBI to provide to the National Counterterrorism Center (NCfC) unrninimized, or 

"raw,'' data acquired through electronic surveillance, physical search, or other 

acquisitions2 authorized by this Court pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 

1 '!his motion seeks to amend the FBI SMPs and to replace NCTC's current minimization 

procedures. The scope of information FBI will share with NCfC will be the same that this Coart has 

authorized l'Blto sh axe with the National Security Agency (NSA) and Contral TntJ!Uigence Agency (CIA) 

in docket num~ liere'.t~, the Government's May tO, 2002 motion in docket number 

is relecred to as the "Raw Tllke Motion." This Court's July 22, 2002 Order, as made permanent b~ 

Court's May 19, 2004 Order and as modified, is referred to as the "Raw Take Order.N The Government's 

Motion to make the Raw Take Order permanent, 6Jed May J4, 2002, is referred to as lhe n2004 Raw Take 

Motion," and the Cour~s May 19, 200* Order granting tllat tl10tion is referred to as the ''2004 Raw rak(! 

Order.'' (i)-

The NCfC·r~lated AD\Cndment to the FBI SMPs replaces the current Section IV.G, which pennits 

FBJ to allow NCTC to ac<:ess the Automated Case Support (ACS) data system. Section IV.E of the FBI 

~mi Is FBI to provide raw FlSA·acquired data to NSA and CIA as provided in docket number 

- · Tile Attorney General amendments and this motion do not seek to modify Section rv .E or 

docket num~cxcept as specifically set forth herein. ~S,IIbJJ;) 

The Government docs not seek to incorporate the amendment discussed herein, or the NCTC 

minimization procedures, into the Raw Take Order. Rather, the Government seeks to replace the existing 

1'131 SMPs provision governing sharing FISA-acqu.lred information with NCTC, and to replace NCTC's 

l'Xisting minimization procedures governing FISA-acquired information received from I'BL While the 

4£\31ysis set forth herein reli1!$1orgely on this Court's opinions and orders in docket nw:nb<!l' 

matters governing FBI's sharing information with NCfC have previously been docketed under 

number- captionod nbove. {5)-

'As indlcated above, "FFSA" and "FISA-acquired" hetein do not refer to Section 702 ofFlSA (50 

U.S.C. § 188111). TheFBl SMPs, by their terms, apply to Titles I and ffi ofFJSA (SO U.S.C. §§ 1801·1812 

1821·1829). Currently, when Fll! receives outhorization to acquire information pursuant to Sections 704 

or 705(b) of PISA (50 U.S.C. §§ 1881c, 188ld{b)), this Court orders FBI to apply the FBI SMPs to such 

information. A~cordingly, to the extent that aucb authorities are governed b)' the FBI SMl's, the 

2 
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Act, 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1812,1821-1829, 1881c, 1881d(b) (FISA or the Act) (FISA-acquired 

information), in cases targeting: (1) foreign powers as defined at 50 U.S.C. § 1801(a)(4); 

(2) agents of such foreign powers; and (3) other targets when the electronic surveillance, 

physical search, or other acquisitions targeting such targets is reasonably expected to 

yield foreign intelligence information related to international terrorism (hereinafter 

collectively, "lerrorism-related cases"). The proposed amendmeJ1t:s also make cha11ges 

to the FBI SMP provisions regarding the retention provisions 

regarding attorney-client COOUl'lunications, non-pertinent and sensitive categories of 

co=unications, and exten£ion of retention lime limits. A clean copy of the FBI SMPs 

as revised is attached as Exhibit A. A copy with the d1anges described herein 

highlighted is attached as Exhibit B. ~ 

NCTC will be required to apply to raw FlSA-acquircd data provided by FBI the 

Revised NCTC Sf:alldard MininUzation Procedures (NCTC SMPs), which are submitted 

amendments to the FBI SMPs discussed herein will be incorporated into the minimization procedurc.'j 

governing information FBI acquires or has acquired pursuant to Sections 704 and 705(b). Therefore, the 

proposed revised NCTC SMPs would apply to raw information FBI provides to NCTC that FBI h4s 

acquired punuant to Title I, Title IlL Section 704, or Section 705(b) ofF !SA. As with the rest of the FBI 

SMl's, ref-erences to ,;electronic surveillance" Dnd ''physical search'1 in the amendments to the FBI SMPs 

include any oth!li acquisitions conducted by FBI pursuant to Se<:tions ?04 and 705(b) that arc governt..:l by 

the FBI SMJ>.t....(Sj-

This motion docs not .seek auU1orization for any agency other than FBI to share information with 

NCTC. ·(91-

3 
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With this motion as Exhibit C.3 The Attomey General has approved the FBI SMP 

amendments and the NCfC SMPs, which satisfy FISA's definition of minimization 

procedures set forti~ at 50 U.S.C. §§ lBOl(h) anc;l 1821(4). {a)-

The amendment to the FBI SMPs permitting FBI to provide to NCfC data in 

terrorism-related cases would apply retroactively to January 1, 2001.4 TI1e other 

amendments to the FBI SMl's, discussed below, would apply retroactively in the same 

manner as the PBl SMPs generally. See Opinion and Order, In re Electronic Surveill11nce 

Jlnd Physical Senrch of Foreign Powers nnd Agents of Foreign Powi!Ts and lnre Stnndard 

Miuimization Procedures for FBI Electronic Surveillance and Physical Search Under lire 

Foreign Intelligence Surveillallce Act, Docket Nos. Multiple and- (Oct. 31, 2008). 

>The miJbmlzation procedures currently governi11g NCTC access to FBJ systems, which were 

filed on October 2, 2008, will be superseded by the Revised NcrC SMPs submitted with this motion. The 

Revised NCTC SMPs are referred to as the Ncrc SMPs herein. The October2, 2008 procedures are 

referred to as the ACS Procedures herein. f.'r 

• The amendment perm!t·ting raw sharing with NC!'C would be incorpornllld into the JIB! SMPs 

that became effective on November 1, 2008, and would apply to all Orders and Warrants thai incorporate 

those Procedures. In addition, that amendment would permit FBI to share with NCI'C raw FISA

acquired Information collected on or after January 1, 2001, the same date to which the Raw Take Order 

applles >'etroactively. As discussed below, NCI'C's counterterrorism mismon would benefit from this 

retroactive application because of the foreign intclligence information it will receive. In addition, 

retroactive application will maintain consistency among NSA's, CIA's, iliid NCTC's access to such 

information_ Of coutSe, while the amendment would be incorporated into all Orders and Warrants, it 

would only permit sharing in th~ categories of cases listed in the amcmlment. -<ST-

The FBI SMPa themselves apply retroactively, exoopl for Section IV.£ (incorporating fhe Raw 

Take Order, which contains unique limitations on applicability). ~e Opinion and Order, In rt Elutnmic 

SunNlillnuce a/IIi Physicnl Stm'dr of Foreign Powers and Ag~nts oj Foreign PUWtrs and Jn re Standard 

Minimitn/Um Procedures [or FBI Electronic Surveillance mrd Physical Seartlr Under the Foreign llrtelligence 

Sro-uer'Uance Ad, Docket Nos. Multiple and - {Ocl. 31, 2008)("FB1 SMP Order"), at7, 10·11, 13. 

The Government acc:or:dingly requests that the modifications to the FBI SMPs other than the NCTC 

sharing provision, nnd other than the addition of Section IV.I!.l, be applied retroactively as well. (St..-

4 
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'The Government is not seeking retroactive application of the newly inserted subsection 

l to FBI SMPs Section lV.E, which implements. the Raw Take Motion. D1e modification 

merely recites FBI's notice obligations to NSA and CIA set forth at 12 to 13 of the Raw 

Take Motion, discussed below, and expands the scope of the required notice from cases 

involving communicants who are indicted for a crime to those involving communicants 

who arc charged wiU1 a crime. ~-

The amendments separately modify Sections IV.A and IV.C of the FBI SMPs, 

governlng dissemination of information. First, in both the domestic and foreign 

dissemination provisions, they explicitly permit FBI to disseminate information that is 

necessary to understand foreign intelligence information or to assess its importance. 

Second, they allow FBT to disseminate foreign intelligence information, or information 

necessary to understand or assess the importance of foreign intelligence information, to 

officials and agencies with a national security mission that requires access to foreign 

intelligence information. Third, they permit FBI to disseminate, for law enforcement 

purposes, evidence of a crime that is not foreign intelligence information to foreign law 

enforcement agencies. -(ST 

In addition, the proposal modifies Section N.E to include an FBI notification 

requirement under tl1e Raw Take Order. The amendment modifying Seclion ID.C.3 

proposes to remove the requirement U1at FBI notify the Court of non-pertinent 

5 
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categories of communications in individual FISA applic<~tions. Section m.C.3 as 

amended would continue to require that FBI, in determining whether FlSA-acquired 

information meets the FBI SMP retention standard, pay particular care when applying 

the SMPs to certain sensitive communications that fall within the categories delineated 

in that section. The amendments to Sections ll.E.l, ill.E.2, ID.G.l.a, and ID.G.l.b 

and time limits for retention 

of raw FISA-acquired information. $)-

FBI and Ncrc have confirmed the facts set forth in this motion. (U) 

1. Introduction. (U) 

The Attomey General has adopted amendments to the FBI SMPs that permit FBI 

to provide to NCTC-the Government's primary organization for COW1terterrorism 

analysis, coordination, and planning-raw data acquired by the FBI pursuant to PISA in 

terrorism-related cases. The amendment is necessary to allow NcrC timely access to 

and use of information vital to its mission and to the United States Government's 

counterterrorism efforts. The Attor;tey General has also adopted revised NCTC SMPs 

governing NCTC's receipt, 1·etentio11, and dissemination of PI SA-acquired information. 

In addition, the Attorney General has amended the FBI SMPs to clarify the 

general scope of FBI's authority to disseminate information, and to specifically permit 

6 
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FBI to disseminate to foreign officials and agencies information that is necessary to 

understand or assess the importance of foreign intelligence information, or is evidence 

of a crime. 1SJ 

U. Amending the FBI SMPs·to Peunit Sharing of Raw D ata will1 NCTC will 

Contribute to National Security, and the NcrC SMPs Satisfy the Act's 

Requirements. (St-

As the Government's leading organization for the integration and analysis of all 

terrorism- and counterterrorism-related information, NCTC has a compelling need for 

the information included in the raw systems. While NCfC can currently access 

terrorism-relatedFJSA-acquired information in FBfs ACS data system, that access is 

limited to data that the FBI has reviewed, determined to meet the standard set forth in 

the FBI SMPs, and summarized in a document that has been uploaded to ACS. The 

amendment to the FBI SMPs described herein will permit FBI to provide to NCfC raw 

information acquired pursuant to FISA in terrorism-related cases. The NCfC SMPs will 

subject NCfC's retention and dissemu1ation o£ FISA-acquired informanon to limitations 

similar to those governing FBI, NSA, and CIA. As set forth below, the FBI and NCfC 

procedures comport with FISA, including FISA's definition of "mihimization 

procedures" u1SO U.S.C. §§ 1801(h) and 1821(4). ESt-

7 
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A.. Amendment to the FBI SMPs. (U) 

Section IV.G {Access by the National Counterte.rrorlsm Center to the FBI's 

Automated Case Support Database) is replaced in its en tirety with the following: 

Disclosure to the National Counterterrorism Center {NCfC) of lnfor:mation 

Acquired il1 Cases Rela ted to Terrorism or Counterterrorism. ~ 

1. In addition to other disclosures permitted in these procedures, the FBI may 

provide to NCfC: 

a. raw FISA-acquired information acquired on ur after january 1, 2001 by 

FBI throug;h electronic surveillance or physical search authorized under 

the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act targeting: (i) foreign powers 

defined at 50 U.S.C. § 180l(a)(4); (ii) agents of such foreign powers; and (iii) 

other targets where the surveillance or search is reasonably expected to 

yleld foreign in telligence information related to international terrorism; 

and 

b. information in FBI general indices, including the Automated Case 

Support (ACS) system ru1d ru1y successor system, provided that such 

access is limited to case classifications that are likely to contain 

information related to terrorism or counterterrorism. 

NCI'C's receipt of information described in (a) ru1d (b) above is contingent upon 

NCI'C's application ofNCfC minimization procedures approved by the Foreign 

Intell igence Surveillru1ce Court with respect to such information. {6T-

2. Nothing in this Section shall prohibit or otherwise limit FBI's authority under 

other provisions of thes~ proceduJes to disseminate to NCfC information 

acquired pursuant to the Act ru1d to which governing minimization procedw-es 

have been applied.-(9)-

3. Nothing in this Section shall preclude FBI from requiring NCTC to apply 

proceduies in addition to Court-authorized mlnlmi.zation procedures, 

provided that sucll additional procedures do not re.lieve NCTC of the 
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obligation to apply any part of the Court-approved NCI'C minimization 

procedures.~ 

4. For every surveiUance or search from which FBl discloses raw information to 

NCTC, FBl shall also provide to NCI'C: 

a. the identity of the target(s); 

b. a statement of whether each target was identified ns a U.S. person, a 

non-U.S. person, or a presu.med U.S. person in the relevant Court 

pleadings or orders; 

c. a statement of what special or particularized minimization procedu.res, 

if any, were provided for in such pleadings or orders; and 

d. where applicable, a statement that the taJ·get, or any other person 

whose communications with an attorney are likely to be acquired through 

SLLrveillance or search of the target, is known by FBI monitors or other 

personnel wilh access to such FISA-acquired search or su.rveillance to be 

charged with a crime in the United States. 

The notification requirements in subparagraph 4 of this paragraph track closely 

FBI's obligation, set forth at pages 12 to 13 of the Raw Take Motion, to provide 

information to CJ A and NSA to facilitate their minimization of raw FTSA-acquired 

information. As previously reported to this Court in notices dated November 5, 201.0, 

and November 15, 2011, regarding docket number- FBI had not been in 

compliance with two of these requiremei}ts, in that FBI did not advise NSA or CIA (a) 

of categories of non-pertinent communications and/or special or particularized 

minimization procedures for specific orders, or (b) that a target of an order, or any other 

9 
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person whose communications with an attorney are likely to be acquired pursuant to an 

order, was known by FBI to be under indictment.5 As described in those notices, FBI 

had routinely advised NSA and ClA of the other two categories of inform~tion- (1) the 

identity of the target(s) of the surveillance or search from which raw data is being 

provided and (2) a statement of whether each target was identified as a U.S. perso11, a 

non-U.S. person, or a presumed U.S. person in the relevant court pleadings or orders. 

The Office of Intelligence (01) and FBI worked together to develop a process to 

aid FBI's compliance with these notificatio.n requirements. As described in the 

November 15, 2011, notice, beginning on October 24, 2011, FBI began providing NSA 

and CIA with the information described above, with the exception of categories of non-

pertinent communications. FBI would provide these same cat.egolies of information to 

NCTC if the Court approves this motion. In addition, as described herein, the proposed 

amendments lo the FBI SMPs would require the ~BI to provide special or particularized 

minimization procedures to OA, NSA, and NCTC, but not categories of non-pertinent 

con1munications.6 -$T-

>See Letter from Kevin J. O'Connor, Chief, Oversight Section, 0(/ice of Intelligence, National 

Security Division, U.S. Department of Justice, to the Honorable John D. Bales, United States Pon!ign 

Intelligence Surveillance Court, da1ed Nov. 15,2011. (U) 

• Special or p:uticularized mlnlmi7..ation procedures may relate to acquisition, retention, ar~d/or 

dissemination of FISA-acquired informnlion. Because FBl is the a,gency conducting the acquisition in 

10 
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As descnbed in the November 15, 2011 notice, FBI and 01 worked with the Office 

of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) to provide NSA and CIA with eleclTOnic 

access to the above-described categories of information. For as long as the Raw Take 

Motion has been implemented, the electronic feed from FBI to NSA and QA of raw 

information acquired pursuant to PlSA has included, and continues to include, the 

target's identity and United States person status. In adrutlon, ODNT establlsl1ed a 

secure "Sharepoint" site that will store information regarding particularized 

minimization procedures and criminal cllarges for individual targets. Personnel at NSA 

and CIA currently have access to this site, and NCTC will be granted access to the site if 

the Court approves this motion? As noted in the November 15, 2011, notice, 1'131 has 

populated the Sharepoint site with information regarding applications approved by the 

Court beginning on October 24, 2011, and to which the Raw Take Order applies. FBl 

has also populated the site with information provided by DOJ regarding previous 

indictments relevant to the cases covered by the Raw Take Order. This historical 

information only references federal indictments as provided by DOJ to FBI. As noted 

these matters, Fffi generally will not be advising NSA, C!A, or Ncrc of special or partirularized 

minimization procedures relnting to acqulsition.-{61-

' As noted in the November 15, 2011, notice, based on the design and testing o( the Shaxepoint 

site, the Government fully expeds it to provide an effective means of compliance with FBI's reporting 

obligations desoibedabove. the Government may modify or replace that means of compliance as 

necessary to ensure efficiency and efficacy. ·rn addition, the electronic feed to NCfC will include the 

identity and U.S. person status information referenced above. -ES)-
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above, under the proposed amendment to the FBI SMPs, FBI will be required to provide 

notice to NSA, CIA and NCfC if the target, or any other person whose 

communications IYith an al1.orney are likely to be acquired Uuough surveillance or 

search of the target, is known by FBI monitors or other personnel with access to such 

PJSA-acquired search or survcillance to be charged with a crime in the United States. (57-

Section IV.B of the FBI SMPs, which memorializes the Raw Take Order, will be 

amended to incorporate provisions tracking sections 2 (which will appear at Section 

TV.E.2) and 4 (which will appear at Section IV.E.l) of Section IV.G. As noted above, the 

Government does not seek retroactive application of the new Section lV.E.l. ~ 

B. NCTC SMPs. -{Sf-

The NCTC SMPs generally consist of provisions adapted from the FBI SMPs and 

procedures governing OA's and NSA's minin1ization of inforn1alion received pursuant 

to the Raw Take Order (Cl.A and NSA Raw Take Procedures, or "RTPs")8 or Section 702 

of FlSA. They contemplate that NCTC will ingest into NCT'C systems raw information 

acquired by FBI pursuant to the Act in terrorism-related cases and apply minimization 

procedures, as CIA and NSA currently do under the Raw Take Order.' -(St-

• The Raw Take Order modified NSA's standard minimization procedures for communications 

NSA acquires pursuont to Title I of FISA (NSA SMPs) to npply to raw information NSA rereivcs from FBI 

pursuant to the Raw Take Order. See Raw Take Motion at 15·23. Those modified prot·edures constitute 

NSA'sRTPs. (BIIS~ 

'Pursuant to this Court's previous authorization in docket number-~ NCTC persormel 

currently may access te.rrorism-rclated case cl~ssifications 111 ACS. All FISA~ information in ACS 
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C. Pennitting FBI to Provide Raw Data Acquired in Terrorism-Related Cases to 

NCTC will E11ltance National Securit:1J. -tSr 

1. NCTC's Critical Role in U.S. Counterterrorism Efforts f5t-

Ncrc is the nation's primary organization for analyzing and integrating aU 

lerrorism- and counterterrorism-related intelligence possessed or acquired by the 

United States Government. 50 U.S.C. § 404o(d)(l). The Director of NCI'C has broad 

authority and responsibility to "provide strategic operational plans for the civilian and 

military COW'Iterterrorism efforts of the United States Government and for the effective 

Integration of counterterrorism intelligence and operations across agency boundaries, 

both inside and outside the United States." ld. § 404o(f)(1)(B). TI1e NCI'C Director also 

is assigned "primary responsibility within the United States Government for 

conducting net assessments of terrorist threats." ltL § 404o(f)(l)(G). Accordingly, 

NCrC produces a wide range of analytic and tlu·eat infonnation for the President, 

cabinet officers, senior policy-makers, military commanders, and other components o f 

the government. Staffed by employees of multiple agencies, NCfC is able to draw on 

diverne backgrounds, discipli.nes, and experience. This unique environment enables 

NCfC to bring a broad, interdisciplinary perspective and innovative analysis to bear on 

information related to tenorism and counte rtertorism. (U) 

NCfC and FBI will agree to permit NCTC to ingest wholes rue the srune ~ase clnssi6calions Into NCTC 

systems without prior FBl review. ~ 
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The Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, Pub. L. 108-458 

(Dec. 17, 2004) (TRTP A) amended the National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. § 401 et 

11eq. (1947 Act) to mandate the creation of NCTC within the Office ofthe Director o.f 

National InteLligence (ODNl). 50 U.S. C.§ 404o(a). The missions of NCTC, as set forth 

by Congress, include: 

(1) To serve as the primary organization in the United States Government 

for analyzing and integrating all intelligence possessed or acquired by the 

United States Government pertaining to tetTorism and counterterrorism, 

excepting intelligence pertaining exclusively to domestic terrorists and 

domestic counterterrorism; 

(2) To conduct strategic operational planning for counterterrorism 

activities, integrating all instruments of national power, including 

diplomatic, financial, military, intelligence, homeland securi ty, and Jaw 

enforcement activities within and among agencies; 

(3) To assign roles and responsibilities as part of its strategic operational 

p lruming duties to lead Departments or agencies, as appropriate, for 

counterterrorism activities that are consistent with applicable law and that 

support counterterrorism strategic operational plans, but shall not direct 

the execution of any resul ting operalimlS; 

_(4) To ensure that agencies, as appropriate, have access to and receive all

source intelligence sup,ort needed to execute their counterterrorism plans or 

perform independent, alternative an.alysis; 

(5) To ensure that such agencies· have access to and receive intelligence 

needed to accomplish their assigned activities; [and] 

(6) To serve as the central and shared knowledge bank on known and 

suspected terrorists and international terror groups, as well as their goals, 

strategies, capabilities, and networks of contacts and support. 
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Id. § 404o(d) (emphasis added). 1n addition. the 1947 Act as amended requires 

that the Director of Nationa11ntelligence (DNT), of whose office NCTC is a component, 

"shall have access to all national intelligence and intelligence related to the national 

security which is collected by any l<ederal deparbnent, agency, or other entity, except as 

otherwise provided by law or, as appropriate, under guidelines agreed upon by the 

Attomey General and the Director of National !nteJligence."10 Id. § 403-l(b). (U) 

In addition, in the wake of the attempted terrorist attack on board Northwest 

Flight 253 on December 25, 2009, the President directed NCTC to "[e]stablish and 

resource appropriately a process to prioritize and to pursue thoroughly and 

exhaustively terrorism tlu·eat threads, to include the identification of appropriate 

follow-up action lzy the intelligence, law enforcement, and homeland security 

cornmunlties." Memorru1dum on the Attempted Terrorist Attack on December 25,2009: 

Intelligence, Screening, and Watchlisting System Corrective Actions, Daily Camp. Pres. 

Doc. DCPD201000009 Oan. 7, 2010). Through this direction, as well as through others 

given in the memorandum, the President intended to ensure that the reforms enacted 

"ln 2008, the Attorney General nnd ONI executed a Memorandum of Agreement (~OA) 

regnrding NCTC's access, retention, use, and dissemination of "terrorism information contained within 

datasets identified as including non-terrorism information and infonnation pertaining exclusively to 

domestic terrorism" pursuant to SO U.S.C. §Section 404o{e). The NCTC SMPs, not the NCTC MOA, will 

govemNCTC's retention, use, and dissemination of 111w l'lSA·acquired information received from PBL 

-tsr 
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following the attacks of September 11, 2001, are "appropriately robust to address the 

evolving terrorist threat facing our Nation in the coming years." ld. (U) 

As the ODNJ component designated as the center for terrorism and 

counterterrorism analysis and integration, NCfC's mission requires it to pull together 

infotmation from across government agencies. NCTC thus possesses substantial 

counterterrorism analytical resources and a mandate to receive and analyze 

counterterrorism from all legally permissible sources. Greater access to information 

enhances NCfC's all-souxce analysts' ability to produce counterterrorism foreign 

intelligence information. With NCfC's current access to ACS, NCfC analysts can only 

access FJSA-acquired information after FBI personnel have not only reviewed it and 

detem'tined that it meets the standard set forth in FBI SMPs § ID.C. 1, but also 

summarized the information in a document and then uploaded that document to ACS.11 

That access has been extremely valuable. The proposed ingestion of raw FISA-

acquired information from terrorism-related cases, however, will enhance NCfCs 

abilities by permitting NCfC personnel to: (a) review such data in its original form, or 

a forn1 closer to the otiginal; (b) draw their own analytical judgments rather than 

u Notably, it is :not uncommon fo• the docun\ent upload!ld to ACS to summarize, or even merely 

reference, particular FJSA·acquired communications, whUc the communications themselves are not 

uploaded. -1$}-
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relying on those of FBI reviewers; (c) view data as soon as it enters NCTC' s raw systems, 

rather than wait fur it to be reviewed, identified as meeting applicable standards, 

analyzed, summarized, and uploaded by FBI personnel into ACS; and (d) apply 

NCTC's analytical tools in the context of all information in NCTC systems, including 

information (eceived from a wide variety of federal and other agencies. As described 

below, two recent threats of international terrorism exemplify the benefit o£ NCfC 

access to FBI raw systems.--(5)-

2. NCTC's Use of ACS Access, 1111d Previous Threats Illustrating t/1e Value of 

Permitting FBI to Provide Raw Data to NCTC. -fSi-

The potential value of NCfC's t-eceipt of raw FISA-acqui.red information is 

demonstrated by NCfC's use of its access to minimized [liSA-acquired information in 

ACS. In addition, FBI's need to devote substantial analytical resources in two 

investigations-which involved Court-authorized electronic surveillance ru1d physical 

search of multiple targets and facilities- presents an example of the benefit that 

providing raw FISA-acquired information to NCfC would yield. Receiving raw FISA-

acquired information would thus enhance NCfC's abilities both to fulfill its own 

counterterrorism mission ru1d to support FBI in times of urgent need. iS)-

a. NCTC's Use of ACS Access for its Central Counterlen·orism Mission.~ 

Since October 8, 2008, Ncrc has been permitted to access terrorism- and 

counterterrorism-related case classifications in ACS, which includes FISA-acquired 
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information that FBl has detennined reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence 

information, is necessary to understand foreign intelligence information or assess its 

importance, or is evidence of a crime. ACS has provided NCfC personnel with access 

to information Wlderlying FBI's formally disseminated reports. There have been 

numerous benefits from this access. 1ST-

First, ACS access has given NCfC added insight into the meaning of 

disseminated FBI intelligence products. According to NCfC analysts, ACS provides 

"crucial context" for FBI intelligence reporting and has had a significant impact on 

NCfCs analytical priorities and reporting in the Presidential Daily Briefing (PDB) and 

the National Terrorism 13ulletin (NTB). ~ 

Second, NCfC analysts have relied on details obtained from case files in ACS, 

combined with terrorism information from other sources, to develop analytic products 

of their own. Details gleaned from NCfC's continuous review of ACS case files have 

provided the basis for a number of long-term strategic products. NCTC has also used 

data from ACS case files as starting points for the synthesis of foreign intelligence from 

other U.S. Intelligence Community (USlC) agencies, providing the basis for finished 

NCfCintelllgence products. tS!fli.JJI)-

FinalJy, NCfC has used information obtained from ACS in furtherance of its 

mission to provide terrorism analysis to senior policy makers in the U.S. Government. 
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As the designated mission manager for cou.nterterrorism,11 NCTC's director has the 

responsibility to disseminate "terrorism information, including current terrorism threat 

analysis" to senior members of the Executive 'Branch, including the President and Vice 

President. 13 NCTC analysts report that access to AC:S has provided a significant source 

of information for several high-level NCTC intelligence products, including the PD13 

and the NTB. of&)-

Permitting NCTC to receive FBI-rollected FISA-acquired data would enhance 

mru1y of the benefits that NCTC currently derives from access to AC:S. As noted above, 

receiving raw FISA-acquired information would expand NCTC analysts' ability to draw 

meaning from, and add context and value to, sucl1 information. TI1is would aid NCTC 

in setting ru1alytical priorities, facilitate a lternative interpretations of significant foreign 

intelligence information, and identify signifiCaJlt foreign intelligence information that 

may have gone w1.noticed or for whicl1 context was Jacking. NCTC, in tum, could 

synthesize that information into more meaningful and timely intelligence products for 

senior policy makers in U1e U.S. Government ru1d initiate the thorough ru1d exhaustive 

pursuit of developing.terrorism threat threads. NCTC's access to AC:S has allowed 

NCTC personnel to review more information than FBI formally reports, ru1d to review 

" Director of National Intelligence, fnlelligetra Olmmun!ty Direcfive 900: Mission Management 

§ D.l.b (Dec. 21, 2006). (U) 

" 50 U.S.C. § 404o(£)(1)(D). (U) 
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information presented with Jess analysis and in a form closer to the original than a 

finished intelligence product. Access to raw FISA-acquired information would take this 

process a vital step further. It would provide to NCfC the original data underlying the 

n'linimized documents in ACS. Of course, it would also provide to NCfC raw data that 

has not been entered into ACS at all. NCfC could interpret or use eitl1er type of data 

differently than an FBI case agent, given NCfC's different mission, shucture, unique 

access to information from a broad range of sources, and resources. {5)-

b. NCTC's Demomtrated Ability to Provide Suppart to FBI Countel·terrorisrn 
Operations, which Receipt of Raw Data would Enhance. iST 

NCfC's receipt of 1·aw FISA-acquired data will not only improve NCfC's 

understanding of FBI in telligence reporting, but will also allow FBI to call upon the 

analytic expertise of NCIC to assist in the evaluation of raw FISA-acquired information. 

As this Court is aware, in 
(b)(1 ); (b)(3). (b)(7)(A) (b)(7)(E ) 
I 

FBI conducted two simultaneous 

large, wide-ranging, and rapidly developing counterterrorism investigations, 

) ) (b)(3); (b)(7)(A) 
14 These investigations involved Court-

authorized electronic surveillance and physical search of multiple targets and facilities. 
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[lBJ was not authorized to provide raw FISA-acquired information to NCTC in those 

investigations. To be sure, NCTC personnel detailed to FBI couJd access such 

information. Detailees, however, couJd 11ot continue to access other NCTC systems, and 

thus could not avail themselves of the information or analytical tools in those systems. 

In contrast, permil1ing NCTC personnel to review raw FISA-acquired information in 

their capacity as NCTC pers01mel would allow these h·aincd, specialized 

counterterrorism analysts both to accelerate the review of incoming raw information 

and to apply their analytical expertjse and resomces in determin:i!lg the foreign 

intelligence value of that information. (~If~) 

Although case file infom1ation from ACS was o£ great value Lo NCTC during 

rapidly review raw information. Moreover, NCTC was delayed in receiving foreign 

intelligence information regarding these terrorism threats and hence couJd not fully 

execute its st~~tutory missions, as described above.15 Permitting FBI to provide raw 

FISA-acquired information to NCTC, in contrast, wouJd establish a cadre of analysts 

w:ith training in F!SA minimization procedures and computer systems used to process 

FISA-acquired information, as well as expertise i.n and current knowledge of 

"01 course, lf additional NCTC persom\el were detailed to FBI, they would no longer function ns 

NCTC employees. Thus, while they would gain access lo raw FISA·acquited information in F131 systems, 

they would lose the .Wilily to cross-reference that information with other data in NCTC systems and 

systems of other agencies to which NCTC has access. '(5)-
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international terrorist threats. These NCI'C analysts could immediately provide a smge 

of support in cou.nterterrorism investigations, without requiring FBl to rely on FBI or 

other-agency detailed personnel who may lack prior training in counterterrorism, FISA 

minimization procedures, or relevant computer systems, or who m.ay not be as familiar 

as Ncrc analysts with particular threats. (5/fNf~ 

In addition, NCfC has determined that permitting FBI to share raw FlSA-

acquired information acquired on or after January 1, 2001 wi!J fulfilllhe national 

security purpose of the proposed sharing. First, as noted above, the Raw Take Order 

applies to information acquired on or after that date. Maintaining the same rule for CIA, 

NSA, and NCTC wiJI prevent confusion and ensure that the agencies can share raw 

information freely in their joint analytical effort. Second, NCI'C assesses that 

information relevant to al Qaeda's planning prior to the September 11, 2001 terrorist 

attacks is reasonably likely to exist in data acquired on or after January 1, 2001. Because 

the threat of a l Qaeda and associated groups and individuals persists, and based on the 

analytical value of drawing connections among data points over time, receiving this 

information would greatly enhance NCTC's counterterrorism efforts. ~ 

ln su01, NCI'C's receipt of raw FISA-acquired information will greatly e.nhance 

NCI'C's execution of its own missions to provide strategic counterterrorism analysis 
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and to conduct thorough and exhaustive pursuit of developing terrorism threat threads, 

and will enable it to SUige expert resources to support FBI when urgent crises arise. isr 

D. Tire NCJ'C SMPs aud Amendment to tire rBI SMPs Satisfy FISA's Definltiou of 

Minimization Procedures. -{l;f-

Collection of information pursuant to FlSA may only be authorized if the 

Government's proposed minimization procedures satisfy the Act's requireiJlents, and 

FJSA-acquired information may only be used or disclosed consistent with Court-

approved minimization procedures. 50 V.S.C. §§ 1805(a)(4), 1824(a)(4), 1806(a), 1825(a). 

FJSA sets forth basic requirements for minimization procedures. First, specific 

procedures must be adopted by the Attorney General and be 

reasonably designed in light of the purpose and technique of the 

particular surveillance, to minimize the acquisition and retention, and 

prohibit the dissemination. of nonpubUdy available information 

concerrung unconsenting United States persons consistent with the need 

of the United States to obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign 

intelligence information. 

50U.S.C. §§ 180l(h)(l), 1821(4)(A). (V) 

In addition, minimization procedures must ensure that nonpublicly available 

information that is not foreign intelligence information, as defined ilt 50 U.S.C. § 

180l(e)(l), "shall not be disseminated in a manner that identifies any United States 

person without such person's consent:, wuess such person's identity is necessary to 
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understand foreign intelligence information or assess its hnport•mce." 50 U.S.C. §§ 

1801(h)(2), 1821(4)(B). (U) 

Finally, notwithstanding the requirements set forth in subsections (1) and (2), 

minimization procedures must also "allow for the retention and dissemination of 

information that is evidence of a crime which has been, is being, or is about to be 

committed and that is to be retained or disselllinated for law enforcement purposes." Jd. 

§§ 1801(h)(3), 1821(4)(C). (U) 

1. NCTC's Receipt of Raw FISA-Acquired Informalion is Reasonable and Consistent 

with the Need of the United States to Produce and DissemilUtte Foreign Intelligence 

lnJormnfion. ~ 

The proposed amendments will perlllit .FBI to provide raw FISA-acquired 

information to NCTC, which in tum wiU be required to apply Court-approved 

minimization procedures to such information. This Court has previously approved 

such disclosures when the Govenunent has demonstrated that they serve an important 

national security interest and that the ulUmate recipient of raw information will be 

responsible for applying Court-approved minimization procedures to that information. 

Memorandum Opinion, b1 Re Electronic Surveillance and P/tysical Search of Foreign Powers 

and Agents ofForeig11 Powm, Docket No. - ("ACS Order") (FJSA Ct. Oct. 8, 

2008); Raw Take Order. Similar to the Raw Take Order, the proposed disclosure will 

substantially enhance the ability of NCTC both to assist FBI in assessillg FlSA-acquired 
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information and to fulfill NCl'C's central analytical, plru1J1ing, and pursuit f1.1nctions, 

while protectiJ1g the privacy of United States persons consistent with the Act. ~ 

The Government's need to pennit FBI to share raw data with NCfC, paired with 

the proposed NCfC SMPs, render the proposed sharmg program consistent with l'lSA. 

The Act requires minimization procedures to "prohibit the disseminal:ionO of 

nonpublicly available information concemmg United States persons," but only to the 

extent "consistent with the need of the United States to obtain, produce, and 

disseminate fol'eign intelligence information." 50 U.S.C. § 1801(h)(l). As discussed 

above, the information-sharing program proposed herein directly serves that need by 

allol'.ring NCTC to review raw information critical to its central analytical role. Indeed, 

part of NCTC's unique mission is to compare a wide variety of data sets- to which 

other agencies may not have access-to identify pieces of information that other 

agencies may have overlooked, or the significance of which may not have been fully 

appreciated.~ 

In addition, NCfC, as discussed above, is the Government's primary 

orgru'lization for counterterrorism a.11alysis, integration, and plillllling, and possesses 

unique analytical abilities and perspectives. Its responsibilities span agency boundaries 

and encompass foreign and domestic threats arising from international terrorism. 

NCTC depends on, and is charged with facilitating, the sharing of terrorism- and 
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counterterrorism-related information across agencies. As further discussed above, 

NCTC' s own counterterrorism analysis is substantially enhanced by its tin:tely access to 

potential foreign intelligence information. Precisely because NCTC has access to 

multiple sources of intemational terrorism information, it is in an excellent position to 

assist FBI and other USIC agencies in understan ding and assessing the importance of 

the information FBl collects pu.rsunnl to FJSA in terrorism-related cases. Moreover, as 

set forth .in detail below, NCTC's proposed minimization procedures meet the 

definition of minimization procedures .in a manner similar to the procedures this Court 

has approved for OA and NSA.16 i5)-

As reflected in the Act's legislative history, Congress djd not intend Section 

1801 (h)(1) to prevent the type of sharing that the amended FBI SMPs and NCTC SMPs 

would facili tate. Rather, Congress intended. for "a significant degxee of latitude [to} be 

given in counterintelligence and counterterrorism cases with respect to the retention of 

••Jn tl1e PBI and NCTC SM.Ps, some sharing of information is sped fically labeled as 

"dissemination. • while other sharing is referred to as a "disclosure." This distinction is intended to avoid 

confusion in implement;~lion by ogency personnel, who may not be attorneys or experts in FISA. 

Accot'dlngly1 fn U1e proposed amended FBI SMPs, the title of Section TV has been chongcd from 

"Dissemination'' to "Dissemination and Disclosure." Changes of "dissemination" to "disclosure" in lh~ 

modi6ed FBI SMPs submitted with this motion are not intended to modify FBI's authorization to share 

informotlo•1, and the scope of NCJ'C's aut:horiu tio11 under th e proposed NCTC SMPs to share 

infonnalion is intended 10 track the FBI SMPs. Regardless of whether sharing of raw Information 

between agencies, subject to the ultimate recipient's application of Court-approved minimization 

procedures, constitutes a "dissemination" of information, this Court has found that such sharing is 

consistent with the Act. i5r 

For the same re.lson, in the amended FBI SMPs, "Disclosure" replaces "Dissemination" in the 

titles and text of FBI SMPs Section.q JV.D, IV.E, and lV.G. (U) 
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information and U1e dissemination of information between a11d among cour1terintelligence 

components of the Government." H.R. Rep. No. 95-1283, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., pt. l, at 59 

(1978) (emphasis added).17 Congress recognized that "bits and pieces ofuuormation ... 

may together or over time take on significance" that is not immediately apparent, and 

stressed that "[n)othing in U1is definition is intended to forbid the retention or even 

limited dissemination o£ such bits and pieces before their full significMce becomes 

apparent." ld. at 58. ~ 

Congress included Section1801(h)(2) in the definition of minimization 

procedures to "protect individual United States persons from dissemination of 

information which identifies them in U1ose areas in whkh the Government's need for 

their identity is the least established and where abuses are most likely to occur." Id. at 

61. By contrast, the analysis and integration of terrorism and counterterrorism 

information is an area in which the Government's need to identify potential actors-

both United States persons and non-United States persons-is well-established. 

Moreover, based on NCTC's mission, it is anticipated that the foreign intelligence 

information NCfC is most likely to identify, retain, and disseminate will meet the 

"•[G)iven this degree of latitude,H the report notes, it is "imperative that with respect to 

information concerning U.S. persons which is retained as necessary for counterlntctllgence or 

counterterrorism purposes, rigorous and strict controls bel placed on lhe retrieval of such identifiable 

Wormation and its dissemination or use for purposes other than counterintelligence or 

countcrteuorism." ld. Of course, NCI'Cs receipt of raw data is expressly for a counterterrorism pllljlOS<!. 

-(S}-
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definition set forth at 50 U.S.C. § 1801 (e)(l), and thus wJ11 not imp~icate50 U.S.C. § 

1801(h)(2). In any event, NCfC's receipt of raw FISA-acquired information is fully 

consistent with the Congressional intent to allow robust analysis of such information, 

and the NCfC SMPs satisfy the Congressional mandate that U.S. person information 

that has no foreign intelligence value be protected. i9T 

2. The NCTC SMPs Protect tfle Privacy of Information Concerning Unconseuting 

United States Perso11s while Facilitating the Producliou and Dissemination of 

Counterterrorism Foreign Intelligence Information. f9}-

The NCfC SMPs are designed to permit the most effective usc of foreign 

intelligence information while protecting the privacy of United States persons. Because 

NCfC, similar to PBL is tasked in part wilh analyzing information acquired in the 

United States and relating to United States persons, many of the NCI'C SMP provisions 

are based on analogous provisions in the FBT SMPs. Similar to OA and NSA, however, 

NCfC does not have an operational law enforcement nussi011. Accordingly, the NCI'C 

procedures treat privileged communications and crimes reporting in a manner similar 

to the CIA and NSA RTPs. In addition, the NCfC SMPs contain provisions that either 

reflect llpdates to other sets of procedures or are related to NCTC's particular mission 

and requirements. (S/~W) 
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NCTC will not collect any information pu1·suant to FISA, so the initial paragraph 

of the NCTC SMPs states that NCfC will not engage in acquisition.18 The following 

paragraph makes clear that the procedures do not apply to information that FBI 

disseminates to NCTC Wlder U1e FBI SMPs, except for disseminations effected through 

NCTC's access to ACS.19 Under "General Provisions," Sections A(l) and (2} recite the 

authority and scope of the procedures. Section A(3) incorporates the definitions :in the 

Act, and sets forth definitions relev;mt to the procedures. "Information," defined in 

Section A(3)(a), includes all data and content acquired by FBI under Titles I or nr or 

Section 704 or 705(b) of the Act, including "contents" as defined in the Act. TI1e NCI'C 

SMPs adopt the FBI SMP defu1itions of "metadata," "raw information," and "third-

~ 

party information'' (modified slightly).'' Compnre NCTC SMPs § A(3}(b), (e), (h) with 

FBI SMPs §§ ID.A, II.C, lll.D. The NCTC SMP definitions of "nonpublicly available 

information" and "United Stales person identity" are adapted from definitions in the 

NSA RTPs, modified to make clear that the reference to "context" in Section A(3)(i} does 

11 The Raw Take Motion distinguished CIA's and NSA's receipt ofTaw FISA-acquin!d 

information from Court·aulhodzed "ncquisition" of information for the purposes of the Act. See Raw 

Take Motion at f>-7 (CIA and NSA are "permitted lo rereive raw dala from the FBI, but [are not] 

permitted to acquire infonnntion from Court-authorized electronic surveillanc:e or physical search 

independently. Thus . . , at fl1e acquisition stage, surveillances and SCMChes \\10\Jid continue to be 

conducted solely by ihe FBI . , .. "). (5(151) 

"As reflected in the referenced NCfCSMP paragraph. "dissemination• In this oontext refers to 

transmission or dlsclosure of information by FBI lo NCfC after FBI det~r:mines such information is 

foreign intelligence infonnation, neccssilJ'y to understand foreign intclllgence information, or necessilJ'y 10 

assess the impor1:3nce of foreign inleUigence informatiOn in accordance with minimization procedures 

appUcable to FBI.~ 
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not modify th e "name, unique title, or address" of a United States person.20 Compare 

NCJ'C SMPs § A(3)(d), (i), with NSA RTPs § 2(h), (f); see H.R. Cont. Rep. No. 95-1720, 

95th Cong., 2d Sess., at 23 (]978); H .R. Rep 92-1283 at 57. l11e NCI'C definition of 

"technical database" is adapted from the reference to technical databases in the OA 

RTPs, compare NCTC SMPs § A(3)(g) with CiA RTPs § 3(b), and explidUy separates 

technical databases from all persoru1el engaged in intelligence analysis. The NCTC 

definition of "NCTC employee" :is derived from the Raw Take Motion. 21 Compare 

NCI'C SMPs § A(3)(c) with Raw Take Motion at 6 n .3. Finally, the definition of 

''review" of information was added to clarify when the age-off provisions set forth at 

Section 13(2), discussed herein, are triggered. See NCTC SMPs § A(3)Q).22 (5)-

"'The definition of ''United StAtes person identity" is identical to the corresponding provision in 

the proct!dures governing NSA's and OA's mlnimizalion of information acquired pursuant to Section 

702 of I'ISA, submitted to this Court on April20, 2011. (5//51/fNF'/ 

•• The definition of "NCTC employee" encompasses detailees from other agencies, including FB£. 

PBI detaUees to NCTC will apply the NCTC SMPs when accessing raw FlSA-acquired data in NCfC 

systems. II they access raw FISA·acquired data in FBI systems, they will apply the FBI SMPs when 

accessing such datn in FBI systi!J11s.-(6t 

., NCTC ad viBeS that, when an e-m.UI message contains one or more attadlments, the message 

itself is re(crred to as the Npan::nt" document, while each •tt.achment is referred to as a "child." Althou.gh 

NCfC possesses the technical ability to treat a child document as a separate communkation from the 

parent, such a practice wouJd generally mnke no more analytical sense than would separately reviewing 

different para!P'aphs of an individual message. Accordingly, NCfC in its data systems will process a 

parent document together with all associated child documents, and when any part of a message or 

attachment is "reviewed," NCfC will considl!t the parent and all associated children to have belen 

reviewed.~ 
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The NCI'C SMPs require the same presumptions set forth in the FBI SMPs 

regarding U.S. person status,23 and contain essentially the same provisions for 

departures from the procedures. Compare NCTC SM.Ps § A(4), (5) with FBI SMPs § tC, 

D. Similar to the CIA RTI's, the NCTC SMPs explicitly state that U1ey do not prohibit 

certain actions. The provision regarding n1aintenance of technical databases is similar 

to the analogous CIA RTP provision. Compare NCI'C SMPs § A(6)(a) witlt ClA RTPs § 

3(b). Section A(6)(b) provides for the use of emergency backup systems, resb·icts access 

to such systems, and requires the application of the SMPs to data restored to analytical 

systems. Section A(6)(c) clarifies that the NCTC SMJ>s do nothing to .impede NCTC's 

access to FISA-acquiJ:ed information that FBL NSA, or CIA could otherwise disseminate 

to NCfC. (Si/NF) 

Section A( 6)( d){i) adopts the CIA RTP provision pennitting retention, processin~ 

or dissemination as specifically required by other legal authorities, but tailors this 

provision more narrowly than the CIA RTPs. Compare NCI'C SMPs § A(6){d)(i) with 

OA RTPs § 3(d). The intent is to permit NCI'C to deviate from the SMPs in response to 

direct and specific responsibilities, inducting-but not limited to applicable 

Constitutional disclosme requirements and judicial orders. Executive Branch orders or 
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directives will not trigger this provision, nor will general Congressional directives that 

are not specific to information Ncrc receives pursuant to this motion. Section A(6)(ti) 

facilitates lawful oversight of NCfC's handling and use of FISA-acquired information. 

Section A(7) of the NCfC SMPs tracks the CIA RTP provision permitting crimes 

reporting, see CIA RTPs § 4(f), and Section A(8) is designed to facilitate compliance and 

oversight by explicitly requiring NCTC to identify in all records, systems, documents, 

and products .fiSA-acquircd information that it received in raw form from FBI. Section 

A(9) requires NCfC to adhere to supplemental minimization procedures specific to 

particular Orders of this Court.~ Section A(lO) reserves the ability for FBI to require 

NCfC to comply with additional restrictions or obligations relating to the FISA-

acquired information FBI provides, without incorporating such Executive Branch policy 

requirements into the procedures. -(5/~W) 

The retention periods for raw data are the same for NCfC as for FBI, including 

the amendments to the FBJ SMPs discussed below. Compare NCfC SMPs § B(2) with FBI 

SMPs § ill. G. The NCfC SMPs also explicitly require raw FISA-acquired information to 

be identified as such, to be accessible only by trained NcrC employees, and to be 

maintained in a manner that permits marking or identification of information that 

><This tracks a similar requirement in !he Raw Take Order. Sill! Raw Truce Motion at 19-:W. iSr-
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satisfies the retention standard.25 See NCTC SMPs § B(l). Section 8(3) provides in 

general terms for the retention of information that meets the retention standard, which 

tracks the standard in FBI SMPs § m.C.l, in a manner that does not restrict access or 

provide for further mar~ing, but that still requires the information to be identified as 

FBI-collected FISA-acquired inforrnation.26--(St-

The provisions governing NCTC' s access to and queries of raw data, the 

requirement that queries be subject to review by DOJ' s National Security Division 

(NSD), and the treatment information are the same as the corresponding 

FBI rules. Compare NCTC SMPs § C(l), {2), (4) with FBI SMPs § ill.D, B.S, C.2. Section 

C{3), regarding metadata, tracks FBI SMPs § lli.D, with the added requirement that 

FISA-acquired me!adata received from FBI be identified as such, to facilitate compliance 

with minimization and other requirements. Also consistent with the FBI SMI's, the 

NCTC SMPs list categories of sensitive communications as to which reviewing 

personnel must pay special care. Compare NCTCSMPs § C(S)(a)-(g) with FBI SMPs § 

u As noted above. for arutlytical pUtpOses NCTC will process as a single couununicotiOJ1 o 

"parent" e-mail message and allatl.l.&.ed "d>jJd" documents. Accordlngly. if one document is n1arked 

for retention, the parent and associated children will all be retained together. ~ 

"The NCI'C SMI's provide (or retention and dissemination of information that is evidence of a 

crime, but not foreign in~genre information. NCI'C may only relllin ot disseminate such information 

for a law enforcement purpose. As this Court is aware, NCI'C is not a law enfotam1ent agency. Ncrc's 

authori:rotion to rehlin and d!sserninote evidence of a crime that is not foreign intelligence information

for law enforcement puTposes only-ls int.,nded to provide NCI'C, like CIA and NSA, with lhc flexibility 

to handle such infomMtion as n~cess.uy to ful(ill its crimes reporting obligations, and to respond to any 

unanticipated need to retain or dl.sseminate such information, while remaining consistent with SO U.S. C.§ 

1801(h)(3). ~ 
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m.C.3.a-g.27 As noted above, however, the NCrC procedures for handling attorney-

client ptivileged conununications are more similar to corresponding provisions in the 

OA and NSA RTPs than the more detailed FBI SMP privilege provisions, which are 

designed u1 part to avoid exposing a criminal investigative and prosecuting team to 

such inform~ation.28 Compare NCI'C SMPs § C(6)(a), (b) with OA RTPs § 4(a) and NSA 

RTPs § 4(b); cf FBJ SMPs § ill.E. Jn addition, Section C(6)(c) of the NCI'C SMPs is 

designed to facilitate compliance with, and oversight of, applicable plivilege ruJes. 

With the exceptions discussed below, the ruJes governing NCI'Cs dissemination 

and disclosure track other procedures previously approved by this Court." Section 

D(l), which permits dissemination, is phrased similarly to OA RTPs § 2, but applies the 

standard set forth m FBl SMPs § N.A, including the amendment to FBT SMPs § lV.A 

proposed below.30 It aJso explicitly states that NCTC may only disseminate FISA-

» ·This motion seeks to amend FBI SMJ>s § m.c.s. As set forth below, U\e amended section retains 

the provision regnrding sensitive communications, but eliminates U\e requirem~ts relating to categories 

of non-pertinent communications.-(ST-

,. While the OA and NSA RTPs apply to communications of~ person who is known to have bee1t 

indicted for a aime in the United States, the NCI'C SMPs apply to communications of a person who is 

known to have been charged-by complain~ indictment, or other instrument-in the United States. 

(&{INPj 

s 1l\e proposed NCI'C SMPs incorporate the modifications made to Sections lV .A and TV.C of the 

FBI SMPs, which are discussed separately herein.~ 

JO FBI and NCTC may enter into an agl"!.-ement regarding the coordination of disseminations of 

FISA-acquired information. Any such agreement is not intended to be incorporated into the FBI SMPs or 

NCTCSMPs.~ 
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acquired information as provided in the NO'C SMl's. Section D(2), providing for 

dissemination of information that is evidence of a crime, but is not foreign intelligence 

information, is derived from 50 U.S.C. § 1801(h)(3) and FBI SMPs § IV.B. Section D(3)1 

rcgaiding disseminations to foreign governments, tracks FBI SMPs § IV.C.l and 2,JI 

Section D(4) explicitly authorizes NO'C to disclose raw FISA-acqltired information to 

FBI, which collected the information, and to CIA and NSA, which are eligible to receive 

the same information under the Raw Take Order. Any raw information NCrc shares 

under this provision must be clearly identified as raw FBl-col!ected FlSA·acquired 

information, to ensure that the receiving agencies handle it properly. (S/~W) 

Section D(S) allows NCTC to obtain technical and Linguistic assistance from 

federal agencies, and dosely tracks'2 the corresponding FBT SMPs provision. See foBf 

SMPs §TV .D. Section D(6)(a) of the NO'C SMPs incorporates substantially the same 

caveat requirement for disseminations as the Raw Take Order. See Raw Take Motion at 

20-21. Section D(6){b) provides for disseminations by NCI'C w1dcr cif'cumstances in 

which the source, method, or legal authority through which information was collected 

"lt is not necessory for the NCfC SMPs to include n provision analogous to FBI SMPs § !V.C.3, 

regarding the use of information in foreign proceedings, because requests for suah use will be pr~ssed 

through FBI. In addition. • provision analogous to FBl SMPs § JV.C.4, reqwring the maintenance of 

records of forcign disseminations, would be superfluous because NCfC will be ~to maintain 

records of all disseminatlons. See NCfC SMPs § F(4). {6}-

"The NCfC SMPs omit references to providing .ncodia, such as tapes or hatd drives. to assisting 

agencies.* 
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may not be disclosed for security or other reasons. It is intended to ensure that NCTC 

will be able to disseminate terrorism-related foreign intelligence information when 

necessary, but will be able to prevent the further use of !hat information-particularly 

in any proceeding -without the approval of the Attorney General. Of course, if NCI'C 

disseminates information to any recipient for a law enforcement purpose, or without 

the total prohibition on further use, such information will bear the caveat required by 

Section D(6)(c) and 50 U.S. C.§ 1806(b). Section D(6)(c) incorporates 50 U.S. C.§ 1806(b), 

and Section D(6)(d) tracks the amendment to minimization procedures governing FBI, 

NSA, and CIA approved by this Court's December 6, 2007 Order in docket number 

-·~ 
Section E governs NCfC's receipt of information residing in FBI general indices, 

currently consisting of ACS. See Subu)jssion Regarding Application of Existing 

Minimization Procedures to Certain Data Systems of the Federal Bureau of 

mvestigation, Tn ReApplications to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, Docket No. 

- at 33-36 (filed June 16, 2006). Currently, pursuant to this Court's 

authorization, FBI peanils NCTC users to access case classifications in ACS that are 

related to terrorism or counterterrorism. AU FISA-acquired .i.nformatiol\ in these ACS 

case classifications has eitl1er been assessed to be foreign intelligence information 

relating to terrorism or counteiterrorism, or has been assessed to be evidence of a crime 
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that is not foreign intelligence information. Currently, NCTCs access to ACS is subject 

to the Court-authorized ACS Procedures, which requite NcrC users to disregard PISA-

acquired infom1ation in ACS that is evidence of a c:time, but does not reasonably appear 

to be foreign intelligence iroformation.ll See ACS Procedures§ E(4). (St.. 

Similarly, Section E(l) of the NCTC SMPs submitted with this motion permits 

NCTC to consider as having been disseminated lo NCTC all foreign intelligence 

infom1ation in these case classifications. Section 13(2) prohibits NCTC &om retaining or 

otherwise using iroformation that is evidence of a crime, but not foreign intelligence 

information, except for a law enforcement purpose. These provisions preserve the 

legally required core of the existing miroimization procedures goveming NCTC's access 

to ACS, while leaving policy-based coordination requirements for intra-Executive 

Branch ngreements. They impose essentially the same requirements as Section 8(3) of 

the NCfC SMPs, which regulates NCTC's retention of information received from FBI in 

raw form. Unlike the ACS Procedures, the NCfC SMPs permit NCTC to retain or 

disseminate evidence of a crime that is not foreign intelligence information, but only for 

a law enforcement purpose. While NCTC does not anticipate engaging iro such 

"The ACS Procedures also contain provisions governing coordination between NCfC rutd FBI, 

and adopting internal NCTC procedures. The Ggvemmcnt submits that such provisions a.re more 

appropriate to intra-Executive Branch memoranda and agreements t!Wl to Orders of this Court. (5)-
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retention or dissemination, thls allowance will provide flexibility if a relevant need 

arises, and satisfies a statutory requirement. See 50 U.S.C. § 180l(h)(3). \5) 

Sections E(3) and (4) anticipate that, in the future, NCTC may ingest data from 

ACS without first reviewing that data, and review the ingested information, including 

FISA-acquired iniormation, in NCTC systems rather than in ACS itself. This would 

pernut NCTC to assess such information using NCTC' s analytical tools and in the 

context of other information in NCTC systems. Access to minimized FISA-acquired 

information in trus manner would greatly enhance NCTC's ability to produce and 

disseminate foreign intelligence iniormation. Because potentially large volumes of 

dala-data that FBI has already assessed to meet applicable standards in the FBl 

SMPs-would be shared with NCTC, it would not be practicable or advisable for NCTC 

to review such iniormation before it enters NCTC systems. After aU, most of the 

information would have already been assessed to be foreign intelligence iniormal:ion, 

and NCTC would be searching through it for the rare piece of non-foreign intelligence 

evidence of a crime, in which NCTC has no interest. Still, NCTC may not retain 

information that is evidence of a crime but not foreign intelligence infonnation for 

purposes other than law enforcement. The NCTC SMPs therefore require NCTC to 

destroy any such information promptly after discovering it and determining it not to be 

foreign intelligence information or necessary to understand or assess the imporl:ance of 
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foreign intelligence information, unless NCTC intends to use it for a law enforcement 

purpose. Thus, whether NCTC receives FISA-acquired information in raw form, 

through accessing ACS, or through ingesting data directly £rom ACS, it will not be 

permitted to retain information that is not foreign intelligence information, other than 

evi.dence of a crime retai.J.1ed for a law enforcement purpose.~ 

Section F(l) is intended to ensure compliance ·with these procedures by training 

NCfC personnel on their requirements. s~ FBI SMPs § V.B. NCI'C will be required to 

consult with NSD regarding this training, and NSD and NCfC intend for NSD to 

participate in NCTC training, particularly in the initial stages of NCTC's receipt of raw 

data. Section F(2) incorporates the general principles of FBl SMPs § ill.B.2-4, and 

Section F(3) corresponds to FBI SMPs § ![J.A. Section F(4) tracks FB! SMPs § V.A, 

providing for broad NSD oversight, and adds a specific requirement for NCTC to 

maintain and make available for review copies of all disseminations of nonpublicly 

available information concerning non-consentil1g United States persons. Fi.nally, 

Section F(S), similar to FBI SMPs §VI, requires NCTC to consult With NSD regarding 

significant questions regarding the interpretation of the NCI'C SMPs. Moreover, in 

general, NCTC will consult closely with NSD as il develops systems, processes, and 

procedures for receiving, retaining, processing, and disseminating information in 

accordance with these procedures.-$}-
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E. Initial lmplementatiotz Procedures. (U) 

When the Government submitted the Revised FBf SMPs in 20081 this Court 

agreed with the Government's representation that "it would be 'impractical' to calculate 

time periods for destruction" under the new retention provisions based on expiration 

dates for cases that expired prior to the new procedures' effective date. FBI SMP Order 

at6. Accordingly, the "Court accept[ed], as a reasonable means of transition to the new 

retention regime ... the government's proposal that prior cases be deemed," for the 

purpose of calculating retention periods, to have expjred on the effective date of the 

new procedmes. Id. The Government respectfully submits that the same logic applies 

here, and requests that all data Ncrc receives under lhe sharing regime described 

herein that FBI acquired pursuant to Orders that expired prior to the effective date of 

the NCTC SMPs be deemed, for purposes of calculating the retention period under 

NCfC SMPs § 8(2), to have been acquired pursuant to an Order that expired on the 

effective date of the NCfC SMPs. · (5}:-
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In. Amendments to Other FBI SMl' Provisions. (U) 

A. Section lll.C.3 (Categories of Non-Pertinent and Sensitive Information). This 

section is amended to delete "Categories of Non-Pertinent and" from the title, and to 

replace the text preceding the enumerated list of sensitive categories with the following: 

Particular care should be taken when reviewing information that is sensitive 

information, as defined below. No sensitJve information may be used in an 

analysis or report (such as an Electronic Communication (EC)) unless it is first 

determlned that such information reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence 

information, necessary lo understand foreign intelligence information or assess 

its importance, or evidence of a crime. Information that reasonably appears to be 

foreign intelligence informatiO.t1, necessary to understand foreign intelligence 

information, or necessary to assess the importance of foreign int-elligence 

information may be retained, processed, and disseminated in accordance with 

these procedures even if it is sensitive information. lnfoo:nation that reasonably 

appears to be evidence of a crime may be retained, processed, and disseminated 

for law enforcement purposes in accordance with these procedures, even if it is 

sensitive information. Sensitive information consists of: 

In addition, the text after the enumerated list is deleted, and "Uruted States person" is 

added to subsection (g). 

The amendment eliminates FBI's obligation to identify and report to the Court 

categories of non-pertinent information acquired pursuant toihis Court's authorities. 

In effect, the current_ requirement goes not impose any additional responsibility on FBI 

in its retention and use of such information. Currently, FBI can use such information 

for further investigation and analysis if it meets the standard in the SMPs for retention 
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and dissemination of information. TI1e amendment removes a requirement that has no 

legal effect, and emphasizes the need to pay particular care to sensitive communications. 

B. Sections lii.E.l.c and IlJ.E.2.c (Retention of Attorney-Client Communications). 

These sections are amended to reflect the following insertions and deletions: "A 

procedure to ensure 
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C. Section W.G.1.a (Time Limits for Retention). This section is amended to reflect the 

following insertions and deletions: 

FISA-ac:quired information that has been retained but never reviewed shall be 

destroyed five ye.ars from the expiration date of the docket authorizing the 

c:oliec:tion unless specific authority is obtained f£Om an Assistant Director of the 

FBI (AD)7 and NSD, aRe !he FISC to retain the mAterial. and tlw F!SC approyes a 

new retention period upon a finding that sucli modification is consistent with the 

applicable statutory definition of "minimization wocedm·es. 

Section ffi.G.1.b is similarly modified. f.')" 

These amendments state tl1e standard by which the Cotlrt evaluates whetl1er an 

extension is warranted, and provide for an extension period to be set. (U) 

D. Section W.A (Dissemination of Foreign T11telligence Information to Federal, State, 

Local and Tribal Officials and Agencies). This section is amended to read as follows: 

(U) 

l11c FBI may disseminate FlSA-acquirecl information that reasonably appears to 

be foreign intelligence information or is necessary to U11derstapd forej1p1 

intelligence information or assess its importance. in accordance with Sections 

N.A.l and IV.A.2 to federal, state, local and tribal officials with responsibilities 

relatin~ to national security that reqJ,Jire access to foreign intelligence information 

Ei*ce!iy relatea 1'8 the mfel'fRII~BR-J*'<lflBSeei te ae ElissemiflateG. 

1. Need of the U.S. Government to Disseminate Foreign lnlelligence Under the 

Proposed Standard. (U) 

The first insertion is consistent witl150 U.S.C § 1801(h)(l) and (2), and corrects 

an omission. The second insertion, which changes ilie scope of permissible recipients of 

disseminations, addresses FBI and NCTCs responsibilities under legal authorities and 

policies requiring the Intelligence Community to share foreign u1telligenc:e information 
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to the fullest extent permitted by law. The current FBI SMP standard, which limits 

dissemination to federal, state, local, and tribal officials and agencies with 

"responsibilities directly related to the information proposed to be disseminated" 

(emphasis added), is not consistent with the Government's need to obtain, produce, and 

dissemmate foreign intelligence information. The current FBI SMP dissemination 

standard requires the FBllo determine in advance of the dissemination which potential 

recipients need the particular information. In practice, this standard w1dermines FBI's 

ability to fulfill its responsibility W1der Executive Orders 12333 and 13388 to share 

foreign intelligence information, including terrorism information, among agencies. The 

cw·rent FBf standard requires FBI to determine to whom it should "push" foreign 

intelligence information and perpetuates operationally-limiting "need-to-know" 

information sharing, which was criticized in the Final Report of the National 

Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States ("9/11 Commission Report"). 

The proposed standard, in contrast, would enable FBI to apply to FISA-acquired 

information more contemporary dissemination methods, which allow appropriately 

cleared consulners of foreign intelligence information to search for and "pull" FISA-

acquired foreign intelligence information that they require to perform their official 

duties.-(ST 
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FBI and NCTC have submitted declarfltions describh1g in detail their need for the 

proposed dissemination rule. See Declaration of Eric Velez-Villar, Assistant Director, 

Directorate of Intelligence, FBI, dated March 19, 20U ("FBI Declaration") (attaroed as 

Exhibit D); Declaration of Andrew Liepman, Prindpal Deputy Director, National 

Counterterrorism Center, dated March 21, 2012 ("NCTC Declaration") (attached as 

Exhibit E). f.$1 

It is widely recogni7..ed that information sharing among U.S. intelligence and law 

enforcement agencies is critical tonalional security.34 For example, Congress in1RTPA 

directed tl1e President to "create an information sharing environment for the sharing of 

terrorism information in a marmer consistent with national security and with applicable 

legal standards relating to privacy and civillibe.rties." Pub. L. 108-458, § 1016(b)(l)(A). 

The FOieign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review noted in 2002 that "effective 

counterintelligence, we have leamed, requires the wholehearted cooperation of all the 

government's personnel who can be brought to the task. A standard which punishes 

sum cooperation could well be thought dangerous to national security." In reSealed 

Case, 310 F.3d 717, 743 (PISA Ct. Rev. 2002); see 11/so Exec. Order No. 13,388, 70 Fed. Reg. 

62023 (2005) §§ l(a), 2; 9/11 Commission Report at 399-400, 408, 416. The 9/11 

Commission Report in particular noted in its discussions of "lost opportunities" to 

"'State, local, and tribal auU>orities (herein referred to as "non-federal" authorities)= essential 

to this efforl Su t .g., NCfC Declaration para. 8. (U) 
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detect the 9/11 plot that "no one was firmly in charge of managing the case and able to 

draw relevant intelligence from nnywhert i11 the govemment, assign responsibilities across 

the agencies (foreign or domestic), track progress, and quickly bring obstacles up to the 

level where they could be resolved." 9/11 Commission Report a t 4.00 (emphasis added). 

The 9/11 Commission emphasized the need for joint intelligence work and the 

"importance of integrated, all-souJ·ce analysis/' because no single agency "holds all the 

relevant information." /d. at 408. (U) 

As detailed in the FBI Declaration, the current FBI standard for dissemination 

W1dermines its ability to make FISA-acqu:ired information available for analysts and 

other users to "pull" as needed. Currently, an PBI analyst who wishes to disseminate 

FISA-acqoired foreign intelligence information as widely as legally permitted must 

identify all potential recipients with responsibilities directly related to the specific 

information. This requires a sufficiently broad and detailed knowledge of the mission, 

roles, and responsibilities of "not only every JC agency, element, ad-hoc task force and, 

in some cases one or two individuals within an agency, but also that same 

understanding of all entities that support national security missions or co11sume foreign 

intelligence in fulfillment of their official duties. Further, the area of expertise expected 

of the information originator must extend not only to the authorities, missions and 

capabilities of the potential recipient agency, but also to a detailed and expansive 
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Wlde.rstanding of the information itself"-which indeed may not be possible in the 

absence of input from other subject matter experts within the IC .s«FBI Declaration 

para. 15. "(5}--

In contrast, under the "pull" meU1od, analysts disseminating foreign intelligence 

information no longer need to try to identify all potential agencies or government 

officials who require that information. Rather, they can identify a few appropriately 

secure and access-controlled information repositories in which to place the Information. 

This pennits self-guided, cleared users to searcl1 for, find, and pull that information 

which is relevant to their official duties. Hxamples of sucl1 information repositories 

could include Intelink, NCI'C CURRENT, or the [.ibrary of National Intelligence (T~Nl). 

Once reports are loaded into sucl1 repositories, they are discoverable and retrievable by 

authorized users, who query the repositories lor national security-related documents 

relevant to their officio! duties. See FBI Declaration paras. 10, 16, 20; NCTC Declaration 

para. 39. ""(S7-

Access to some electronic repositories may be as broad as access to the Joint 

Worldwide lntelligence Communications System (JWICS), comparable to a Top 

Secret/Sensitive Compartmented Information version of the Internet, or the Secret 

Internet Protocol Router Network (SIPRNET), comparable to a Secret version of the 

Internet. Access to others may be limited based on agency or user profiles. Some 
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repositories can limit access to certain classes of documents based on user profiles, and 

others currently cannot. All, however, are only accessible by appropriately cleared 

persoru1el who have been given access based on their work duties il1 the field of 

national security. According to ODNI, sucl1 personnel are not limited to U.S. 

Intelligence Community employees.ls ODNI concurs, however, that it is reasonable to 

l.'Onclude that the decision to give an agency or individual user access to JWlCS, 

SIPRNET, LNI, or other similar system or repository is based on the agency's or user's 

need to access the information in those systems or repositol'ies to ful{iJI a national 

serurity-related responsibility. Moreover, as set forth in the NCfC Dedaration at para. 

39, the searcl1able electronic repositories discussed herein (or the systems through 

whicl1 users access those repositories, sucl1 as an agency's system that is connected to 

certain circumstances, 
SIJ'Rl • 0 :0. . t ~ • • I 

the owner or administrator 

of SU'RNET nre not 

According to NSA's JWICS site, no non-Uruted Stoles users htlvc access to )WlCS-"JWICS 

operates at the TS/Sl/Tl</US-only level." ~ 

In general, the agency disseminating a particular report Js responsible for marking it 

appropriately, and recipic-nls of disseminations are responsible for handling them In accordance with the 

markings and caveats they beat. For example, i£ NcrC disseminated a report that was unly cleared for 

recipients of agencies of the United Stales or jurisdictions within be marked 

•NOFORN." If NCTC ~t11al was releasable would be 

marked as releasable I~ U the reports were then onto a on SIPRNET -or 

di.sseminnted to any agemzy- aCI."ess to, or handling of, those reports would be subject to the marking.~ 
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}WlCS) generally are subject to access policies requiring that users only use the systems 

in fulfillment of their official duties. For example, the Intel ink terms of use state that 

use of Jntelink "is limited to official government business," and that use of Intelink 

services "for personal/non-official use (e.g., ca51.1al browsing ... )"is prohibited." In 

addition, individuals' use of these systems is also generally subject to audit. See NCTC 

Declaration paras. 19, 39. Accordingly, while users of an electronic repository such as 

NCfC CURRENT could potentially view a wide variety of u1telligence reporting, the 

requirement that users only access or use the systems in performance of their official 

duties necessarily requires users to only search the systems with queries reasonably 

designed to discover information relevant to their work responsibilities. (&) 

'I11e practice of making foreign intelligence information available in Sllch 

repositories is based upon the premise that a user, who has been granted a security 

clearance and access to secure systems containing national security information based 

on his or her mission needs, is in the best position to determine what information he or 

she needs to fuHill his or her responsibilities. An analyst at one agency can better find 

and pull needed information than can a reporting agency identify all analysts that 

might, based on their training, mission, and other resources, assist them. See 9/11 
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Commission Report at 417 (criticizing the assumption that "it is possible to know, in 

advance, who will need to use" information). Consistent with that premise, and with 

statutory inforn1ation-sharlng legislation such as the IRTPA provisions quoted above, 

ODNI and NCfC have provided means such as lntelink, LNI, and NCfC CURRENT to 

which agencies can contribute foreign intelligence information and from which users 

can locate and puU the information they need. As reflected In the NCI"C Declaration, 

the "availability of foreign intelligence reporting from diverse sources and disciplines in 

a common repository offers the substantial added benefit of allowing users to e1;lter a 

search, review the results of that search, and assess each piece of information in the 

context of the others." NCI'C Declaration para. 40. # 

Significantly, other FISA-related minimization procedures do not impose the 

mission-based requirement found in the FBI SMPs. For example, the Court-approved 

CIA and NSA RTPs, which govern CIA's and NSA's treatment of FBI-collected data that 

CIA and NSA minimize, contain no mission-based restriction on dissemination. The 

CIA RTPs simply state that U.S. person information that meets the procedures' standard 

for retention and dissemination "may be retained within CIA and disseminated to 

authorized recipients outside of OA." OA RTPs § 2. The NSA RTl's permit NSA to 

so 
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disseminate reports based on foreign37 conununications of or concerning United Stales 

persons "in accordance with other applic.1ble Jaw, regulation, and policy" if the United 

States person identities in such communications are deleted.lll U an NSA report 

contains uruedacted information that identifies a United States person, that report may 

only be disseminated to a recipient requiring that identity "for the performance of 

official duties," and if specific additional standards are met.!>) NSA RTPs §§ 6(b), 7. 

(SI/N:P) 

As a result of the unique dissemination requh·ement in !he FBI SMPs, then, when 

FB£ collects FJSA-acquired information in matters relating to international terrorism and 

provides CIA and NSA that information pursuant to the Row Take Order, QA and 

NSJ\ may identify the foreign intelligence information it contains and disseminate that 

foreign intelligence information, through lntelink and otherwise, to recipients to whom 

FBI could not itself disseminate under its own SMPs. i.'!i/tMf</ 

., The NSA SMPs' and RTPs lightly limit NSA's dissemination of domestic commwlkations, due 

1o NSA's focus on foreign rommurucalions. NSA SMPs § S(a). (SIISij 

"To be SUie, the Raw Take Motion staled tllat it "nntidpated that CIA and NSA will clisseminnte 

foreign intelligence information from FBI FISA collection to the full range of Jledcrnl offires nnd agencies 

with responsibilities relating to international terrorism to which CIA and NSA now clisseminate 

lerrorism·related foreign intelligence from other 50urces. • Set Raw Take Motion at 21-22 (emphasis 

added). -(511'51/fNfl)· 

"' The ndclitional standards relate, for example, to I he foreign intelligence value of u,e identifying 

infonnation, and not to the mission of the recipient. !5r 
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Accordingly, as reflected in the authorities that created NcrC, and in the FBI 

and NCfC Declarations attached hereto, the Government assesses that permitting 

appropriately cleared personnel with national security responsibilities to conduct 

research in electronic repositories of foreign intelligence information is a highly 

effective way of disseminating such information from collectors to consumers. A rule 

that fails to permit this practice is not consistent with the Government's need lo obtain, 

produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence information. The current rule requires 

the originator of information to make a p roduct-by-product determination as to what 

officials require each report, rather than permitting dissemination through searchable 

repositories. The proposed amendment, in contrast, permits dissemination to 

repositories, so long as access to the repositories is limited to officials who need access 

to foreign intelligence information for national security mission-based reasons. Of 

course, the proposed rule also permits direct transmission of foreign intelligence 

information to officials with such a mission-based need. In short, although the current 

FBI SMP dissemination standard requires the FBI to engage in the sometimes 

impossible task of identifying in advance the full range of agencies and officials that 

require each particular dissemination of foreign intelligence information to fulfill their 

national security responsibilities, the proposed new language would stiU require FBI to 

determine that proposed recipients have a national security mission. For all practical 
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purposes, w1der the ptoposed standard, even if FBl does not determine in nd vance a£ 

the dissemination to an electwnic repository which agencies and officials have 

responSibilities directly related La the information being disseminated,~ user of one of 

these electronic repositories who designs his/her queries consistent with the electronic 

repositary's terms of use would likely only discover and reb·ieve PlSA-acqu.lred 

information that was relevant lo thai user's work responsibilities.* 

2. Sharing with State, Local, a11d Tribal Agencies and Officials Under the Revised 

Disseminatirm Standard. (U) 

Federal agencies charged with national security have recogniz-ed the critical role 

played by state, local and tribal ("SLT") officials as partners in protecting the United 

States. Key to the efficacy of that partnership is the sharing of information so ~hat each 

entity may benefit from the others' unique knowledge and access to information so that 

threats may be stopped before they materialize.40 In the terrorism context, the 9/11 

Commission Report concluded that one of the most serious weaknesses leading to the 

attacks was a breakdown in information sharing among federal agencies and with state, 

.. ln a recent hearing of the Subcommittee on Counterterrorism and Intelligence of the Ut\lled States 

House of Representatives CommiHee on Homeland Security entitled, "Federal Government Intelligence 

'Sh!'U'ing with Stotc, local, and Tnoal Law llnfo.ument: An Assessment l 0 Years After 9!1 1," FBI 

Assistant Director, Db·cdorale of [ntelligence testified: "As U1re~ts are increasu1gly conceived and canied 

out entirely within our borders, our reliance upon ottT state, local, and lrlbnl pal'tners has never been 

more critical. It's almost certain !hat before an FBI agent comes fact-to-face with a threat actor, a state, 

locaL or tribal police officer or deputy wiU most likely encounter them first. 1'My mll5t know what ~«know 

in order to d!> their jobJ." Oral testimony, Eric Velez-Villar, Assistant Director, Directorate oflntelligence, 

Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI Oral Testimony"), Pebruary 28, 2012 Hrori:ng Transcript (Exhibit 1), 

at 10 {emphasis added). (U) 
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local and tribal governments. 9/11 Commission Report at 400. Since that report was 

issued, the United States has endeavored to create a new information sharing, and 

parb1ership, paTildigm in which state, local and tribal officials have the informt1tion they 

need to fulfill their critical partnership roles.'1 Critical to this approach are the 

Executive Branch's strict standal'ds for restricting access to classified information and 

protections for privacy and civillibeJ·ties. Currently, there are only approximately 4,000 

state, local and tribal officials who hold serurjty clearances, which, as discussed below, 

are required for access to any classified information.u Oral Testimony, Scott McAllister, 

Deputy Under Secretary for State and Local Program Office, Office of Intelligence and 

" IRTPA implemented many of the 9/11 Commission's recommendation$, ond prioritizes 

infonnation-sharing. where appropriate, with stale, local, and tribal entities- as well as the private 

sector-through the ll3e of policy guidelines nnd technologies. while protecting privacy and civU liberties. 

IRTI'A § l016(b)(2)(A), (H). IRTPA direc~ the Information Sharing Environment (lSE} Program Man~ger 

(PM/ISll) to, inter alia, "address and facllitate information r.haring between Federal departments nnd 

aga~cie.o and Stale, tribal, and local governments." /d.§ 1016(f)(2){B}(v). The President must report to 

Congress "the P.xtent to which Slatr, tribal, and local offidals an! participating in the {SE." /d. § 

1016(g)(4)(l'). The ISE was mandated by IRTPA. Jtwas envisioned as "an appro~ch that facilitltcs !he 

sharing of terrorism lnfomllltion, which appronch may include any methods determlned noocssary and 

appropriate for carrying out (Section Uit6, "Information Sharing"].'' rRn> A§ 1016(a)(2). IRTP A left open 

the possibility that the ISE would be expanded to include other intelligence information. ld. § 1016(c)(9). 

(g)(2)(G}. In 2007, Congress added "weapons of mass destruction information" to the definition of 

"terrorism information." Implementing Recornmcndatiot'\5 of the 9/l L Commission Act of 200?, Pub. L, 

110-53 § 504 (At~g. 3, 2007) ("9/11 Act"). (U) 

"This number was report"d by DHS and pre>umnbly does not includ.,, for example, military 

reservists or SLTs detailed to the FBi for servlre on )TI'Fs. (U) 

The description of pi'OCI!dures tela ling to classified informatiOI\ including how such 

inlonnation is shared with SLT ofndals, is provided lo Ulustrat" processes c:urrenlly in place. While the 

Govemment will continue to protect classified information, specific procedures may change, as may the 

cited figures-for example, there ls no autl1ority tl1nt sets n specific number of Sl.Tof.ficials wilh security 

clearances. The fact thot only 4,000 clearances have been granted, however, demotlSirates tl1e care and 

parsimony with which the fed.,ral government determines which SLT officials need, and warrant, access 

lo clnssllled nationnl security information. (U} 
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Analysis, Department of Homeland Security (''DHS Oral Testimony), February 28, 2012 

Hearing Transcript at 17. (U) 

l~ecognizing the need to share information outside the federal government, and 

to properly safeguard that information, the President issued Executive Order 13549 

("Oassified National Security Information Program for State, Local, Tribal, ;md Private 

Sector Entities") on August 18, 2010. lt set forth the following critical principles, among 

others: 

(U) 

• SL'f personnel are only eligible for access to classified information if they are 

nominated by a federal agency. ld. §§ 1.3(a), 5(b). 

• Agencies sponsoring SLT personnel and facilities for access to and storage of 

classified information must periodically enb"Ure that there is a demonstrated, 

foreseeable need for such access. ld. § 4(d)(l). 

• By default, SLT personnel will only be eligible for Secret clearances. Id. § 1.3(a). 

• SLT facilities where classified information is s tored or used are subject to federal 

inspection, accreditation, and compliance monitoring. /d. § 1.3(e). 

• Access to information systems that store, process, or transmit classified 

information shall be enforced by the rules established by the agency that controls 

the system. Access must be consistent with controls that originators apply to 

information. ld. §§ 1.3(g), S(h). 

• All detem'linations of eligibility for access to classified information, and all 

secudty accreditations of facilities, predating the Order that do not meet the 

standards in the Order must be reconciled with those standards. Jd. § 1.3(i). 

• DHS is the Executive Agent for the program and has management and oversight 

responsibilities, including training. !d. §§ 2, <t; see id. § 4(c) (additional oversight 

by the Office of the Director of National Intelligence). 
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On March 1, 2012, the Secretary of Homeland Security issued a detailed 

lmplementing Directive under the Executive Order. lt recognized the need to share 

"actionable, timely, and relevant classilied information" with SLT partners as "self-

evident," as well as the need Lor consistency in procedures relating to sharing, accessing, 

and safeguarding classified information. See Implementing D irective, Classified 

National Security Worrnation Program for State, Local, Tribal and Private Sector 

Entities, Department of Homeland Security (March 1, 2012) ("DHS Directive") (Exhibit 

F), Foreword and §§ 1-100, 1-101. in general, lhe directive permits feder;~l agencies to 

sponsor SLT individuals for security clearances and access to classified information ii 

the requirements of the DHS directive are met. Some key provisions of ll~e directive 

include: 

• The directive applies to all SL T personnel wl10 h<1ve been sponsored for or 

granted a security clearance for access to classified information by a federal 

agency under the SLTPS prograrnu and each federal agency that sponsors SLT 

personnel for such a clearance. It also applies to all SLT facilities thal store 

classified information ld. § l-102(a), (b). 

• All information provided to SLT officials remains w1der control of the federal 

government. ld. § 1-105. 
• All federal agencies sharing classified information with SLT entities must report 

to DHS regarding implementation of the program. Td. § 1-103(b). 

• Each federal agency that sponsors an SLT individual for a security clearance is 

responsible for maintaining ''security cognizance" over such individual unless 

that obligation is transferred to DHS. I d.§ l-104(a). 

4l Parts of the referenced program regulate sharing with private·sl'ctqr ("PS") entities as well as 

SLT. (U) 
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• DI-IS is responsible for security cognlza11ce of SLT-owned or -operated facilities 

that store classified information. Td. § 1-104{b). 

• SLT personnel receiving classified inforn1ation must safeguard that information, 

agree to certain procedures, complete security training, and agree to report 

security incidents. ld. § 1-103(c). 

• Security clearances for SL T officials must be issued consistent witl1 policies and 

procedures governlng federal em plnyee security clearances. SL T officials 

undergo the same investigative and adjudicative scrutiny as federal employees. 

Id. §§ 2-101(a), 2·103(b). 
• SL T offidals selected for secnrity clearances must have a "demonstrated and 

foreseeable need" for access to classified information and "be in a position to 

capitalize on the value" of the classified information. /d.§ 2-lOl(e). 

• SLT law enforcement, public health, nnd fiTst reSponder officials are only eligible 

for clearances if they are participating in a federally sponsored boarc\, committee, 

task force, fusion center, or similar entity and the sponsoring federal agency 

determines there is a need for access to classified information." I d. § 2-102(a)(l). 

• Physical security requirements, including inspection, certification, and oversight 

by DHS or a sponsoring federa l agency. /d. §§ 3-101- 1 03; see particularly§ 3-

103(b)(4) (classified information technology systems). 

• SLT officials are required to protect all classified information and are subject to 

dissemination rules. Jd. §§ 4-101-108. 

The prindple means by whicll the government directly shares national security 

information with state, local, and tribal partners is through fusion centers, AS which are 

.. Governors, mayom, and senior homeland security, law enfon:en\ent, fire, public health, and 

emergency officials are also eligible. Jd. §§ 2·101(4), 2·102(•)(1)-(2). (U) 

"ln 2007, Congress was sufficiently c:ontt'fned regarding the impact on nationai seCilrity of 

insufficient anformanon .<harlng with non· federal entities thaHt included a liUe in tl1e 9/11 Act under the 

heading, "Improving Intelligence a11d Information Shnring within fhe J'cdcral Governtl'\ent and with State, 

Local, and Tribal Govemments.H 9/11 Act, Title V. Co11gress lauded the development of State, local, and 

regional Fusion Centers, illld directed DHS to establish a DHS Stale, local, and Regional Fusion Center 

Initiative to partner with and support fusion rentel'!l. /d. § 5ll; 9/11 Act§ 511. In particular, DHS was 

directed to support efforts to include the fusion <:enters into the ISE. 9/11 Act§ 511(b)(2). Congress 

coi1Sidcred thel'usion Center lnitiative to be "key to Federal buormatioo sharing efforts'' and took note 

of "the blossomiJ1g Stat~ and loco.! it~telligence comnmnity." H.R. Rep. No llD-259 § 511, Accordiogly, i~ 

directed DHS to act "quickly, thoroughly, and cooperatively" to provide "m<IX.irnu01 support" to the 

fusion renters. Jd. (U) 
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"owned" by state or local authorities, and receive federal support. .. See Statement for 

the Record, Federal Buxeau of Investigation, February 28, 2012 Hearing ("FBl SFR") 

(Exhibit G), at 1-2; Statement for the Record, United States Department of Homeland 

Security, February 28,2012 Hearing ("DHS SFR") (Exhibit H), at 4. Fusion centers 

conh:ibute to federal national security efforts by providing critical information made 

available by the combination of SLT officials' knowledge, expertise, and information. 

The FBI, in turn, provides SL T officials at fuslon centers with a national perspective on 

regional threats and trends to better inform decision-makers at all levels. The FBI 

assesses that the exchange of intelligence in fusion centers aids other intelligence and 

law enforcement organizations, including the JTTFs, in theh· investigative operations. 

See FB£ SFR at 2. DHS has undertaken efforts to include fusion centers in the 

intelligence cycle. See DHS SFR at 4. FB1 and DHS assess that well-informed SLT 

officers may be best positioned to detect earJy signs of terrorist activity. See FBI Oral 

Testimony, February 28,2012 Hearing Transcript, at 10; DHS Oral Testimony, February 

28,2012 Hearing Transcript at 6. (U) 

To be recognized and certified by the federal government, fusion centers are 

required to meet certain baseline capabilities. This indudes implementing a privacy 

<~Information also is shared through fBI-run Join I Terrorism Task Forces (JTfFs), which are 

opc.rntiona1 counterterrorism squads that incorporate non·FBf personnd who are detailed lo the Fill; and 

Field lntelligence Groups (FfGs), which are FBI analytical units that are focnl poinl• for in!ormntion

sharlng. (U) 
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protection policy that "cover[s] all center activities and [is] at least as comprehensive as 

the requirements set forth in the [1SE Privacy Guidelines, 28 C.F.R. Part 23] and 

Department of Justice guidelines.•' There are currenUy 79 fusion centers,l& According 

to DHS, certain fusion centers and certain non-fusion center SLT officials in NY have 

restricted access to Secret-level federal information systems. '9 !d. at 17. i9T 

The U.S. Government's primary non-defense, Secret-level classified information 

network available to SLT officials is the Homeland Secure Data Network (I-ISDN). See 

DHS Directive§ 3-103(b)(4)(c). HSDN is a secure communications infrastructure 

provided by DHS to fusion centers and limi ted other SLT officials or entities. See 

genera.lly http://www.dhs.sgov.gov. The purpose of HSDN is to provide SLT officials 

with controlled access to certain sites availab le on SlPRNBT. HSDN is essentially a web 

portal to certain sites on SlPRNET and also provides users with secure e-mail capability. 

According to information provided by DHS to DOJ in March 2012, DHS has provided 

t? See DHS/DOJ Fusion J>roce.~ Ted1nical 1\ssistan"" l'rogram And Services, Fusion Center 

Privacy Policy Developmen~ Privacy. Civil Rights, 3Jld Civil Liberties Template (April 2010), "vailable at 
hllp:/ /i t.ojp.gov/defaul t.aspx?area~llalionalinillati ves&page"'ll81. (U) 

''The DHSwebsite lists 77 fusion ccntcn;. Ste Fuston Centers and Contact Information, 

hltp://www.dhs.gov/files/programs/gc_1301685827335.shbn (last updated Feb. 22, 2012). DHS advised 

the Department of Juslire that as of March 2012, the number of recognized centers has reached 79. (U) 

49 According to DHS, it has not provided JWICS access to SLT officials at fusion cenlers. DHS has 

provided a JWICS connection to limited senior level leadership of the New York City Pollee Department 

(NYPO), but this access is limited to secure e-maU <:ommunicalions.~ 
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approximately 64 fusion centers with user workstations that are connected to HSDN,lil 

and only limited personnel within one of these fusion centers would have access to 

HSDN. The HSDN terminals are housed in secure conctitions at the fusion centers and 

oU1er locations in New York. Any SLT officials with access to HSDN have received the 

appropriate security dear<mce and are bound by the rules regarding the handling of 

classified infom1ation, as detailed above and as provided by Executive Order 13549. (5)-

Significantly, HSDN does not provide SLT officials with full access to SIPRNET. 

Rather, it provides access to certain sites on SlPRNET. According to DHS, those sites 

include ones that DHS and the Department of Defense mutually agree to allow SLT 

officials access, as wen as individual sites to which individual SLT officials may seek 

access fTom the federal agen.cy that administers the site. For exrunple, SL T officials may 

receive access to NCfC CURRENT-S, which contains disseminated foreign intelligence 

information acquired pursuant to FISA, as described in the NCTC Affidavit paras. 31, 

38.-(ST-

SLT officials who are assigned to fusion centers and who have received security 

clearatlces may thus access dassifjed foreign intelligence information, potentially 

including disseminated FISA-acquired information, through HSDN. &1 <lddition, SLT 

,. According to inlormalion providt>d by DHS in March 2012, DHS ha.s also provided HSDN 

terminals to NYPD and the New York City Fire Department. rnere are limited offidals at lhcsc agcndes 

who have security clearances and who have been authorized to have access to HSON. i5r 
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officials re<eive broadly disseminated intelligence products. For example, according to 

DHS, DHS issues a Daily lntelligence Bulletin that is e-mailed to SLT officials at fusion 

centers who have security clearances and authorized access to HSDN, The Daily 

lntclligence BuUetiJi is an analytical document compiled by DHS analysts that includes 

foreign intelligence infom1ation disseminated by other federal agencies; the Bulletin 

includes intelligence that is relevant to the SL T officials and may include FISA-derived 

information. For example, NCfC may disseminate to NcrC CURRENT-S FlSA-

derived foreign intelligence information U1at FBI disseminated to NCI'C. DHS, in turn, 

has access to CURRENT-S and may choose to include thatFTSA-derived foreign 

iJ1telligence information in its Daily Intelligence Bulletin if it has some relevance to SLT 

officials. -(5t 

The restrictions of the current FBI dissemination standard would prevent the FBI 

from disseminating FJSA-derived foreign intelligence infom1ation to NCfC CURRENT-

S, a repository that is accessed by both federal and ST .T officials, because the FBI does 

not know in advance of the dissemination the identity or Tesponsibilities of every 

official who has access to the repository. TI1e FBI thus cannot assess whether every 

potential reader has responsibilities to which a pa.Iticular dissemination directly relates. 

Indeed, as discussed above in the context of dissemination to federal partners, a 
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recipient may not even know that a dissemin:1tion will be relevant to his or her 

responsibilities until discovering it and reading it. (U) 

In addition, w1der the current FBI standard, I'BI may not be able lo issue to 

fusion centers across the country an analytical document containing finished 

intelligence, like the DHS Daily Intelligence Bulletin described above, because FBI 

would not be able to determine whether every cleared person at the fusion centers had 

responsibilities "directly" related to the information being disseminated. The fusion 

center persoru1el may, for example, have responsibilities related to homeland security, 

preventing WMD proliferation and cyber attacks, and combating terrorism but may not 

have responsibilities directly related to the particular FJSA-dcrived information being 

disseminated. As outlined in the FBI Declaration at paragraphs 23-25, given the 

important role that SLT officials and entities play in combating terrorism, assisting in 

homeland security, preventing crippling cyber a Hacks on local or state government 

infrastructure, counterit1g WMD proliferation, and otherwise maintainit1gpublic safety 

and security, it is critical that the PBI and NCTC be able to disseminate foreign 

intelligence information-which has been fully evaluated w1der applicable 

minimization procedures- either to secure, access-controlled electronic repositories or 

through other dissemination vehicles to enable properly cleared SLT officials to protect 

their regions and assist tl1e federal govenm1ent in its investigations. 1ST 
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Notably, as set forth in the FBI Declaration at paragraphs 24-25, while the need to 

disseminate to state, local, and tribal officials under the proposed standard will likely be 

more frequently and rou tinely applied to counterterrorism information, the FBI, based 

on its experience and expertise, may determine that dissemination under the proposed 

standard of particular information other than counterterrorism information may be 

necessary to national security. The FBI thus seeks the flexibility to do so when the need 

to engage in such dissemination- to state, local, and tribal officials with national 

security responsibilities and federal security clearances at the appropriate level-

outweighs countervailing considerations. (U) 

As noted above, SLT officials arc critical national security partners. When 

sharing a11y class.i£ied information with SLT officials, the federal government tal<es great 

care to ensure that that information is handled with the same security and privacy 

controls it is accorded within the federal system. Executive Order 13549 and the DHS 

Directive mandate that SLT officials' eligibility for security clearances is limited and 

need-based. SLT personnel and facilities are subject to the same security requirements 

as federal persormel and facilities, and are subject to federal oversight. While some SLT 

officials may be involved in other sharing or access arrangements, see, e.g., DHS 

Directive§ 1-lOB(a), all classified information is subject to security restrictions. See, e.g., 
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Executive Order 13526 §§ 4.1 (generalresb·ictions), 4.2 (distribution controls), 5.4(d)(5) 

(preventing unnecessaty access). (U) 

E. Section IV.C (Dissemination of Foreign Intelligence Information Concerning United 

States Persons to Foreign Governments). This section is an1ended as follows: the title of 

the section will read "Dissemination to Foreign Governments." The following 

underlined text will be inserted into the first sentence: "The FBI may disseminate FISA-

acquired information concerning United States persons, which reasonably appears to be 

foreign intelligence information, is necessarv to tmderstand forei!W intelligence 

information or assess its importance. or is evidence of a crime being disseminated for a 

law enforcement P-urpose. to foreign governments as follows". In addition, the 

following underlined text is inserted into Section 1V.C.2: 

The amendment tracks the first insertion to Section IV.A above, and consistent 

with 50 U.S.C. § 180l(h)(3) adds authority for FBI to disseminate evidence of a crime to 

foreign governments. This corrects an omission in the FBI SMPs. To facilitate the 

<J,issemination of evidence of a crime to foreign governments, the amendments petmit 

FBI (S) 
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F. Section JV.E (Disclosure Under Docket Numbel- . ln addition to the title 

change discussed above, this section is amended to add the following: 

1. For every surveillance or search from which FBI discloses raw information to 

CIA or NSA, FBl shall also provide: 

a. the identity of the target(s); 

b. a statement of whether each target was identified as a U.S. person, a non-U.S. 

person, or a presumed U.S. person in the relevant Court pleadings or orders; 

c. a statement of what special or particularized minimization procedures, if any, 

were provided for in such pleadings or orders; and 

d. where applicable, a statement that the target, or any other person whose 
communications with an a ttorney are hl<ely to be acquired through surveillance 

or search of the target, is known by fBI monitors or other personnel with access 
to sueh FISA-acqulred search or surveillance to be charged wi th a crime in the 

United States. 

2. Nothing in this Section shall prohibit or otherwise limit FBI's authority under 
other provisions of these procedures to disseminate to CIA or NSA information 

acquired pursuant to the Act and to which governing minimization procedures 

have been applied, (S) 

FBI's notice obligations to OA and NSA under the Raw Take Order are currently 

set forth only in the Raw Take Motion. The amendment adds them to the FBI SMPs. 

See United States Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court Rules of Procedure, Rule 12. 
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G. Section Vl1 (Review of Procedures). Thls section has been modified to reflect that 

the date by which the FBI SMPs will be reviewed remains five years from the date on 

which those procedures were initially adopted. ""'(8}-

V. Conclusion. (U) 

The Government respectfuJly submits that the FBI SMPs, with the amemiments 

approved by the Attorney General, meet the definition of minimization procedures 

under 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801(h) and 1821(4). As set forth above, based on NCfC's 

articulated need, the Government requests that FBI be permitted to share raw FISA-

acquired information acquixed in terrorism-related cases on or after January l, 2001. 

The remaining amendments to the FBI SMPs, except the insertions to Section rv.E, 

modify provisions that themselves apply retroactively, pursuant to this Court's Order, 

and the Government requests that those amendments apply with the same retroactivity. 

Accordingly, the Government respectfully requests that the Court issue the proposed 

Order attached hereto, which applies the amended procedures retroactively, to 

previously issued Orders and Warrants of this Court. The Government further submits 

U1at the NCfC SMPs meet the definition of minimiza tion procedures cited above.-ESr 
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WHEREFORE, the United States of America, by counsel, files with this Court the 

attached amendment to the FBI Standard Minimization Procedures and respectfully 

moves to amend all Orders and Warrants issued by this Court governed by those 

Procedures. A proposed Order to that effect is attached hereto. The United States 

further files the attached Revised NCfC Standard Minimization Pl'ocedures. -{57-

Respectfully submitted, 

Lisa 0 . Monaco 
Assistant Attorney 9eneral 

Tashina Gauhar 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General 

Kevin J. O'Connor 
Chief, Oversight Section 
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VERIFICATION 

I have reviewed the foregoing motion and the National Counterterrorism Center 

(NCfC) Standard Minimization Procedures described therein. NcrC will follow those 

minim.b..ation procedures with respect to information acquired by FBT pursual\t to 

Court-authorized electronic surveillance, physical search, or other acquisition and 

provided to Ncrc by FBI. iS)-

.,_, ~ 2oJ'Z

Date 

liR 
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I have reviewed the foregoing motion and the Standard Minimization 

Procedures for FBl Electronic Surveillance and Physical Search Conducted Under the 

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act described therein. The FBI will follow those 

minimization procedures applicable to the FBI, as described in the foregoing motion. 

(U) 

#bd~ 
Date 

#&hjZL4-
MarkF. Giulian 
Executive Assistant Director 
National Security Branch 
Federal Bureau of hwestigation 
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I hereby approve the filing of this Motion regarding the sharing of FlSA-acquired 

information between FBI and NCI'C and the attached proposed Order with U1e United 

States Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court.-$)-

Eric H. Holder, Jr. 
Attorney General of the 
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UNITED STATES 

fORETGN INTELUGENCE SURVEILLANCE COURT 

WASHI:NGTON, D.C. 

IN RB ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, DooketNwubers 
PHYSICAL SEARCH, AND OTIIER 
ACQUlSrrtONS TARGETING 
INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST GROUPS, 
THEIR AGENTS, AND RELATED TARGETS 

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 

In a submission made on April23, 2012 ("Apri123, 2012 Submission"), the government 
proposed new standard minimization procedure.s for tbe National Counterterrorism Center 
(NCTC) and various amendmenfs to the standard minimization procedures used by the Federal 
Bureau of!nvestigation (FBI). ' Both the NCTC procedures and the amendments to the FBI 
procedures were approved by the Attorney General on April20, 2012. 

The primary objective of these proposed procedures is to permit the FBI to provide to 
NCTC information relating to intemationalterrorism in raw form, and to pemlit NCTC to 
review, retain, and disseminate such information, subject to procedures that comply with the 
requirements of the Foreign. Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), SO U.S. C. §§ 1801-1885c. 
The government's proposal also encompasses a number of changes to the FBI's standard 
minimiullion procedures that do not directly bear on NCTC's receipt and use of such 
information? 

1 See Docket Nos. Government's Submission of 
Amendments to Standard Electronic Surveillance and Physical 
Search Conducted Under the Foreign futelligenoe Surveillance Act, and Subnlission of Revised 
Minimization Procedures for the National Counterterrorism Center, and Motion for Amended. 
Orders Pennitting Use of Amended Minimization Procedures, filed on Apr. 23,2012. 

l The Court initially approved the current version of the FBI's standard minimization 
procedures in 2008. See Docket No. - Submission of Standard Minimization Procedures 
for FBI Electronic Surveillance and Physical Search ("2008 FBr SMPs'?, filed on Oct. 23, 2008; 
Opinion and Order ("FBI SMPs Opinion"), issued on Oct. 31, 2008. This initial approval was 

(continued ... ) 
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For the reasons stated below, the Court iinds that the minimization procedures proposed 
by the governm.ent satisfy f.be applicable requirements of FJSA. 

l. The Applicable Statutory Requirements 

The government intends the new procedures to apply to information obtained through 
certain electronic surveillances, authorizedJ,Jursuantto 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1812, and physical 
searches, authorized pursuant to§§ 1821-1829, as well as to certain acquisitions of foreign 
intelligence iniormatiotlauthorized pursuant to§ 188lc. April23, 2012 Submission at2-3 & 
n.2.' FISA requires that information obtained through these forms of collection be handled in 

2
( ••• oontintted) 

granted in the context of a motion to amend all prior PIH search and surveillance orders so that 
the 2008 FBI SMPs would thereafter govern the handling of infom1ation previously acquit·ed 
pursuant to those orders. See FBI SMPs Opinion., at 3-7. In that motion, the government 
proposed, and the Court accepted, that it was sensible to modify how certain provisions of the 
2008 FBl SMPs would apply to inf01malion acquired before November 1, 2008, or pursuant to 
orders issued before November 1, 2008. See id. at 4-<), 10-11 . To the extent warranted, some of 
these modifications are further discussed below. At the san1e liule, the govemment presented a 
second motion that sought to exempt specified FBI data storage systems from certain marking 
and notice requirements embodied in the 2008 FBI SMPs. The Coutt granted this motion also. 
See id. at 7-9, 11-12 (exempting specified systems from the marking requirements of Section 
ID.B. 5 and Section ill. C.! and the electronic notification requirements of Section IlLE.l.e and 
Section ffi.E,2.d). Since then, the Court has approved the use of the 2008 FBI SMPs, subject to 
the same exemptions, in many individual cases. 

Be.cause the government describes its current proposal as involving amendments to the 
2008 FBI SMPs, ~ ~. April23, 2012 Submission at 2-3, and those amendments· do not 
affect the provisions ofthe 2008 FBI SMPs t11at are implicated by the above-described 
moclifications and exemptions, the Court understands the government to intend these 
modifications and exemptions to remain in force. That approach is teasonable and In 
conformance with FISA's minimization requirements. The continued effect of these 
modifications and exemptions is specified infra at page 20. 

3 The government further intends to use the n:ew procedures for information obtained 
pursuant to certain authorizations made by the Attorney General pursuant to Section 1881 d(b ). 
See April23, 2012 Submission at 2-3 & n.2. The Court does rtot review minimization 
procedures under Section 1881d(b). 
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accordance with minimization procedures.• Tite statute defines "minimization procedures," in 
pertinent part, as 

(I) specific procedures, wbicb shall be adopted by the At1omey General, that are 
reasonably designed in light of the purpose and technique of the particular 
surveillance [or physical search), to minimize the acquisition and retention, and 
prohibit the dissemination, of nonpublicly available information concerning 
unconsenting United States persons consistent v.ith the need of the United States 
to obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence infonnetion;CSJ 

• See§ 1805(a)(3), (c)(2)(A) (when nuU1orizing electronic surveillance, Court must find 
that the minimi7..ation procedures satisfy the applicable statutory definition and direct that the 
procedures be followed); § 1824(a)(3), (c)(2)(A)(same for physical search); § 1881c(c)(l)(C) 
(when authorizing acquisition of foreign intelligence information pursuant to Section 188Jc, 
Court must find that the "dissemination provisions" of the minimization procedures comply with 
the starutory definition of "minimization procedures" for electronic surveillance or physical 
search, "as appropriate"). 

5 Section 1801 (e) defines "l'orelgn intelligence information" as 

(I) infom1ation that relates to, and if concenting a United States person is 
nece.'>S31)' 10, the ability of the United States to protect against -

(A) actual or potential attack or other grave hostile acts of a foreign power 
or nn agent of a foreign power; 

(B) sabotage, international terrorism, or the international proli feration of 
weapons of mass destruction by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign 
power; or 

(C) clandestine intelligence activities by an intelligence service or network 
of a foreign power or by an agent of a foreign power; or 

(2) information with respect to a foreign power or a foreign territory that relates to, and if 
concerning a United States person is necessary to-

(A) the national defense or the security of the United States; or 

(continued ... ) 
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(2) procedures that require that nonpubli~.:ly available informal ion, which is not 
foreign intelligence information [as defined in 50 U.S.C. § ISOI(e)(l)], shall not 
be disseminated in a manner that identifies any United States person, without such 
person's consent, unless such person's identity is necessary to understand foreign 
intelligence information or assess its importance; (and] 

(3) notwithstanding paragraphs (I) and (2), procedures that allow for the retention 
and dissemination of information that is evidence of a crime which bas been, is 
being, or is about to be committed and that is to be retained or disseminated for 
law enforcement purposes. 

50 U.S.C. § ISO!Qt) (electroniesurveillanco); § 1821(4) (physical searcb).6 

The issue presented is whether the proposed amendments to the PBI procedures and the 

new NCfC procedures comply with this definition. In order to analyze this issue, the Court first 
will examine the proposed sharing of raw information with NCTC, subject to NCTC's applying a 
new set of standard rninimi:~:ation procedures. The Court will then examine the proposed 
revisions to the FBI's standard minimization procedures that do not relate directly to sharing raw 
information with NCTC, as well as the corresponding provisions oftbe new NCTC minimization 
procedures. 

ll. FBI's Sharing of Raw Tnfonnation with NCTC 

The proposed procedures would authori:~:e the FBI to provide to NCTC 

raw PISA-acquired information acquired on or after January I, 200 I by FBI 
through elcclrouio surveillance or physical searchf] targeting: (i) foreign powers 

~( ... continued) 
(B) the conduct of the foreign atTairs of the United States. 

6 The definitions of"minimization procedures" for electronic surveillance and physical 
search are substantively identicnl (although the definition for physicnl search at § 1821(4)(A) 
refers to "the purpos~ ... of the particular physical search"). For ease of reference, subsequent 
citations refer only to the definition for electronic surveillance at § 180 I (h). 

7 It is the government's practice to propose use of the FBI's standard minimization 
procedures for electronic surveillance and physical search in certain applications fbr acquisition 

(continued ... ) 
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as defined nt 50 U.S. C. § 1801 (a)(4) fgroups engaged in iotemational terrorism or 
activities in preparation therefor); (li) agents of such foreign powers; and (iii) 
otber target.~ where the surveillance or search is reasonably expected to yield 
foreign inteUigence information related to international terrorism. 

Standard Minimization Procedures for FBI Electronic Surveillance and Physical Seatch 
COnducted Under the FISA ("Proposed FBI SMPs") § N.G.l.a., at 33 .• attached as Exhibit A to 
the April 23, 2012 Submission. This proposal is similar to information-sharing that the Court 
bas previously approved for the National Security Ageney (NSA) and the Central Intelligenae 
Agency (CIA).1 An order. that was originally issuec.l in 2002 and extended jn 2004 permits NSJ\ 
and CIA to receivu raw information from FBI electronic surveillance and physical search of 
tetrorism-related ~· subject to Court-approved minimization procedures for those agencies. 
~Docket No. - Order issocd on July22, 2002; Order issued on May 19, 2004. 

NCfC analysts do not presently have access to the raw FTSA infom1ation that their 
counterparts at PBI, CIA, and NSA work with. £nstead, under a separate order issued in 2008, 
NCTC is authorized to receive certain FISA-derived information from terrorism cases that FBI 
has uploaded to its Automated Case System (ACS) database. ACS docs not contain raw FTSA 
information. Rather, it contains FBi investigative reports and other work product, some of which 
contain FJSA information. As a result, r:lSA-dcrived iufonnatiou regarding U.S. persons that 
NCTC personnel can access via ACS bas already been subject to minimization by the FBT. The 
COurt approved procedures in 2008 tbat permit the FBI to make information in ACS available to 
NCTC analysts without further review, provided that such access is limited to classifications of 
cases that are likely to contain information related to terrorism or counterterrorism and that 

NCTC applies its own Court-approved minimization procedures to such information. Docket 
No. - Memorandum Opinion (''NCTC Opinion") issued on Oct. 8, 2008, at 3-6. The 

'( ... continued) 
offoreign intelligence information pursuant to Section l88Jc. In such cases, wbenreviewlng the 

dissemination provisions oftbose procedures pursuant to Section 1881 c(c)(l)(C), the Court 

understands references within those procedures to irtformation obtained through electronic 
~'llrVeillance and physical search to include information obtaint'd through Section l88lc 
acquisitions. 

1 The Court has authorized FBI to share with CIA and NSA raw FISA information from 
the above-described categories of cases, only if tht: FBi acq\lircd tho information on or after 
January I, 2001. ~ FBl SMPs Opinion, at 6-7, II. The govcnunctit does not seek 
authorization for the FBI to share raw iu1onnation acquired before that date with NCTC, CIA or 
NSA. See April 23,2012 Submission, at4n.4. 
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Court found that such access was "consistent with the need of the United States to obtain, 
produce ond disseminate foreign intelligence information" under§ ISOI(h)(l). NCTC Opinion 
at3. 

In broad tenns, the cum:nt proposal would put NCTC on the same footing as CIA and 
NSA with regard to terroriblll·related information obtained by the FBI under FISA: NCTC would 
be authorized to receive and analyze raw data prior to FBI review and evaluation, and to use nnd 
disseminate the results of its analysis in accordance with its own Court-approved minimization 
procedures. The government argues persuasively that permitting NCTC to m:eiveand work with 
raw FISA information would substantially contribute to the ability to produce and disseminate 
terrorism-related foreign intelligence information. 

NCTC is uu1e primary organization in the United States Govomment for analyzing and 
integrating all intelligence. , . pertaining to terrorism ond counterterrorism," excepting 
exclusively domestic matters. 50 U.S.C. § 404o(d)(l). Its responsibilities include "ensur[ing] 
that agencies, as appropriate, have access to and receive all-source intelligence support needed to 
execute their counterterrorism plans" and "disseminat[ing] terrorism information, including 
current terrorism threat analysis, to the President" and other executive branch officials, as well as 
"the appropriate committees of Congress." § 404o(d)(4), (t)(J)(D). It also bas "primary 
responsibility within the Unitod States Government for conducting 1tet assessments of terrorist 
threats." § 404o(f)(J )(G). In 2010, the President directed NCTC to establish a proces.~ to 
prioritize and exhaustively pursue tworism threats. Declaration of Andrew Liepman, Principal 
Deputy Director, NCTC (''NCTC Declaration''), at 5, attached as Exhibit E to the April23, 2012 
Submission. 

Tl1e government reports that, since 2008, NCTC's ability to access information from 
terrorism-related cases in ACS "bas been extremely valuable." April 23, 2012 Submission at 16. 
Por example, NCTC's review of information in ACS "provided the bus is for a number of long
term strategic products," and "access to ACS has provided a significant soutct: of information for 
several high-level NCTC intelligence products," including the President's Daily Brief. lsi.. 18-19. 

Providing NCTC with access to raw FrSA information is expected to provide greater 
benefits. Under the current arrangement, NCTC cannot have access to FTSA information before 
it is reviewed by FBT personnel and put into a report or other form of work product that is then 
uploaded into ACS. The government's proposal would permit NCTC to receive and work with 
the raw infonnation directly, without delay. !4. at 17. lt would also permit NCTC to analya 
information in its original (or closer-to-original) form, rather than filtered through the analytic 
judgments ofFB1 personnel. k!.. at 16-17. "[G]iven NCTC's different mission [and] unique 
access to in fomJalion from a broad range of sources," it is anticipated that NCTC personnel will 
sometimes be able to interpret or use raw riSA infonnation differently tban an FBT agent would. 
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Id. at20; see also NCTC Declaration at t 7 (describing case where F'Bl analyst who was working 
llcance of a of raw FBI FlSA infonnation 

rn short, the Court is persuaded that bringing NCTC's expertise and resources to bear on 

the immediate analysis of raw FlSA data, in comparison with its working with derivative 
reporting after it is prepared by the FBI, will enhance the government's ability to identify, 
extract, and exploit counterteiTOrism information. FBI's providing this information to NCTC 

will be, in the languageofSe<.'tion 1801(h)(l), "consistent with the need of tbe United States to 

obtain, produce, and disseminate foreign intelligence information."1° For this reason, procedures 

that permit the sharing of raw data with NCTC cnn be consistem with the requirements of 
Section 1801(h)(l). 

The Court further finds that Section 1801 Qt)(2) does not prohibit the proposed transmittal 

of raw infonnationfu>m the FBI to NCTC. Section 180l(h)(2) applies to dissemination of FJSA 

information that is neither foreign intelligence infonnation as defined at Section 1801(e)(l), nor 

evidence of a crime disseminated under Section 180 I (hXJ). For information within its scope, 
Section 180 I (h)(2) requires miltimizntion pmcedures to prohibit disseminations that identify a 

U.S. person ''urtless such person's identity is necessary to understand foreign intelligence 
information or assess its importance." For the reusous stated above, tl1e proposed sharing of raw 

data may be regarded as necessary for NCTC to understand, and assess the importance of, the 

9 The government li:utber notes thai experience in reeenr high-intensity international 
terrorism investigations suggests that such cases would substantially benefit from NCTC's being 

able to support the FBI with a cadre of ex:pericnced counterterrorism analysts whq can help 
review raw FJSA information, wbile also draw'ing on NCTC's other counterterrorism resources. 

April 23, 2012 Submission at 20-22. 

10 As set out above, Section 180 I (hXI) requires procedures that are "reasonably designed 

... to minimize tbc acquisition and retention, and prohibit the dissemination," of U.S. person 

infonnation." consistent with foreign intelligence needs. § 1801(h)(l) (emphasis added). The 

government scrggests that the passage of raw PIS A infom1ation from one agency to another may 
not be a "dissemination" in circumstances where the receiving agency will be required to apply 

its own FISA-oomptiant minimlzation procedures to that information. ~ Apri123, 2012 
Submission at 26 n.l6; see also NCfC Opinion at 5. The Court need not decide whether PSI's 

passing raw information to NCTC constitutes a dissemination. The discussion in the text 
assumes arguendo that the passage of raw infonnation from FBI to NCTC constitutes a 
"dissemination," and tbe Court finds that the procedures permitting that "dissemination" 
nonetheless comply with Section 1801 (h). 
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foreign intelligence infonnatioo it is seeking to identify and extract. Btx:ause the transmitlal of 
mw data necessarily inc.ludes any U.S. person identities embedded within the data, the FBI may 

transmit such U.S. person identities to NCTC, in the manner proposed by the government, 
without violating Section 180l(h)(2). 

Moreover, there is reason to think that Section 1801 (h)(2) may r1ot apply at all to the 
proposed transmittal of raw infonnation to NCTC. The language of this provision suggests Utat 
it is directed at the transmittal of ftnished repol1ing, which is the context in which the foreign 
intelligence significance of U.S. person identities can be evaluated.11 If there is any ambiguity on 

this point, the legislative history confinns that Section I 80 l(b)(2) does not prohibit the 
transmittal of unrevic:wed infonnation that may contain U.S. person identities: 

'Because minimization is only required witb respeat to infonnation concerning 
U.S. p<:rsons, where commwrieations arc encoded or otherwise not processed ... 
there is no requirement to mininrize ... until their contents are known. 
Nevertheless, the minimization procedures cart be structured to apply to other 
agencies of the Goverrunent, so thnt lf [another] agency .. . decodes or processes 
the coiDJDwrication, il could be required to minimize the retention and 
dissemination of information therein concerning U.S. persons. 

H.R. Rep. 95-1283, pt. I, at 57-58. 

Consequently, the Court concludes tltat tbe FB£ may transmit raw FlSA information to 
NCTC, provided that NCrC handles the raw information in accordance with minimization 
procedures tbat comport with Section 1801 (h). 

JD. The Adequacy ofNCTC's Minimization Procedures Under Section l80J(h) 

Tite govemmcnt proposes to replace NCTC's current minimization procedures with o 
new set of procedures. See NCTC Standard Minimization Procedures for Information Acquired 
by the FBT Pursuant to Title!, Title ill, or Section 704 or 705(b) oftlte FISA (''NCTC SMPs"), 
attached as Exhibit C to the April 23, 2012 Submission. Most of the substantive provisions of 
the NCTC SMPs closely resemble prm~sions of the 2008 FBl SMPs or of the minimization 

11 Also, as noted above, Section 1801(h)(2) does not apply to dissemination offoreign 
intelligence information as defmed at Section lBOI(e)(J), which includes counterterrorism 

information. Because the FBI will only share raw infonnation with NCTC if it bas been acquired 
in terrorism-related cases, one would expect that much of the foreign intelligence information 

gleaned from this data will fall within Section 180 I (e)(l). 
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procedures now in effect for CIA's 
collections, as approved in Docket 
identified below. 

infonnation from FBI terrorism-related 
A number of these parallel provisions are 

TI1e NCfC SMPs will govern the retention, use, and dissemination of infuru1ntion 
received from the FBI in raw fonn, s NCTC SMPs Preamble, at 1, as well as FBJ information 
from terrorism-related cases that appears in ACS or other FBI general indices, ~ill. § Il, at 11-
12.12 ln addition to the NCTC SMPs, NCTC personnel will be requi red to iollow any Court
approved special or particularized minimization procedures tbatFBl provides to NCTC" 
regarding a particular ease. Sec id. § A.9, at 4.1l 

NCfC will be obliged to specially mark FISA iofonnalion received from the FBJ, 
whether it is in raw or derivative fom1. NCfC SMPs § A.8, at 4; § B.l, at 5. Only appropriately 
trained NCTC persoiUlel will huve access to raw FiSA infonnation. ld. § B.l, at 5; § F.2. atl2. 
Queries of the raw FISA data "must be reasonubly designed to find and extract foreign 
intelligence information." Td. § C.l, at 6. 

"Metadata"- i. e., "dialing, routing, addressing, or signaling infommtion nssociated with 
a communication" dmt is not "infonnation concemiog the substaocc, purport, or meaning of the 

12 NCTC may take action "in apparent departure from these procedures in order to 
protect against an immediate threat tu human li le," provided "that it is not feasl ble to obtain a 
timely modification of these procedures'' &om the Attorney General and the Court. NCTC SMPs 
§ A.5.b, at 3. Tf such action is taken, the Court must be notified promptly. Td. The current FBl 
procedures contain a substantively identical provision. ~ 2008 FBI SMPs § I.E .. at 3. 

u For its part, FBT will be required to communicate to NCTC ease-specific information
including the identity and U.S. person status of the target and applicable case-specific 
mioimization procedures - when it makes raw FISA infonnation available to NCTC. Proposed 
FBT SMPs § IV .G.4, at 34. These requirements generally track the FBfs current obligations to 
provide ease-specific information to CTA and NSA when it shares raw FTSA data with tl10se 
agencies. See Docket No- Motion for Amended Orders Permitting Mod Hied 
Minimization Procedures, filed on May l 0, 2002, at 12-13. One of the proposed amendments to 
the 2008 FBl SMPs makes these obligations an explicit part of \he provision oft he FBI standard 
minimization procedures that governs information sharing with CIA and NSA pursuant to 
Docket Number- Proposed FBI SMPs § lV.E, at 32. After n period of non-compliance, 
the government has established a process for FBl to provide such ease-specific information aod 
procedures to CIA and NSA, and the FBI will use asimilnrprocess to provide them to NCTC. 
~ April 22, 2012 Submission at9-12. 
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communication," k!. § A.3.b, at2-mny be retained indefinitely for intelligence analysis 
purposes. 1.1:!. § C.3, at 6. AU other raw infonnatiou, including the substantive contents of 
communications, is subject to a specific retention schedule. Unless u modification is approved 
by the Court, raw infonnation that has not been reviewed must be destroyed \vithin .five years of 
the expiration date of the authorization pursllllllt to which it was acquired, ill. § B.2.a, at 5, and 
information that but not found to be pertinent.14 is sub eued 
access controls such date and must be destroyed after }g. 

§ B2.b., at s.'s This schedule, including the authority to retain metadata indefinitely, is 
in accord with the retention provisions of the current FBI SMPs. ~2008 FBJ SMPs § ll.G.l, 
at 25-26. 

14 For ease of reference, this Opinion and Order uses the phrase "not found to be 
pertinentu to describe data that has been reviewed, but not found to be information that 
reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence information, that is necessary to understand foreign 
intelligence information or assess its importance, or that is evidence of a crime. 

15 The government proposes that, for purposes of calculating retention periods under 
NCTC SMPs § 8.2, information "that FBI acquired pursuant t1> Orders that expired p;rior to the 
effective date of the NCTC SMPs be deemed ... to have been acquired pursuant to an Order that 
expired on tluHifcctivc date oftheNCTC SMPs." Aprjj 23, 2012 Submission at 40. The Court 
approved a similar means oftransitioning to a new retention schedule when the current version of 
the FBI SMPs was adopted in 2008, See FBI SMPs Opinion, at 6. The Court approves this 
approach because the resulting retention periods ore reasonable as applied to a body of 
information that is newly available to NCTC. 

16 See2008 FBI SMPs ~lll.C.2, at13-14 ---;Docket No. 
CIA Minimization Procedures for Information Fro~eillance and 
Search Conducted by the FBJ ("CIA Minimization Pmcedures'') § 4.a, at 4-5 (attorney-client 
communications), attached as Exhibit A to tho Motion for Amended Orders Pennitting Modified 
Minimization Procedures filed on May 10, 2002; see also intra note 27 regarding bow NCTC 
will handle al1omcy-clicnt communications. 
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When disseminating foreign intelligence information NCTC must remove the identities 
of U.S. persons, un less an identity is necessary to understand foreign intelligence infoi1JJation or 
assess its importance. NCTC SMPs § D.l , at 8.17 OtheJWise, the requirements for disseminating 
iJlfoOJJation to federal, state, tribal, and local officials, and to foreign governments, are largely 
patterned after corresponding provisions of the 2008 FBI SMPs.ll Any significant differences are 
discussed inful at pages 12-17. NCTC personnel also may retain, process or disseminate 
information when reasonably necessary to fulfill specific legal requirements or to conduct lawful 
oversight of its handling ofFISA information. NCTC SMPs § A.6.D, at 4; compare 2008 FBI 
SMPs §IF, at 3 ("Nothing in these procedures shall restrict the FBI's pcrfoonance oflawful 
oversight functions of its personnel."); CfA Minimi7.ation Procedures § 3.d, at 3-4 (general 
standards for retention and dissemination do not p(ohibit "retention or dissemination of 
information required by Jaw to be retained or disseminated") . 

The Court finds that the NCTC SMPs are "specific procedures ... that are reasonably 
designed in light of the purpose and technique of the particular [collection J, to minimize the 
acquisition and retention, and prohibit the dissemination, of nonpublicly available infonnation 
concerning unconscnting United States persons consistent with the need ... to obtain, produce, 
and disseminate foreign intelligence information," within the meaning of Section 180L(h)(l). As 
noted above, the NCTC SMPs are substantially patterned on procedures tlJnl the Court bas 
previously found to comport witb Section 180l(h)(l), when applied byotherngenciesto the 

same set of terrorism-related inforlilation. Tile fact that, under the cun·cnl proposal, NCTC will 
be handling the information is not, in and of itself, a cause for added concern. While certain 
provisions, which correspond to proposed amendments to the 2008 FBI SMPs, merit additional 
discussion, ~infm pp. 12-19, the Court is satisfied that the NCTC SMPs, taken as a whole, 
satisfy Section 180J(hXI). 

Likewise, the Court finds that Section D. l of the NCTC SMPs, whic.b regulates the 
dissemination of U.S. person identities, comports with Section 1801 Ql)(2). 

17 Under the terms of Section D.l , this requirement to remove U.S. person identities 
applies to foreign intelligence information falling under either subsection of the definition at 
Section 1801 (e). 

" Compare NCTC SMPs § D.l, 3, at 8-9 with 2008 FBI SMPs at§ 4.A-C, at 27-30. 
Similarly, tl1e provisions for disclosing mw information in order to obtain technical or linguistic 
assistance from another federal agency arc substnntively identical for NCTC and the FBL 
Compare NCTC SMPs § 0.5, at 10 with 2008 fBl SMPs § 4.0, at30-32. 
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As noted above, Section 1801 (h)(3) specifies that minimization procedures shall "alloW 
fur the retention and dissemination of information that is evidence of a crime which has been, is 
being, or is about ·to be couunitted and that is to be retained or disseminated for law enforcemertt 
putposes." Section A. 7 of the NCTC SMPs satisfies this requiremeot.19 

IV. Amendments to FBI SMPs (and Corresponding P~visions of the NCTC SMPs) 

The government also seeks to amend the current FBI SMPs in several respects that are 
not direcUy related to sharing raw FJSA informatio11 with NCTC. For the most part, as noted 
below, thtl corresponding provisions of the proposed NCTC SMPs track these amendments to the 
FBI SMPs.20 

A. Expansion of Authorities to Disseminate Inforntation 

Most significantly, the Proposed FBT SMPs seek to expand the FBI's authority to 
disseminate reporting based on FISA infoonalioA to federal, state, local, and tribal officials and 
ageucies.11 First, the Proposed FB£ SMPs revise the description of what information the FBI may 

19 Notwithstanding other provisions ofthese minin1ization 
llroccdures, .infonmrtioo that is not .foreign intelligence 
information, but reasonably appears to be evidence of a crime that 
has been, is being, or is about to be cotnlllitred, may be retained 
and disseminated (including United States person identities) to the 
fBJ ·and oiher appropriate federal law enforcement authorities, in 
accordance with [50 U.S.C. §§ l806(h) and 1825(c}], Executive 
Order No. 12333 (as amended), and othe.r applicable crimes 
reporting requirements or procedures. 

NCTC SMPs § A.7, at4. 

20 For eru;e of reference, the agency handling infonnation will generally be referred to as 
"the FBT," even when the discussion pertains equally to NCTC when operating under the 
corresponding provision of its proposed procedures. 

ll With regard to foreign govenunents, the Proposed FBI SMPs explicitly provide for 
dissemination of evidence of a crime for law enforcement purposes, in addition to foreign 
intelligence disseminations. See Proposed FBI SMPs § lV,C, at 28-30. The Court finds this 
provision to be reasonable and in confonnance with Section l80l(h), and makes the same 

(continued ... ) 
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disseminate to federa~ state, local, and tribal recipients. Under the Proposed FBI SMPs, the FBI 
may disseminate "FlSA-acqoired information that reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence 
information or is necessary to understand fu!'eiw inteUigence information or assess jts 
importance." ProposedPBI SMPs § rv.A, at 27 (emphasis added). The corresponding provision 
of the 2008 FBI SMPs refers only to "FISA-acquired infonnation that reasonubly appears to be 
foreigr1 intelligence infonnation." 2008 FBI SMPs § IV .A, at 27.21 The Coun finds that this 
revision is reasonable and comports with Section 1801(h)(l)-(2), and makes the same finding 
with regard to the corresponding language in the NCTC SMPs. See NCTC SMPs § 0.1, nt 8.:u 

TI1eProposed FBI SMPs also expand the range of federal, slate, local , and tribal 
recipients to whom such foreign intelligence disseminations may be made. The 2008 FBI SMPs 
state that the FBI may make such disseminations "to federal, state, local and tribal officials and 
agencies with resoonsibilities direc!lv related to the information proposed to be dissemioated." 
2008 FBI SMPs § 4.A, at 27 (emphasis added).N In contrast, the Proposed FBI SMPs permit 
foreign intelligence disseminations to "federal, state, local and tribal officials and agencies .lliilh 
responsibilities relating to national security lhat require access to foreign jntc!ligence 
jnfonnation." Proposed FBT SMPs § IV.A, at 27 (emphasis added). 

71
( ••• continued) 

finding with regard to the corresponding provision oftbe NCTC SMPs. ~ NCTC SMPs § D.3, 
at 8-9. 

u A separate provision addresses dissemination of evidence of a crime to federal, state, 
local, and tribal officials and remains unchanged. See 2008 FBI SMPs § IV.B, at 28; Proposed 
FBI SMPs § IV.B, at28. 

l> The amendments to the FBI procedures also change certain references to 
"dissemination" ofinfoonation to "disclosure" ofin:fonnation. Compare,!<...&, 2008 PBl SMPs 
§ rv.D, al30 with Proposed FBI SMPs § lV.D, at 30. Thegovenunent advises tlrat this cbiYlge 
in terminology is not intended to alter the substance of these provisions. ~ Apri l 23, 2012 
Submission at26 n.J 6. 

2A Section TV.A of the 2008 FBI SMPs further provides that "[i]nfonnation that 
reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence infor:mation not directly related to responsibilities of 
such agencies may be disseminated incidcntnl to the dissemination of infonualion Ohat isl 
directlY related" to those responsibilities. (Emphasis added.) This language is stricken by the 
proposed amendments to th.e FBI procedures and rendered superfluous by the expanded 
dissemination standards sought by those lllllendments. 
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This expansion of recipients implicates Section 1801(h)(J )'s requirement of"specific 
procedures ... that are J't!asouably designed ... to prohibit the dissemination ... ofnonpubllcly 
available infom1ation concemingunconsenting United States persnns consistent with the need of 
the United States to obtain. produce. and djs,~eminate foreign. intelligence information" (emphasis 
added). While both versions of Section TV .A contain a general statement lhat "infoonatioo may 
bo disseminated only consistent with {such) need,'' the 2008 FBI SMPs contain a specific 
requirement that serves to ensure that authorized disseminations are responsive to that need 
namely, that the recipients have responsibilities that are directly related to the information they 
receive. Under the Proposed FBI SMPs, the required nexus between recipient and information is 
more genet'lll - the receiving official need only have "responsibilities relating lo national security 
lilllt require access to foreign intelligence information," not further specified. Thus, for example, 
the duties of a Const Guard official may include guarding against a waterborne terrorist attack, 
which would constitute national security-related responsibilities that require access to certain 
categories of foreign intelligence information, as defined at Section 180 I ( c){l )(A)-(B); however, 
those duties mjght bear no relation to inteDigence about a cabinet re-shullling in a foreign 
government, even though such iofurmalion could qualify as foreign intelligence infoonation 
under Section I80l(c)(2)(B). The difference between foreign intelligence information that 
directly relates to unofficial's responsibilities, and foreign intelligence infollllationgenerally, is 
likelyto be especially pronounced for state, local, and tribal officials, whose responsibilities will 
typically be limited to a particular jurisdiction, as well as by subject mutter. 

The govenuncnt justifies this revision as necessruy for the PBI to ensure that foreign 
intelligence information reacbes all govemmental personnel with a legitimate need for it. The 
2008 FBl SMPs implicitly assume lhat FBI perso!lllel can and will identify those officials across 
the federal government, and within state, local, and tribal governments, who have a need for 
particular foreign intelligence information. Declaration of Eric Velez-Villar, Assistant Director, 
Directorate oflntelligence, FBI ("FBI Declaration"), at 6-7, attached as Exhibit D to the April 23, 
2012 Submission. But the FBI' s ability to do so is limited. Sometimes, FBI personnel may be 
unaware that a particular agency or office ha.~ o legitimate need for infmmution oil a given 
subject. FBI Dcclomtiou at 9-ll. On other occasions, FBl personnel may not, at the time of 
dissemination, have fully ascertained the sig,nificance of a piece of infonnation. ld. at 11. In 
either case, the distribution list formulated by the FBJ will be under-inclusive. 

The government contrasts ibis mode of dissemination, in which an analyst "pushes" 
reporting out to particular recipients, with disseminations in which recipients have access to a 
body of reporting, stored Oil classified information repositories, and "pull" out of it particular 
infornllltion 11Jat they identify as responsive to their current needs. Apri l 23, 2012 Submission at 
46-47. lntelligence agencies in recent years have increasingly employed the ''Jmll" model of 
dissemination. See FBI Declaration at 5-7. The government contends that intelligence 
consumers are better acquainted witll their iofollllation needs than the originat.o~ oft11e reports 
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that are uploaded onto these information repOsitories. Apn123, 2012 Submission at 49-50. The 
risk of under-inclusive distribution is therefore reduced. The government further points to 

the substantial added benefit of allowing users to enter a search, review the results 
uf that search, and assess each piece ofinfonnation in the context of the others. 
This ls essential to analysts' ubility to discem connections betv;een data points 
and understand the relevance of facially disparate reports .... Thus, in addition 
to permitting wider sharing of information, the proposed dissemination standard 
would also permit recipients to make more effective usc of that information. 

NCTC Declaration at 14. 

As for non-federal recipients of information, the government notes that"Ls]tate, local and 
tribal governments are considered critical partners in national counterterrorism efforts," including 
"dissemination of information and intelligence." ld. at 3. The goverrunent further asserts that, 
although the need to disseminate foreign intelligence information to such governments occurs 
most frequently in counterterrorism cases, it is not limited to counterterrorism. "Indeed, state, 
local, and tribal offwials are engaged, for example, in cybersecurity and weapons of mass 
destruction (WMD) preparedness. They also regulate, police, or otherwise interact with sites 
containing nuclear, radiological, chemicul, or biological hazards.'' FBI Declaration at 17. These 
threats do not "fall exclusively under counterterrorism." Id. 

TI1e Court is persuaded that exclusive reliance on a "push" model of dissemination 
involves a substan.tialrisk of under-inclusion and could impede analysts' efforts to assemble 
fhlgmems of information from different sourees into a coherent whole. These disadvantages 
significantly militate against a finding that FISA can countenance only this manner of 
disseminating inteUigence reporting. !;!. In ReSealed Case, 310 F.3d 717, 743 (FISC Rev. 
2002) (per curiam) ("effective counterintelligence, we have learned, requires Ute wholehearted 
cooperation of all the government's personnel who can be brought to the task"). But that is not 
the end of the Court's analysis. Having recognized a foreign intelligence need to allow for ''pull" 
disseminations to federal, state, local, and tribal officials, the Court must assess 1mder Section 
ISO I (h)( I) whether the government's proposal is reasonably designed to prohibit the 
dissemination of U.S. person information, consistent with that 11eed. 

First, the Court is mindful that Ute information in qu.estion is not raw FISA infoonatiou. 
Rather, insofar as it concerns U.S. persons, infomtation disseminated under Uus provision will at 
a minimum have been deterouned to "reasonably appear[ j 1o be foreign intelligence information 
or [to be] necessary to understand foreign inteUigence information or assess its importance." 
Proposed FBI SMPs § TV.A, at27. While it is not permissible to disseminate any foreign 
intelligence reponing to any conceivable recipient, U.S. person information contained within 
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fmished reporting is likely to be less sensitive than U.S. person information embedded within 
raw FlSA information, and may properly be disseminated in a range ol' circumstances. 
Moreover, it is noteworthy that the balance that the government seeks to strike fur operational 
and security reasons - achieving broad availability ofiufoll!lation needed by trusted users to 
perfoun their jobs, while avoiding unwaJTlUited aoccss by other persons or for other pwposes- is 
at least roughly comparable to FISA 's goal of restricting disseminations of U.S. person 
infonn.ation to cases where there is a foreign intt:Uigence or law enforcement need. 

The Com1 also finds helpful the government's explanation of how "pull" disseminations 
ate effected in practice. Access to suol1 systems is Limited "to those users (a) who have the 
necessary security clearnnce, (b) whose agency has detennined that they require access to 
particular systems to fulfill their \Vork responsibilities, and (c) who retrieve speciiic disseminated 
products in response to queries in the course of their official duties." FBI Declaration at 7-8.~~ Jn 
the judgment of the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, "it is reasonable to conclude 
that the decision" to grant access to such a system is based o.n a "need to access the infonnation 
in those systems ... to fulfill a national security-related responsibility." April23, 2012 
Submission at 48. The FBI, for its part, will decide on an individualized basis which information 
repositories should receive a particular intelligence product, based on an analysis of factors such 
as "the sensitivity ol' tbe infoTJnation, . . . U.S. person privacy concerns, ... mtd the value of the 
information." FBI Declaration at 16. 

In the Court's view, it is important that there be effective protections against 
indiscriminate or otherwise improper accessing of information concerning U.S. persons on these 
systems. Avoiding such practices is the difference between a system of dissemination that is no 
broader than necessary for full exploitation of foreign intelligence information and one that 
permits unwarranted disseminations. At the same time, however, the Court recognizes that the 
potential recipients of such disseminations are scattered across a large number of agencies at 
various levels of government. It would be awkward, if not unworkable, to reg\• late the behavior 
ofallpotet1tial recipients through. minimization procedures that are predominantly directed at the 
FBI and NCTC . .lu view of these considerations, the Court is prepared to rely on the 
government's representations ofhow FJSA infonnation will be disseminated on these classified 
information systems in its assessment of the proposed dissemination provisions. 

2J Sec also W.. at 11 (referring to "rules requiring users to only use system~ in fulfillment 
of their official duties"); NCTC Declaration at 13 ("searchable repositories ... generally are 
subject to access policies that require users to us~: systems only in fulfillment of their official 
duties. Individuals' use of these systems is also generally subject to audit.") . 
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For these reasons, and based on thl.lr'Cprescntatlous summarized above, 1he Court finds 
that Section rv.A of the Proposed FBI SMPs, und the corresponding provision at Section D.J of 
the NCTC SMJ>s, satisl)' the requirements of SO U.S.C. § 180I(h)(J)-(2). rn view of the Court's 
reliance on factual representations that are extrinsic to the procedures themselves, the 
govenunent is directed to report onlhe implementation of this authorization of"pull'' 
disseminations. ~ infra p. 21. 

B. Other Amendments to the .fiBl SMPs (and Corresponding Provisions of the 
NCTCSMPs) 

Categories of Sensitive hifimuaticm: Section ill.C.3 of the 2008 FBI SMPs requires FBI 
personnel to continually analyze collection results and establish case-specific categories of non
pertinent information. Thl.l goverrunent is also required to describe these categories in renewal 
applications. The proposed amendment would eliminatll these requirements in favor of 
emphasizing the need for particular care in reviewing identified categories of sensitive 
infonnation ~ information about religious, educational, and political activities of U.S. 
persons) and to prohibit the use of sensitive information in an analysis or report unless it 
reasonably appears to be foreign intelligence information, necessary to understand foreign 
intelligence information, or evidence of a crime. ~Proposed FBI SMPs § Ul.C.3, at 14-15. 
The current practice of generating case-specific categories is not legally required, so long as there 
are other safeguards for U.S. person infumtation that bring the procedures into compliance with 
Section 180l(h). Because such safeguards arc present, the Court has no difficulty in approving 
this amendment, as well as the corresponding provision of the NCTC SMPs. ~ NCTC SMPs 
§ C.5, at 7. 

FISC Role in Extension of Retention Periods: The 2008 FBI SMPs provide that the 
retention periods for unrcvicwed infonnation, as well as for reviewed infonnatioo that has not 
been found to be pertinent, may be extended if"specific authority is obtained from an Assistant 
Director ofthe FBI (AD)," the Department of Justice's National Security Division (NSD), and 
the Po reign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC). ~ 2008 FBI SMPs § 3.0.1 .a-b, at25-2G. 
The proposed amendments would permit such ex.tensions if"specific authority is obtained from 
an Assistant Din:ctor of the FBI (AD) and NSD to retain the material, and the FISC approves a 
new retention period upon a finding that sucb modification is consistent wilb the applicable 
statutory definition of 'minimization procedures."' See Proposed FBI SMPs § J.G.l.a-b, at24-
2.5. Because the new language merely describes more precisely the Court's statutory role in 
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reviewing minimization procedures, the Cow1 approves this amendment, as well as the 
cocresponding provision of the NCTC SMPs. ~ NCTC SMPs § B.2.a-b, at 5.11> 

CP1rlni'n Privileged Ccmmun/cations: The 2008 FBI SMPs have detailed 

requirements for handling attorney-client communications in various contexts. In cases where a 
target is under federal criminal charges, tbcFBJ is required to establish a team o.fpersons who 
have no role in the prosecution to conduct the initial review of acquired information. ~ 2008 
FBI SMPs § lll.E.l.a, at 17. As soon as that review team identifies "a privileged communication 
concerning tbe charged crin1inal matter the 

FBI is ren11rin-.tl 

wh.enevt>r any user rev1e\I/S 1iilllima 
search or surveillance, which are in an FBI electronic and data storage system containing raw 
FISA-acquired information, he receives electronic notification tl1at attorney-client 

communications have been acquired during the search or surveillance," so tll.llt other users know 
"that they may encounter privileged communications." ld. § ffi.E.t.e, atlS-19. In other cases 
involving the acquisition of communications between a client under criminal charges and an 
attorney at a to im~lletttent 

process 
retain all of these protections. 

The 2008 FBI SMPs also require that, when the PBI determines that an attorney-client 
commnnication within one of the above-described categories bas been identified, the FBI shaU 

"' When these FBI retention periods were first approved in 2008, the Court permitted the 
FBI to "treat any infonnation acquired pufSlllll1t to (previous orders] as if that infonnation" had 
been found to be pertinent, provided that such infonnation previously "bad been marked 
'pertinent' in FBI systems, or had otlterwise been found to meet the logging or indexing 
standards of the FBI standard minimization procedures previously applicable to soeh 
information." FBl SM.Ps Opinion at 11. The Court approved this approach in view of the 
"undoubted burdens that a comprehensive re-review [of information reviewed before November 
2008] would involve." Id. at 6. The government has not proposed any change in this way of 
handling information reviewed before November I, 2008. Without comparable relief, this 
information would present the same practical difficulties under the corresponding provision of 
the Proposed FBI SMPs. Accordingly, tbe Cowt approves treating info1mation reviewed before 
November 2008 in the same mwmer as was approved in the fiB I SMPs Opinion. 
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communications in criminal matters. 27 

* * .. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court :finds that the Proposed FBI SMPs and the NCTC 
SMPs, implemented in the manner described in tl1e April23, 2012 Submission, in conjUJlCtion 
with any case-specific minimization procedures appHcable under prior orders that reference the 
2008 FBT SMPs, satisf.Y the definitions of"minimizationproccdure-s" at 50 lJ.S.C. §§ J 801 (l1) 
and 1821(4). 

It is accordingly ORDERED that: 

(I) Effective May 18, 2012, allpriot-ordets of the FISC that authorized the FBI to 
conduct electronic surveillance or physical search, and all prior orders of the FISC that 
authorized acquisitions of foreign intelligence infommtion under 50 U.S.C. § 188lc and that 
approved the use oftbe dissemination provisions of the 2008 FBI SMPs (collectively ''Prior 
Orders"), are amended as follows: 

(a) Subject 10 the exceptions and modifications specified in subparagraphs (b) 
through (f) below: (i) the FBI's acquisition, retention, and d.issem.in.ation of infoo:nation 
acquired pursuant to Prior Orders shall be governed by the Proposed FBI SMPs, in lieu of 
the 2008 FBI SMPs; and (ii) NCTC's retention and dissemination of infolli:Jation acquired 

27 The attorney-client provisions of the proposed NCTC procednres are si.gnificantly 
different from those in the FBI procedures. For example, when NCTC encounters a privileged 
communication between a criminal defendant and his attomey in that matter, monitoring of the 
communication will cease and "[l)he relevant portion of the tape, document, or other material ... 
will be placed under seal or otherwise sequestered within 
be notified so that appropriate procedures may be e-stablished, 

- See NCTC SMPs § C.6, at 7. Given that NCTC perso~1ne1 
~noel to be active participants in criminal investigations and prosecutions, the Court 
finds that tlleNCTC attomey-client procedures to be reasonable and appropriate for that agency. 
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pursuant to the Prior Orders shall be governed by the NCTC SMPs, in lieu of the NCTC 
minimi:wtion procedures approved. in Docket No~inimization requirement& 
of Prior Orders, other than. those requirements embodied in the 2008 FBI SMPs or the 
NCTC minimization procedures approved in Docket No.- , shall remain in effect 
in accordance with the terms of those Prior Orders. 

(b) Por purposes of calculating retention periods pursuant to NCTC SMPs § B.2, 
Pdor Orders. that expired before May 18, 2012, shall be deemed to have expired on May 
18,2012. For purposes of calculating retention periods pursuant to Proposed FBI SMPs § 
TTI.G, Prior Orders that expired before November 1, 2008, sba]J be deemed to have 
expired on November l, 2008. 

(c) TJie I'BI may treat any information acquired pursuant to Prior Orders as if that 
intonnation reasonably appeared to be foreign intelligence information, to be .necessary to 
understand foreign intelligence information or assess its importance, or to be evidence of 
a trime, provided that, prior to November 1, 2008, such info.rrnation bad been marked 
"pertinent" in FBl systems, or had otherwise been found to meet the logging or indexing 
standards of the FBl standard minimization procedures previously applicable to such 
information. 

(d) This amendment of Prior Orders does not autl101ize sharing ofun-minimized 
infonnation acquired before January I, 2001, with CIA or NSA pw:suant to the 
minimiznlion procedures approved in Docket Number- or wllh NCTC pursuant to 
the minimization procedures approved herein. 

(e) Certain l'Br data storage systems shall remain exempt from the marking 
requirements of Section III.B.5 and Section liT. C. I oft be Proposed FBI SMPs, and from 
the electronic notification requirements of Section ill.E.I.c and Section ID.E.2.d of1he 
Proposed FBI SMPs, as described and explained in tbe FBT SMPs Opinion at 7-9, 11-11. 

(f) As is currenllytl1e case under the 2008 FBI SMPs, the government is not 
required to conduct minimization briefings as described by Section V.C of the Proposed 
FBI SMPs pursuaot to Prior Orders issued before November I, 2008. See FBI SMPs 
Opinion at 6, 10. 

(2) The amendment described in paragraph (1) is effective as of May 18, 2012. Actions 
~en prior to that date with respect to infoonation acquired pursuant to Prior Orders sballremaiu 
governed by, and evaluated under, the minimization procedures applicable to that information at 
the time that action was taken. 
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(3) I lenceforward, NCTC shall apply the ~s approved herein to information it 
has received from the fBI pursuant to Docket No.- in lieu of~tion 
procedures for NCTC previously approved by the FISC in Docket No.-

(4) The government shall describe !tow foreign intelligence information has been 
disseminated, pursuant to the procedures approved herein, to federal, state, local, and tribal 
recipients under circumstances wheJ-e such recipients have been granted the ability to access 
information that is not directly related to their responsibilities ("'pull' disseminations," as 
described mtm~ at pages 14-16). Such a description shall be provided in the report to be 
submitted to the Court pursuant to Section Vll of the Proposed FBI SMPs and in the report to be 
submitted to the Court pursuant to Section G of the NCTC SMPs. 

(5) In addition, and separate from the reports described in paragraph (4) above, the 
government shall promptly report to the CoUit in writing any material change in, or deviation 
from, the controls and policies governing how other federal, state, local or tribal recipients access 
FBI or NCTC reporting that includes FlSA information concerning U.S. persons via "pull" 
disseminations, as those controls and policies have been represented to the Court in this matter. 

ENTERED at \ : ~0 i"X . on this \ tt'day of May, 2012. 

~ &(. rr,_;j~ MARY A McLAUGHLIN 
:::U:ted Stales Foreign 
Intell igence Surveillance Court 

4'0P SECR£TI€0MJNTJNGfORN 
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